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Abstract

Alternative splicing is one of the mechanisms which drives diversification of innate
immune responses. Spliced isoforms of Toll-interacting protein (Tollip), a negative
regulator of TLR2-, TLR4- and IL-1R-induced signalling, have been identified to
express at endogenous level in human and mouse macrophages. In the current
study, we focused on two Tollip isoforms, the full-length Tollip.a and a
mouse-specific isoform Tollip.b that lacks the ubiquitin-binding CUE domain. We
asked for the effects and consequences of alternative splicing of Tollip in innate
immune responses. We wanted to know if alternative splicing of this negative
regulator has causative effect in the diversification of immune signalling and if
each isoform plays a role in resolving inflammatory responses.

We have developed a mouse cell model to study the function of these Tollip
isoforms by over-expressing or knocking-down the variants in a macrophage-like
cell line, RAW264.7. Our studies showed that endogenous Tollip.b was expressed
at a very low level, whereas Tollip.a was expressed abundantly in macrophages.
Over-expressing either of the Tollip isoforms caused dramatic changes in cell
morphology and cell proliferation. Further investigation into LPS-responsive
signalling in these recombinant cell lines revealed an altered capacity to signal
through MAPK pathways, resulting in altered cytokine production.

Interestingly, Tollip.b recombinant cells had a constitutive loss of MHC class II
molecules and that knocking-down Tollip.a isoform impacted on MHC-II
expression. Microarray gene expression analyses revealed Tollip.a and Tollip.b
regulate specific set of genes in an opposing manner. In addition, Tollip.b utilised
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a distinctive signalling network to Tollip.a, implicating Tollip.b has independent
function. Taken together, this work demonstrates, for the first time, that Tollip
serves a novel role in regulating not only innate immune responses through
MAPK signalling, but also adaptive immune responses through regulation of the
expression of MHC-II proteins. This would provide new insights in the relationship
of innate immune responses (such as inflammation) and activation of MHC-II
expression since we have found that during the absence of MHC-II molecules,
phagocytosis and signalling events of Tollip.b cells can still be activated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1-1 Diversification of the mammalian immune system

The mammalian immune system has evolved under selective pressure from a
rapidly-evolving pathogen environment. Effective protection against pathogens
requires development of diverse defence mechanisms including physical barriers,
and cellular components with the capacity to be triggered by an infection to
destroy the invading microbes and neutralize their virulence factors. Skin and hair,
for example, form the first external barriers to protect the host from the external
environment; the mucosal membranes such as in the mouth and gastrointestinal
tract protect from constant exposure to different types of microorganisms;
lysozymes, found in saliva and tears that form a secretion or enzymatic barrier
help to destroy bacterial cell walls by hydrolyzing the polysaccharide component
of bacteria; and in the blood, white blood cells such as monocytes and neutrophils
can effectively phagocytose and destroy invading pathogens [reviewed in
(Janeway et al. 2005)]. This first line of defence is highly evolutionary and
phylogenetically conserved, and is collectively known as the innate immune
system.

In 1997, Medzhitov and Janeway observed that innate immune cells utilise
germline-encoded receptors for the recognition of invading pathogens. This
germline-encoded system of immunity distinguishes itself from the other
component of immunity, the adaptive immune system, which is only functioned in
vertebrates (Medzhitov and Janeway 1997 a). An essential feature of innate
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immunity is the immediacy of its response. The receptors involved in initial
recognition of pathogens rely on molecular structures rather than specific ligands,
and respond to a broad array of potential pathogenic-agents.

In contrast, the adaptive immune system is classified as a highly ‘specific’
systemic process that eliminates pathogenic challenges, and which is based on
generating receptors by somatic recombinantion of DNA to provide specific
protection for each infection. The somatic mechanisms generate a diverse
repertoire of antigen receptors with random specificities, which are clonally
expressed on two types of lymphocytes: T cells and B cells, although the
specificity of the receptors is not predetermined. Initiation of an immune response
is only appropriate if the recognised antigen is derived from, or belongs to, a
pathogen [reviewed in(Medzhitov and Janeway 2000)].

Thus mammalian immunity relies on two arms to defend against infection. The
adaptive immune system, which require signals that provide information about the
origin of the antigen and the type of response to be induced, but which take
several days for proper cellular and humoral actions to occur. The signals which
trigger these longer-term immune responses are provided by the evolutionarily
older innate immune system. It is necessary that both the adaptive and innate
immune systems work cooperatively to protect the host from invading pathogens.
It is therefore of major importance that the molecular mechanisms responsible for
the generation of these signals is understood in order to treat infectious diseases
and develop vaccine formulation and immunotherapy.
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The focus of this thesis is on recent findings about the signalling network
triggered by pivotal receptor family that is well-characterised in the innate
immunity, the Toll-Like Receptor (TLR) signalling. It examines how alternative
splicing contributes to diversification of TLR-mediated signalling and most
importantly, assesses the consequences of alternative splicing on the regulation
of innate immune responses.

1-2 Innate immunity

The innate immune system is highly evolutionary conserved and considered to be
more ancient than adaptive immunity (Medzhitov and Janeway 1997 a, 1997 b). It
is found in a wide range of living organisms, from plants to complex organisms
such as homo sapiens, whereas the adaptive immunity undergoes clonal
expansion and only happens in mammalian populations (Kimbrell and Beutler
2001). Immune responses driven by innate immune cells are activated within
minutes after pathogen invasion and provide rapid response to defend the host
during initial hours and early days of infection. This type of immunity is therefore
classified as the first line of defence against invading pathogens.

An important feature of the innate immune system is the fact that recognition of
pathogens is achieved by germ-line encoded receptors. The specificity of each
type of receptors is genetically predetermined and is shaped under natural
selection to recognise rapid-changing pathogens (Medzhitov and Janeway 2002).
Overall, an ideal innate immune system has the following essential characteristics:
(1) a defence system that has to respond rapidly to different infectious pathogens;
21

(2) able to cope with unpredictable and rapidly-changing pathogens, which
include the variations and dosage of agents that can cause harm to the host; (3)
to control the amplitude of immune responses so that the pathogens are
destroyed without causing injury to the host; (4) able to work in a cooperative
manner with adaptive immunity to ensure elimination of invading pathogens and
build memory in case for future reoccurrence; and (5) capable to adjust to new
environments with different pathogens, for example, geographical and climate
fluctuations in the dominant pattern of infectious diseases.

Innate immune cells may not be able to recognise every possible antigen. Rather,
the host utilises the germ-line encoded receptors, referred to as pattern
recognition receptors, or PRRs, which have been evolved to recognise those
conserved structures found in pathogens. The conserved motifs derived from
various pathogens are termed as the pathogen-associated molecular patterns, or
PAMPs (Medzhitov and Janeway 2000; Aderem 2001; Lee and Kim 2007). For
example, the endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Gram-negative bacteria,
lipoteichoic acid (LTA) from Gram-positive bacteria, and double-stranded RNA
from viruses.

1-3 Innate immunity and genetic variation

The mechanisms involved in innate immune responses are perhaps more
complex than originally envisioned by Janeway and colleagues. When a host is
invaded by a pathogen, the first action is to recognise the pathogen and the
second is to fight and control the pathogen. Yet, this simple immune model does
22

not explain the wide variation in innate immune responses seen within a
population or across species. An individual within a population may vary in the
resistance or susceptibility to infection is quite frequently observed (Kwiatkowski
2005). Influenza virus, for example, affects people seriously while others remain
unaffected. The fact that some people are resistant to a particular infection might
be due to many reasons, including environmental or lifestyle factors and genetic
background. Undoubtedly, different immune responses can also be regulated by
a variety of subtle genetic variations that interact in complex ways under selective
pressure. Such genetic variations may result in increased or decreased infectious
disease susceptibility. It is worthwhile considering the impact of genomic events
that alter not just information content, but also information flow. Genetic
mechanisms such as single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that happens at DNA
level and alternative splicing that happens at pre-mRNA level have been
implicated in many studies that contribute to development of many diseases
(Biebl et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2009; Körner and Miller 2009).

Genetic variation in the immune system provides a selective advantage in fighting
against pathogens. Several studies have reported that genetic variation can
increase resistance to infection, for example: (1) heterozygous carriage of
functional TIRAP (an adaptor protein in the TLR signalling pathway) variant is
associated independently with protection against pneumococcal disease,
bacteremia, malaria and tuberculosis in different populations (Khor et al. 2007); (2)
heterozygous and homozygous α+ thalassemias provide a selective advantage
against death from Plasmodium falciparum malaria in a Kenya population
(Williams et al. 2005); and (3) a CCR5 (chemokine C-C motif receptor 5)
polymorphism remarkably reduces the risk of acquiring HIV infection (Dean et al.
23

1996).

On the other hand, many studies have reported that genotypic variation can be a
contributing factor to both acute and chronic diseases (Lundholm et al. 2010; de
Vries 2011). A highly popular molecule used to study genetic polymorphism and
disease pathogenesis is the cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), which is
a surface receptor expressed on activated T cells and provides inhibitory roles
after binding with B7 on antigen presenting cells [reviewed in (Bashyam 2007)].
Studies have revealed that a SNP in exon 1 of CTLA-4 can affect the inhibitory
function and therefore contributes to the development of Grave’s disease, an
autoimmune disease associated with hyperthyroidism (Kouki et al. 2000). It is
clear that genetic variation or polymorphism is one factor that shows diversifies
immune responses.

1-4 Significance of alternative splicing

Diversification of the innate immune responses can be caused by information
content (i.e. genetic polymorphisms, as mentioned above), but also by
information flow (or changes to RNA content). One example of this is alternative
splicing. An important feature of alternative pre-mRNA splicing is that it enables a
single gene to encode many different mature mRNA transcripts and potentially
several different protein products to generate protein diversity (Figure 1-1) (Black
2003). Estimates of the fraction of alternatively spliced human genes have
increased as expressed sequence tag (EST) databases have grown and with the
development of new technologies such as exon junction microarrays or
24

next-generation sequencing methodologies. Current estimates are that at least
90% of human multi-exon genes are alternatively spliced (Pan et al. 2008; Nilsen
and Graveley 2010). At the same time, both the fraction of genes that are
alternatively spliced and the number of isoforms generated per gene, appear to
be roughly constant over a broad phylogenetic range of metazoa (Cusack and
Wolfe 2005).

In general, it is not hard to speculate that each spliced transcript is able to encode
a unique protein which often has opposing functions to the wild-type or the
canonical transcript. But it seems to be a much more complicated scenario in
reality. In some cases, the spliced transcripts may not encode a functional protein.
Rather, it may provide the means to dispose of excess pre-mRNA in order to
prevent over-expression of the gene products (Lynch 2004). In the immune
context, an alternatively spliced molecule may have an opposing effect to the
canonical form. But more importantly, this may alter signalling events, leading to
unbalanced immune responses, either augmented or attenuated. Either way, the
expression of the spliced transcripts and the encoded protein products can be
regulated in a tissue to control cellular function including maintaining homeostasis
and amplitude of immune responses [reviewed in(Levine 2004; Wang and Burge
2008)]. This can be seen in the generation of immunological diversity that is
capable to rapidly adapt and respond to changing environment.
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Figure 1-1 Common types of alternative splicing
Alternative splicing is an important mechanism to drive protein diversity. In a typical
splicing event, the pre-mRNA transcribed from one gene can lead to multiple protein
isoforms that are structurally and functionally distinctive to the wild type protein.
Common types of alternative splicing include: Exon skipping, in which the exon(s)
are included or excluded from the RNA transcript; Intron retention, in which an intron
is retained in the RNA transcript; and Alternative 3’ or 5’ splicing site, where the
splicing events happen to join different 5’ or 3’ sites within the exon(s).
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Many studies have shown that alternative splicing may be associated with
disease pathogenesis such as cancer development [reviewed in(Pajares et al.
2007)]. On the other hand, some over-expression studies have shown alternative
splicing of signalling molecules can keep cells in the non-inflammatory state (Rao
et al. 2005; Su et al. 2007). The expression of various protein isoforms is
therefore considered to be an important factor in maintaining healthy balanced
immune system. In fact, most of the splicing events in the current published data
have an immunology context.

1-5

Alternative splicing and innate immunity

One example is the spliced isoform of IL-6 (interleukine-6), a cytokine that is
secreted by monocytic cells including macrophages and dendritic cells, crucial to
T-cell development, proliferation and effector function (Jones 2005). IL-6 has a
structure of four-helical bundle and is capable of binding with IL-6R (IL-6 receptor),
which is composed of α and β subunits (Yawata et al. 1993). A spliced transcript
of IL-6 which lacks exon 4 results in losing two of the four helices. Importantly, this
short isoform of IL-6 only binds with the α subunit of IL-6R, therefore functions as
a dominant-negative inhibitor of IL-6 signalling (Bihl et al. 2002). Downstream of
the signalling event, this IL-6 isoform could lead to blockage of CD4+ T cells to T
helper cell differentiation.

Other than modulating cytokine response, cell adhesion and migration is another
important aspect of the immune system, especially in the innate immunity where
effective phagocytosis is crucial. ICAM-1 (intracellular adhesion molecule-1) is a
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member of the immunoglobulin superfamily of adhesion molecules that is
important in controlling immunological synapse formation and cell migration. A
spliced variant of ICAM-1, which lacks the third immunoglobulin domain, is found
incapable to bind LFA-1 (lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1), and is
deficient in functioning as accessory molecule in the presentation of antigen to T
cells. It has also been found that in some cell types, the expression of this ICAM-1
isoform is up-regulated upon LPS stimulation [reviewed in(Lynch 2004)].

At the transcriptional level, alternative splicing of the key molecules in the
TLR-mediated signalling pathways has been shown to alter signalling capacity of
inflammatory responses (Wells et al. 2006). These include a mouse TLR4 isoform
that is predicted to encode a secreted protein; a p38 mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) isoform that has been shown to exhibit an activated phenotype in
unstimulated state when over-expressed in RAW264.7 macrophage-like cells;
and a signal transducer and activator of transcription-1 (STAT-1) isoform that has
been shown to be highly expressed in macrophages but not regulated upon LPS
stimulation which is predicted to be a dominant-negative protein (Wells et al.
2006). The role of alternative splicing is therefore of particular interest, since there
are so many different groups of genes involved in the immune system that
undergoes splicing to modulate or ‘fine-tune’ immunological responses.
Identification of novel spliced transcripts, their encoded protein products and
functional outcomes would be a great contribution to our knowledge of associated
diseases and the generation of immunological diversity.
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1-6 Inflammatory signalling pathways

It's speculated that one outcome of alternate splicing in the immune system is fast
resolution of the inflammatory cascade. Inflammation is characterised by the
clinical symptoms of redness, swelling, increase in temperature and pain.
Unresolved inflammatory signalling can lead to both acute and chronic
inflammatory diseases such as sepsis and rheumatoid arthritis [reviewed
in(Khatami 2011)]. Activation of inflammatory responses can be achieved by
diverse range of PPRs, which include the soluble, transmembrane and cytosolic
classes. The soluble form of PPRs, such as collectins and pentraxins, can bind
and opsonize microorganisms, allowing effective phagocytosis by macrophages
and neutrophils (Bottazzi et al. 2010). The cytosolic PPRs include NLRs
(Nucleotide-binding domain, Leucine-Rich repeat containing receptors), a family
of NOD-like receptors, that recognises intracellular microbial molecules as well as
stress signals (Inohara and Nunez 2003). The transmembrane receptors such as
the TLRs and C-type lectins are cell type-specific, allowing diverse and parallel
signalling events happening in different cell types, and these receptors are
expressed on the cell surface or internal organelles (Iwasaki and Medzhitov 2010).
This section onwards will introduce signalling events within the Toll-like receptor
(TLR) pathways, which highlights diversification of innate immune signalling and
how TLRs can finely regulate inflammatory processes.

The Toll Pathway in Drosophila
The first descriptions of TLRs in innate immune system originated from the
discovery of Toll in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. Toll was initially found as
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a transmembrane receptor involved in dorso-ventral polarity in embryo
development of Drosophila (Hashimoto et al. 1988). Ligand binding of Toll initiates
signalling via the adaptor molecules, DmMyD88 and Tube, followed by activation
of a cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase, Pelle. Activated Pelle promotes
downstream signalling via degradation of an ankyrin-repeat protein, Cactus,
which associates with the transcription facor, Rel, in the cytoplasm. Degraded
Cactus then allows Rel to travel into the nucleus in order to regulate transcription
of target genes (Figure 1-2) [reviewed in(Takeda and Akira 2005)].

This signalling pathway was strikingly similar to the mammalian interleukin-1 (IL-1)
signalling pathway. IL-1 signalling was transmitted from transmembrane receptors
through adaptor molecules, underwent series of kinase activities and
consequently lead to activation/translocation of transcription factors to regulate
inflammatory and immune responses (Gay and Keith 1991; Lemaitre 1995).
Since the cytoplasmic domain of Drosophila Toll and mammalian IL-1 receptor
was found to be highly conserved, this region was then referred to as the Toll/IL-1
receptor (TIR) domain. Later studies of fruit flies that lack major components of
Toll signalling showed that each mutant fly exhibited high sensitivity to fungal
infection due to lack of expression of an antifungal peptide (Alarco et al. 2004).
Based on these observations, it was proposed that signalling triggered via the TIR
domain might be implicated in the regulation of immune responses (Takeda et al.
2003). Conservation of the TIR domain has implicated the importance of a
conserved mechanism among different species in fighting against pathogens
under selection pressure.
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Figure 1-1 The Toll pathway in Drosophila melanogaster.
Activation of the Toll signalling pathway in Drosophila is initiated via binding of an
endogenous ligand Spätzle with transmembrane receptor Toll, which then recruit
adaptor molecules include DmMyD88, Tube and Pelle. The signal is eventually
passed onto Cactus, which is degraded upon activation, and leads to nuclear
translocation

of

the

Rel

transcription

factor

that

initiates

downstream

transcriptional processes (Takeda and Akira 2005).
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The Mammalian Toll-Like Receptor Pathways
The mammalian Toll-like receptor (TLR) family is a well-known example of highly
conserved type I transmembrane receptors (Cristofaro and Opal 2006). They
exhibit an extracellular domain composed of leucine-rich repeats and a
cytoplasmic TIR domain that is involved in downstream signalling cascades
(Figure 1-3 A). There are 13 TLRs identified to date in mammals,

named

TLR1 – TLR13, (10 human TLRs and 13 mouse TLRs have been characterized
so far), each exhibits unique properties to recognise different PAMPs (Kawai and
Akira 2007; Verstak et al. 2007). As detailed in Table 1-1, TLRs can recognise
PAMPs independently or in a cooperative manner with other TLRs, increasing the
specificity of pathogen recognition. TLR1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are transmembrane
receptors on the cell surface whereas TLR3, 7, 8 and 9 are transmembrane
receptors on endosomes that recognise viral RNAs and CpG DNA, as described
in Figure 1-3 B (Takeda and Akira 2005; Lee and Kim 2007).

The inflammatory responses generated via cell membrane TLRs are divergent;
signals

can

be

transmitted

by

two

common

mechanisms

namely

MyD88-dependent and MyD88-independent pathways (Takeda and Akira 2005;
Zughaier et al. 2005). MyD88 was first identified as an essential molecule for
activation of innate immunity through the production of inflammatory cytokines
including TNFα and IL-12 via most of the TLRs (Takeda et al. 2003). It consists
two major domains – a C-terminal TIR domain and an N-terminal death domain.
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Figure 1-3 Schematic diagrams of Toll-like receptors.
(A) TLRs are transmembrane proteins composed of extracellur leucine-rich repeats and
an intracellular TIR domain. They are highly expressed in immune cells such as
macrophages, dendritic cells and neutrophils. (B) TLR2 is an essential receptor in
recognising microbial lipopeptides such as PGN. TLR1 and TLR6 can bind with TLR2 to
discriminate slight differences between triacyl and diacyl lipopeptides, respectively. TLR4
recognises LPS and TLR5 recognises flagellin. TLR3, 7 and 8 are endosomal
transmembrane receptors that have been shown to recognise viral RNA. TLR9 is also an
endosomal transmembrane receptor that is essential in CpG DNA recognition (Takeda et
al. 2003; Takeda and Akira 2005).
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TLR

Adaptor

TLR2

MyD88/MAL

Gram-positive bacteria: LTA
Host: HSP70

TLR2:TLR6

MyD88/MAL

Mycobacteria: Lipoproteins
Fungi: Zymosan

TLR3

TRIF

TLR4

MyD88/MAL

TLR5

MyD88

TLR6

MyD88/MAL

TLR7

MyD88

Pathogen

Viruses: PolyI:C, double stranded RNA

Gram-negative bacteria: LPS
Host: Fibrinogen

Bacteria: Flagellin

Expressed cell
type
Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
Mast cells
Dendritic cells
B lymphocytes
Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
Mast cells
Intestinal epithelium
Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
Intestinal epithelium

Multiple diacyl lipopeptides

Monocytes
Macrophages
B lymphocytes

Viruses: single stranded RNA

Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
B lymphocytes

TLR8

MyD88

Viruses: single stranded RNA

Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
Mast cells

TLR9

MyD88

Bacteria: CpG DNA

Monocytes
Macrophages
Dendritic cells
B lymphocytes

TLR10

Unknown

Unknown

Monocytes
Macrophages
B lymphocytes

Parasite T. gondii: Profilin

Monocytes
Macrophages
Liver cells
Kidney

TLR11

MyD88

TLR12

Unknown

Unknown

Neurons

TLR13

Unknown

Unknown

Neurons
Astrocytes
Endothelial cells

Table 1- 1 Toll-like receptors recognise wide range of pathogen-derived products
and are cell-specifically expressed.

Toll-like receptors form homo- or hetero-dimers and become activated by different
PAMPs. In human, 11 TLRs have been discovered but the functions of TLR12 and TLR13
are still unclear. Most bacterial products are recognised by 5 TLRs: LTA (lipoteichoic acid)
is sensed by TLR2, LPS (lipopolysaccharide) is sensed by TLR4, flagellin is sensed by
TLR5, diacylated lipoproteins are sensed by TLR6, and unmethylated CpG DNA is
sensed by TLR9. Activation of signalling events is passed on through adaptors, which
can be MyD88-dependent or independent. Furthermore, TLRs are expressed by different
cell types, most of which are expressed on monocyte/macrophages [reviewed in(Kawai
and Akira 2007; Verstak et al. 2007)].
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In the MyD88-dependent pathway, signals are assembled by a variety of protein
kinases that lead to the activation of the transcriptional regulator nuclear
factor-kappa-B (NFκB) and three MAPK cascades (Figure 1-4 A). Upon
stimulation, MyD88 recruits phosphorylated interleukin-1 receptor associated
kinase (IRAK)-1 and -4 to the TIR domain of the receptors (Dunne et al. 2010).
The sequential signalling is then transmitted through a series of molecules,
involving tumour necrosis factor receptor-associated factor-6 (TRAF6) and TGF-β
activated kinase/TAK-1 binding protein complex (TAK/TAB) (Kanayama et al.
2004; Muroi and Tanamoto 2012). Downstream signalling can be diversified into
phosphorylation of MAPK kinases, which lead to activation of ERK, p38 or JNK
and of several transcription factors including Elk-1, CREB and AP-1 (Wang et al.
2001; Bhattacharyya et al. 2010). In parallel, activation of IKK complex that leads
to phosphorylation and degradation of IκB, results in nucleus translocation of
transcription

factor

NFκB.

Both

cascades

initiate

gene

expression

of

pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. TNFα, IL-6), chemokines (e.g. CXCL10, MCP-1),
adhesion molecues (e.g. ICAM-1) and enzymes (e.g. nitric oxide synthase) (Liew
et al. 2005; Takeda and Akira 2005).

In the MyD88-dependent pathway, the adaptor molecule MyD88 plays a crucial
role in transmitting signals. It has been shown that in MyD88 knock-out mice, the
production of inflammatory cytokines like TNFα and IL-6 were abolished (Kawai et
al. 1999). More recently, another adaptor molecule that shows similar structure to
MyD88 was discovered. This molecule is referred to as TIRAP (TIR
domain-containing adaptor protein) or MAL (MyD88-adaptor like). It has been
reported

that

in

TIRAP/MAL-deficient

macrophages,

the

production

of

inflammatory cytokines mediated by TLR2 and TLR4 was impaired (Yamamoto et
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al. 2002). Interestingly, TIRAP/MAL-deficient macrophages did not show
impairment from TLR3-, TLR5-, TLR7- and TLR9-induced signalling, which
implied that this adaptor molecule was essential for the MyD88-dependent
pathway via TLR2 and TLR4 (Takeda and Akira 2005).

Although TLR4-induced signalling in MyD88-deficient macrophages had impaired
TNF production, activation of the transcription factor NFκB was still observed, but
with delayed kinetics (Kawai et al. 1999). This indicated that signals were
transmitted via another pathway independent of MyD88. As shown in Figure 1-4
B, LPS-induced activation of the adaptor proteins TRAM and TRIF;, both of these
adaptors are essential in the MyD88-independent pathway, which in turn leads to
activation of the transcription factor IRF-3 (interferon regulatory factor 3) and
expression of IFN-β (interferon β) (Kawai et al. 1999).

TRAM appeared to be specific for TLR4 signalling, because TRAM-deficient mice
had impaired expression of IFN-inducible genes in response to LPS (Yamamoto
et al. 2003). TRIF is TLR3- and TLR-4-mediated. TRIF-deficient mice showed
defects in IRF3 activation as well as IFNβ expression (Yamamoto et al. 2003).
The consequence of the MyD88-independent pathway is rapid activation of
JAK/STAT-1 (signal transducer and activator of transcription 1) through the IFN
receptor, leading to the expression of several IFN-inducible genes such as IP-10
(interferon-induced protein, encoded by the Cxcl10 gene) and LRG47 (47-kDa
IFN-inducible GTPase, also called Irgm1) (Toshchakov et al. 2002; Bafica et al.
2007). Taken altogether, these studies have demonstrated comprehensive and
diversified network in innate immune signalling. Activation of immune responses
can be achieved by multiple cascades of signalling molecules, and even when an
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adaptor molecule is absent, signalling can still be triggered via different routes
and kinetics to make sure that the outcome is maintained.
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Figure 1-4

Toll-like receptors trigger MyD88-dependent and independent signalling

pathways.
(A) In an unstimulated macrophage, the adaptor molecule, MyD88, is localised in the cytoplasm
very close to the cellular membrane. TOLLIP is associated with IRAK-1 to inhibit kinase activity
which keeps the cell in a quiescent state. In the presence of a microbial stimulus, for example,
LPS, the transmembrane receptor complex, TLR4/CD14/MD2, triggers signal to recruit MyD88;
TOLLIP is then dissociated from auto-phosphorylated IRAK-1, allowing IRAK-1 and IRAK-4 to
dock rapidly at the TLR4/MyD88 complex. Signal carries on with polyubiquitination of TRAF6,
which in turn activates IKK complex. The kinase activity of the IKK complex promotes degradation
of IκB. This results in translocation of NFκB to the nucleus and initiates expression of inflammatory
cytokines. Alternatively, signalling can be diversified from TRAF6, which initiates series of MAPK
cascades. This is mainly contributed by activation of TPL2 thath leads to phosphorylation of ERK
and JNK, or by activating MKK3/6 which leads to phosphorylation of p38. Downstream of ERK,
JNK and p38 is phosphorylation of transcription factors such as c-Jun, Elk-1, AP-1 and CREB.
(B) In the MyD88-independent pathway, adaptor molecules TRAM and TRIF are recruited to the
cytoplasmic part of the receptor upon activation. This leads to the activation of IRF3. Type I
interferons such as IFNβ is rapidly induced through this pathway, which in turn activates the
JAK/STAT1 signalling. Downstream of the JAK/STAT1 pathway is gene expression of various
cytokines such as IP-10 and LRG47.
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1-7 TLR signalling: bridging innate & adaptive immunity

Numerous studies have shown that TLRs play vital roles in not only triggering the
activation of innate immunity but also promoting adaptive immunity. When the
innate defence mechanisms fail to resolve infection, the host will activate signals
to initiate an additional immune response that adapts specifically to a particular
pathogen. As mentioned above, this adaptive immune response is triggered by
clonal expansion of lymphocyte expressing receptors. Activation of the T
lymphocytes requires recognition of pathogen-derived peptides presented by
MHC (major histocompatibility complex) molecules and co-stimulatory molecules
expressed on antigen presenting cells (APCs) [reviewed in(Iwasaki and
Medzhitov 2010)].

One well-studied type of APC is the dendritics cells (DCs), which are highly
expressed on the frontline defence tissues such as skin and mucosa. Immature
DCs express many of the TLRs (e.g. TLR1, 2, 3, and 4) and maturation is
stimulated through the interaction of TLRs and their ligands (Muzio et al. 2000;
Tsuji et al. 2000). TLR-mediated signalling in DC induces the expression of
co-stimulatory molecules like CD80/CD86 and production of proinflammatory
cytokines such as TNF and IL-6, which can induce differentiation of T cells into
Th1/Th2 cells (T helper cell type 1 or 2). The matured DCs then migrate to
draining lymph nodes where presentation of antigen and T cell proliferation takes
place [reviewed in(Sallusto and Lanzavecchia 2002)]. It has been proposed that
ligand-specifc TLR activation in DCs differentially induce Th responses with
TLR4-mediated signalling preferentially inducing T cell differentiation toward Th1,
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and that TLR2-mediated signalling mainly induces Th2 response (Takeda et al.
2003; Netea et al. 2004).

Phagocytosis is an important aspect of TLR-mediated signalling. It is a crucial
step in the clearance of pathogens since it triggers both the engulfment of
pathogen and degrades pathogen-derived peptide antigen [reviewed in (Henneke
and Golenbock 2004)]. In macrophages, another type of APC, the interaction of
surface TLRs and their ligands leads to phagocytosis-mediated antigen
presentation as well as the expression of inflammatory cytokines and
co-stimulatory molecules (Underhill et al. 1999). These processes instruct
development of antigen-specific adaptive immunity via activation of naïve T cells
(Figure 1-5). It has been shown that phagocytosis of Escheria coli, Salmonella
typhimurium and Staphylococcus aureus is impaired in TLR2/TLR4- or
MyD88-deficient cells, mainly due to the impairment of phagosome maturation
(Blander and Medzhitov 2004). It is therefore apparent that TLRs play critical
roles in APC maturation and phagocytosis, forming a bridge between innate and
adaptive immunity.
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Figure 1-1 TLRs can bridge innate and adaptive immunity to control host defense
against invading pathogens.
TLRs are expressed in innate immune cells such as macrophages and dendritic cells;
engulf pathogens, microbial components or foreign molecules by phagocytosis, and
present pathogen-derived peptide antigens to naïve T cells. Downstream of TLR
signalling is the expression of diverse proteins such as co-stimulatory molecules and
inflammatory cytokines like TNF and various interleukins. TLR-triggered signalling
together with phagocytosis-mediated antigen presentation triggers the innate and
adaptive immune system to work in a cooperative manner [adapted from (Takeda and
Akira 2005)].

MHC is essential for healthy immune system
Other than initiating the acute responses to a pathogen, macrophages are
specialised in priming cellular and humoral lymphocyte responses. Inflammatory
signals will induce the expression of MHC molecules on macrophages, which are
critical for presenting pathogenic products to lymphocytes. MHC-II expression in
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APCs is generally constitutive but also can be induced in response to
inflammatory signals, most typically IFN-γ (Amaldi et al. 1989; Steimle et al. 1994).
Further, GM-CSF, a cytokine secreted by leukocytes aims to stimulate growth and
differentiation of immature phagocytic cells, has been shown to induced class II
HLA-DR (human leukocyte antigen-DR) mRNA level in an in vitro setting (Hornell
et al. 2003; Perry et al. 2004) as well as surface HLA-DR expression in an in vivo
setting (Meisel et al. 2009). On the other hand, anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10
has been shown, in a myeloid-restricted manner, to impede surface MHC-II
expression but not at transcriptional level, as evidenced by the observation of
accumulated MHC-II molecules at the plasma membrane in monocytes cultured
with IL-10 (Koppelman et al. 1997). Thus, the expression of MHC-II molecules is
a dynamic process which can be regulated by both pro- and anti-inflammatory
cytokines.

Defects in the processes of antigen presentation will result in unbalanced immune
responses. For example, a global phenomenon observed in septic patients was
the decrease in monocyte HLA-DR expression with increased susceptibility to
secondary infections (Lukaszewicz et al. 2009; Schefold 2010). It has been
shown that the decrease of surface HLA-DR expression correlates with its mRNA
level, but detailed mechanism on how the transcription of HLA-DR was
down-regulated is still unknown (Pachot et al. 2005). Down-regulation of HLA-DR
expression was also observed in monocytes infected with viruses such as HIV,
despite the fact that antigen presentation of these cells was still functional
(Woc-Colburn et al. 2010). Thus, exploring the mechanisms on the regulation of
MHC-II expression is of particular importance as it is a target of innate immune
signalling that can be exploited by many pathogens. Most importantly, the
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intracellular mechanisms are the key factors in regulating and uncoupling MHC-II
expression from antigen processing and presentation to T cells.

Master regulator of MHC
The expression of MHC-II is mainly regulated at transcriptional level. There is a
promoter-proximal region upstream of MHC-II transcription initiation site, which
contains four regulatory elements called S, X1, X2 and Y boxes. Many distinct
nuclear factors were capable to bind with these regulatory elements. Among
which, RFX, CREB and NF-Y DNA-binding proteins have been shown to regulate
MHC-II expression by binding with the regulatory elements (Reith et al. 2005;
Kwon et al. 2006) (Figure1-6 A).

The most extensively studied transcription factor that regulates the expression of
MHC-II is the master regulator CIITA (class-II transcription activator). CIITA
activates MHC-II transcription by indirectly binding with the whole S-X1-X2-Y
region, which implied that CIITA co-activates with other nuclear factors to achieve
MHC-II transcription (Masternak et al. 2000). CIITA has been classified as a
master regulator because it tightly controls MHC-II expression. To support this,
studies have shown that MHC-II-negative cells transfected with CIITA expression
vector were able to induce MHC-II expression, either at transcription or protein
level (Chang et al. 1994; Steimle et al. 1994). Moreover, experiments using a
CIITA-inducible system showed that the level of CIITA has a tight correlation with
the level of MHC-II expression (Otten et al. 1998).

A type of genetic disorder, the Bare Lymphocyte Symdrome (BLS), was
diagnosed with loss of MHC-II together with a reduction of MHC-I (Gobin et al.
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1998). Defects in MHC-II transcription can occur due to mutations in CIITA, which
caused inactive binding between CIITA and the regulatory complex (Cressman et
al. 1999; Patarroyo et al. 2002) (Figure 1-6 B). In addition, mutations in the
DNA-binding proteins such as RFX5 can cause disruption in the assembly of the
regulatory complex, which leads to a bare promoter (Nekrep et al. 2000; Zhang et
al. 2008).

Studies have revealed that CIITA also regulates MHC-I transcription (Gobin et al.
1997; Gobin et al. 1998; Girdlestone 2000). This was exemplified by vector
expressing CIITA which was transfected into both mouse and human cell lines
that had low level of MHC-I protein. Induction of CIITA led to a significant increase
in MHC-I molecules on the cell surface (Martin et al. 1997). Further, in a
CIITA-defective mutant cell line, IFN did not induce expression of MHC-I,
compared with a CIITA-positive cell line which showed an increase in MHC-I
expression (Martin et al. 1997). Other MHC-II regulatory proteins also determines
the expression of MHC-I. DNA sequence alignments of MHC-I and MHC-II
promoter regions revealed similar homology in the S-X1-X2-Y boxes. Some BLS
patients with reduction in MHC-I expression were observed with mutation in the
RFX complex (van den Elsen et al. 1998), which suggests a possibility that RFX
proteins are also shared by both MHC-I and MHC-II regulatory pathways in
addition to CIITA. Thus, regulation of MHC molecules requires a combination of
DNA-binding proteins to bind to their respective DNA motifs as well as recruiting
the master regulator CIITA.
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Figure 1-6 Regulation of MHC-II transcription
(A) The S-X-Y promoter region is bound with four DNA-binding proteins – the X-box binds
with the RFX (regulatory factor X) complex composed of RFXANK (RFX-associated
ankyrin-containing protein), RFXAP (RFX-associated protein) and RFX5; the X2-box
binds with CREB (cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein); and Y-box binds with
NF-Y (nuclear transcription factor Y); and the S-box binds with unknown molecule. This
regulatory complex is a scaffold for CIITA, a non-DNA-binding co-activator, which is
activated by post-translational modifications and chromatin remodelling (e.g. ubiquitin
and histones). Initiation of transcription leads to expression of MHC molecules such as
H2-E (human homolog HLA-DR), H2-A (HLA-DQ), H2-O (HLA-DO), H2-DM (HLA-DM),
Invariant chain, as well as some MHC-I molecules. (B) Loss of MHC-II expression is
observed in BLS. Defects in MHC-II expression are caused by mutations in the gene
encoding CIITA, consequently leading to CIITA dysfunction, or by mutations in the
subunits of RFX complex which leads to a bare promoter.
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Epigenetic controls of the master regulator CIITA
CIITA controls MHC-II expression by interacting with chromatin-modifying
enzymes for either activation or inhibition on MHC-II transcription, as unmodified
CIITA cannot be recruited to the DNA-binding protein complex (Jabrane-Ferrat et
al. 2003). One mechanism on how CIITA activates MHC-II expression is by
interacting with ubiquitin (Greer et al. 2003) (Figure 1-6 A). Interestingly, CIITA
activation was profoundly enhanced when ubiquitinated but not rapidly degraded,
implying that CIITA utilises a different ubiquitin mechanism other than the
conventional degradation pathway. Indeed, CIITA was found to interact with
mono-ubiquitins, which have been reported to regulate intracellular pathways
such as sorting and transporting endocytic cargo and to facilitate the function of
histone H2B (Robzyk et al. 2000; Shih et al. 2003; Chandrasekharan et al. 2009).
Co-transfection of CIITA and wild-type ubiquitin constructs showed that MHC-II
expression was induced in a dose-dependent manner, as tested by qRT-PCR.
Co-transfection of CIITA and the mono-ubiquitin constructs, which only allowed
binding of mono-ubiquitin not poly-ubiquitin, resulted in a similar pattern but at a
massively higher level (Greer et al. 2003).

Other mechanism on the regulation of MHC-II expression by CIITA includes
interaction

with

histone

acetyltransferases

(HATs)

(Figure

1-6

A).

Immunoprecipitation studies have shown that recombinant CIITA associates with
several HATs (Zika and Ting 2005) and that a CIITA domain is acetylated by
histone H3 and H3 at the MHC-II promoter region (Beresford and Boss 2001). On
the other hand, CIITA and other DNA-binding proteins also recruit histone
deacetylases (HDACs) to ‘switch off’ MHC-II gene expression by dissociating the
complex from the MHC-II promoter region. This is evidenced that HDAC1 and
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HDAC2 can suppress IFN-γ-induced MHC-II expression and CIITA function (Zika
et al. 2003). Although the interactions between CIITA and chromatin-modifying
enzymes are the dominant factors in the regulation of MHC-II expression, other
levels of control must have existed. For instance, IFN-β targeted downstream of
CIITA mRNA to suppress IFN-γ-induced MHC-II gene expression (Lu et al. 1995).
Further, MHC-II expression was observed, though at low level, in some modified
human cell lines that lacked functional CIITA, as well as in some mouse cell lines
that lacked the CIITA gene (Zhou et al. 1997). A recently published paper
described a LPS-induced, CIITA-independent, MHC-II expression in DCs and a B
cell line by enhancing c-jun activity which binds with AP-1 site (Casals et al. 2007).
It is therefore of particular interests to understand the mechanisms behind the
unresolved CIITA-independent MHC-II expression and to identify novel proteins
that acts as modifiers in this process.

TLR signalling regulates MHC expression
Monocytes and macrophages have the capacity to process and present foreign
pathogens by TLR-mediated mechanisms. Previous published data have
demonstrated that phagocytosis of bacteria was impaired in bone marrow-derived
macrophages lacking the TLR/MyD88 complex (Blander and Medzhitov 2004),
and that only the antigens derived from phagosomes, which engaged TLR
signalling, were presented by MHC-II molecules on the cell surface. This was
evident in the study which used LPS-free hen egg lysosyme microspheres. These
microspheres were incubated with DC in three combinations – microspheres only,
microspheres adsorbed with LPS, and microspheres with exogenous LPS at the
same time. Only the LPS-conjugated microspheres could engage TLR signalling.
These microsphere-treated DCs were then incubated with CD4 T cells and that
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only the LPS-conjugated microspheres showed efficient MHC-II presentation to T
cells. No MHC-II presentation was observed in microsphere only, nor was
simultaneous incubation of exogenous LPS with the microspheres (Blander and
Medzhitov 2006). This showed that activation of TLR signalling is necessary for
effective MHC-II antigen presentation.

TLRs also discriminate self and non-self antigens which assist the specificity of
MHC presentation. When DCs were treated with antigen-labelled bacteria and
apoptotic cells, only the bacteria-derived antigen were presented to T cells. The
apoptotic cell-derived antigens were not presented to T cells even when the level
of MHC-II molecules was increased on cell surface. However, when apoptotic
cells were pre-treated with LPS, phagocytosis resulted in antigen presentation on
T cells (Blander and Medzhitov 2006). Collectively, these data showed that TLRs
control MHC presentation and that TLR-triggered phagocytosis is responsible in
uncoupling antigen processing and presentation to discriminate self and non-self
antigens. This is particularly important in innate and adaptive immunity since
activation of T cells by apoptotic antigens can lead to adverse autoimmune
disorders.

1-8 Negative regulation of TLR signalling pathways

TLRs are important for early identification and eradication of infectious pathogens.
Nevertheless, prolonged inflammatory responses and excessive production of
cytokines and/or chemokines can be harmful to the host. This can be seen in the
cases of sepsis syndrome, which can be fatal if not controlled initially, and in
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chronic inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, atherosclerosis,
inflammatory bowel syndrome and lung diseases like asthma (Verstak et al.
2007).

To obtain a balance between switching ‘on’ and ‘off’ inflammatory responses,
negative regulatory mechanisms must exist to maintain equilibrium between
activation and suppression of TLR signalling. Controlling the amplitude of
inflammatory responses and the timing of the negative feedback loops are
therefore equally important.

Proteins that have central role in negative regulation are usually situated in the
upstream of signalling cascades, for example, proteins targeting MyD88 and
IRAK. Various studies have shown several negative regulators contributing
important roles in TLR signalling, ranging from the very first initiation step by the
extracellular/transmembrane receptors, through to intracellular suppressors and
eventually in TLR-induced apoptosis (summarised in Figure 1-7) [reviewed
in(Dunne and O'Neill 2005; Liew et al. 2005)]. Without these functional and
effective regulators, signals cannot be ‘switched off’ at proper time and will result
in tissue damage to the host. Unravelling the mechanisms of how TLRs and their
negative regulators interact is of particular importance since various acute and
chronic inflammatory diseases could be due to over-activation in TLR-mediated
signalling.

SIGIRR
The host defense system is activated rapidly via triggering a family of TLR/IL-1R
proteins, which bare an intracellular Toll-IL-1R (TIR) domain, and are positive
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regulators

of

inflammatory

responses.

SIGIRR

(single

immunoglobulin

IL-1R-related protein) is a transmembrane receptor that has been identified as a
negative regulator of IL-1R and TLR4 and TLR9 signalling pathways by
interacting with IL-1R, TLR4 and adaptor protein TRAF6 (Qin et al. 2005; Zhang
et al. 2011). SIGIRR is expressed in a tissue-specific manner;

high expression

was found in epithelial cells such as in the colon and the lung (Wald et al. 2003),
indicating a role for SIGIRR in regulating the immune response in tissues that are
constantly exposed to microorganisms.

Studies from SIGIRR-deficient mouse revealed hyper-responsiveness of
inflammatory outcome to IL-1 and LPS. In addition, SIGIRR-deficient cells had
prolonged JNK phosphorylation and enhanced NFκB activity in response to IL-1
and LPS, but not TNF, whose receptor is not a member of the TLR/IL-1R family,
indicating diversified regulatory mechanisms in innate immune responses (Wald
et al. 2003). The TIR domain of SIGIRR is necessary for inhibiting TLR4 signalling.
Deletion of the TIR domain resulted in exacerbated recruitment of MyD88 and
IRAK to TLR4, with the inability to suppress LPS-induced NFκB activation (Qin et
al. 2005). Overall, SIGIRR is an inhibitory member of IL-1R and TLR4 signalling
pathways, which could provide advantageous information for developing
therapeutic approaches against symptoms like sepsis.
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Figure 1-7 Negative regulators of TLR signalling pathway.
Toll-like receptor signallings are tightly regulated by various proteins with different mechanisms.
For example, transmembrane receptor like SIGIRR binds to TLR4 and IRAK thereby suppressing
downstream signals. Most of the negative regulatory network happens intracellularly at different
levels of the cascade. TRIAD3 and A20 utilise ubiquitin-targeted protein degradation to suppress
TLR signalling; SOCS-1, PI3K, TOLLIP, IRAK-M and IRAK1c inhibit TLR signalling by blocking the
kinase activity of IRAK1 or possibly TRAF6; and TAG inhibits the MyD88-independent pathway by
displacing TRIF binding with TRAM. The selective use of these negative regulators contributes to
the diversity of the inflammatory responses.
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MyD88s
One of the profound findings of negative regulation in the TLR-triggered
responses was the discovery of MyD88s, which is a spliced isoform of MyD88
(Janssens et al. 2002). As mentioned above, MyD88 is a universal adaptor
molecule that is required in TLR/IL-1R signalling for cytokine production. MyD88
has a C-terminal domain that binds with the cytoplasmic portion of TLR/IL-1R, an
intermediate domain that binds with IRAK-4 and an N-terminal domain that binds
with IRAK-1. In LPS-stimulated MyD88-deficient macrophages, the production of
TNFα and IL-6 was abolished, although NFκB was still activated with delayed
kinetics (Kawai et al. 1999).

The LPS-inducible spliced isoform MyD88s lacks the intermediate domain and so
is unable to associate with IRAK-4. The subsequent dominant negative effect on
NFκB activation via LPS or IL-1β stimulated response was initially demonstrated
in HEK293 cells. Following transient transfection of a combination of
NFκB-dependent luciferase reporter plasmid and expression plasmid for either
wild-type MyD88, spliced isoform MyD88s, mutant MyD88 with the TIR domain
only, or empty vector, only over-expressed MyD88s showed significant reduction
in the level of IL-1-induced NFκB/luciferase activity when compared with other
over-expression (Janssens et al. 2002).

Since HEK293 cells are not the best model to study innate immunity, another set
of experiments was performed to test the function of MyD88s in response to LPS.
Transient transfection of Mf4/4 macrophages with MyD88 constructs plus
luciferase reporter was followed by stimulation with LPS or TNF. Luciferase assay
showed that in LPS-treated transfectants, a reduction of luciferase activity was
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observed in over-expression of MyD88s compared with vector only. In contrast,
luciferase activity was increased in the TNF-treated transfectants. These
experiments showed that MyD88s negatively regulated NFκB activity in
LPS-induced signalling, but not in response to TNF. It has been further
demonstrated by Western blotting that MyD88s binds IL-1R and IRAK, but does
not induce IRAK phosphorylation, thus prohibiting NFκB activation (Janssens et
al. 2002).

MyD88s is still capable of transmitting signals via MAPK pathways, demonstrated
by the activation of JNK- and AP-1-dependent gene expression. Co-transfection
of MyD88s and wild-type MyD88 with AP-1-dependent luciferase reporter gene
constructs in HEK293 cells followed by IL-1β stimulation showed that both MyD88
and MyD88s induced AP-1, except that MyD88s-induced AP-1 activation
occurred in a dose-dependent manner. Since AP-1 is regulated by JNK, the
authors further explored whether MyD88s plays a role in JNK activation. Again,
HEK293 cells were co-transfected with MyD88s and wild-type MyD88 constructs
together with Flag-tagged JNK vector followed with IL-1β treatment. Western
blotting showed that JNK was phosphorylated in both wild-type MyD88 and
MyD88s transfectants (Janssens et al. 2003). Taken together, these results
suggest that MyD88s, which encodes protein that lacks the ID, plays a
dominant-negative role in IL-1β- and LPS-induced, but not TNF-induced NFκB
activation. These findings suggest that alternative splicing of MyD88 plays an
important role in mediating the balance of NFκB activated outcomes but not in
AP-1-dependent activation, which provides functional roles in diversification of
IκB and MAPK pathways.
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TRIAD3A
Another regulatory mechanism that can control TLR signalling is by enzymatic
degradation of the TLRs. This involves ubiquitin binding to targeted proteins by
three enzymes: ubiquitin is firstly activated by the ubiquitin-activating enzyme E1,
followed by a second ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme Ubc, then the third
ubiquitn-protein ligase E3 that recognises the target protein [reviewed in(Chen
2005)]. TRIAD3A, an alternatively spliced isoform of TRIAD3, acts like an
ubiquitin ligase E3 by interacting with a specific E2 enzyme, UbcH7, and
promotes ubiqutination and a dramatic degradation of TLR4 and TLR9 when
over-expressed (Chuang and Ulevitch 2004). Further, RAW264.7 cells treated
with TLR2, 4 and 9 ligands, HUVEC cells treated with TLR2, 3, 4 and 5 ligands,
and HEK293 cells transfected with TLR9 followed with CpG DNA treatment,
showed that TRIAD3A expression suppressed NFĸB activity only in TLR4 and
TLR9 manner. Depletion of TRIAD3A by siRNA in the HEK/TLR9 background
revealed a significant increase in NFĸB activity after treatment with CpG DNA
(Chuang and Ulevitch 2004). Taken together, these studies showed that TRIAD3A
functions in TLR4- and TLR9-specific manner, and that ubiquitin degradation of
TLRs is undoubted an important process of regulating TLR signalling pathways.

SOCS-1
Degradation of proteins by ubiquitin molecules in various signalling pathways is
one of the critical processes to suppress inflammatory responses. One good
example is the negative regulator SOCS1 (suppressor of cytokine signalling 1).
Studies have shown that macrophages from SOCS1-deficient mice were very
sensitive to LPS-induced shock and developed uncontrolled inflammatory
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responses, as indicated by high levels of IL-12p40 and TNF as well as nitric oxide
release (Kinjyo et al. 2002; Nakagawa et al. 2002). Further, SOCS1 has been
shown to interact with MAL, which is initially phosphorylated upon activation, then
poly-ubiquitinated by SOCS1 for subsequent proteasomal degradation (Mansell
et al. 2006).

PI3K
Phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K) is constitutively expressed in immune cells and
activated rapidly in response to pathogens. It has been shown that PI3K is
activated downstream of TLR2- and TLR4-triggered signalling (Keck et al. 2010).
PI3K is an intracellular hetero-dimer composed of a p85 regulatory subunit and a
p110 catalytic chain. Mice lacking the p85 subunit exhibit enhanced TLR
signalling and a dominant Th1 cell response (Fukao and Koyasu 2003). Although
there is no direct evidence to prove that PI3K directly suppresses the p38
pathway, it has been demonstrated that inhibition of PI3K enhances activation of
p38 in dendritic cells and NFκB in monocytes, resulting in decreased TNF
production.

It has been proposed that PI3K is involved in the early phase of innate immune
response by interfering signalling downstream of TLRs (e.g. MyD88, Tollip, IRAK
and TRAF6). Studies demonstrated that inhibition of PI3K using commercially
available inhibitors showed enhanced production of LPS-, IL-1- and TNF-induced
NFκB activation, and this observation was specifically found in monocytic cells
(Choi et al. 2006). Thus, PI3K serves as a potential negative regulator in TLR
signalling using a sophisticated mechanism to maintain a balance between
activation and suppression of the immune responses.
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IRAKs
Downstream of MyD88 is another family of adaptor molecules, the interleukin 1
receptor-associated kinases. The IRAK family of serine-threonine kinases plays
important roles in regulating TLR-mediated signalling processes. There are four
members of the IRAK family that have been identified with high structural
homology, IRAK1, IRAK2, IRAK4 and IRAK-M [reviewed in(Flannery and Bowie
2010)]. Each member displays distinct functional roles in signal transduction
pathways: IRAK1 and IRAK4 exhibit kinase activity; IRAK2 and IRAK-M lack
kinase activity (Rao et al. 2005).

Several spliced variants of IRAK1 have been identified in recent years. In
particular, IRAK1c, a novel spliced isoform that lacks kinase activity, does not
dissociate from MyD88 and TOLLIP (Toll-interacting protein), thereby suppressing
NFκB activation. In addition, the full-length IRAK1 undergoes sumoylation and
nuclear

translocation,

whereas

IRAK1c

does

not

go

through

any

post-translational modification and nuclear entry upon LPS-stimulation (Su et al.
2007). Interestingly, brain tissues collected from donors aged 32, 42, 62, 71 and
80+ years old showed that IRAK1c was the predominant form expressed in the
brain and that the full-length IRAK1 was undetectable from the 32 and 42 year-old
donors. In contrast, both full-length IRAK1 and IRAK1c were detected in brain
tissues from 62 years and older donors (Su et al. 2007). The fact that IRAK1c, the
kinase inactive form of IRAK1, is the predominant form expressed in the brain of
younger people, may suggest a reason why brain inflammation is less common in
healthy young individuals. One of the characteristics of increased chronic
inflammation is the aging process that immune cells, such as macrophages, are
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locally infiltrated, and the circulatory levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
adhesion molecules are higher than in young people (Su et al. 2007). It would be
interesting to study whether brain inflammation such as Alzheimer’s or
Parkinson’s disease are linked to uncontrolled or unbalanced TLR-mediated
signalling.

The other IRAK member, which also lacks the kinase activity, was found to be
expressed mainly in the myeloid origin, therefore designated as IRAK-M (Wesche
et al. 1999; Rosati and Martin 2002). IRAK-M expression was induced by LPS,
and endotoxin tolerance was not observed in IRAK-M-deficient macrophages
(Kobayashi et al. 2002). This implied a role for IRAK-M as a negative regulator in
TLR4 signalling. LPS-treated IRAK-M-deficient macrophages had higher IL-6,
IL-12p40 and TNF levels compared to the wildtype macrophages. Stronger
phosphorylation of p38, ERK and JNK MAPKs were also observed in
IRAK-M-deficient macrophages compared to the wildtype (Kobayashi et al. 2002).
The mechanism of how IRAK-M negatively regulates TLR signalling is still unclear.
It is confirmed that IRAK-M still binds with MyD88 without interfering IRAK-1
binding to MyD88. IRAK-1transiently binds with TRAF6 upon stimulation; yet, this
association was not observed when HEK293 cells were over-expressed with
IRAK-M. However, when IRAK-1 and IRAK-M were co-expressed with TRAF6,
the association between IRAK-1 and TRAF6 was still observed (Kobayashi et al.
2002). It is speculated that IRAK-M might inhibit IRAK-1 from dissociation from
the receptor by stabilizing the TLR/MyD88/IRAK complex, thus preventing
downstream phosphorylation with TRAF6.
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A20
It has been shown that the RING finger domain of TRAF6 serves as a ubiquitin E3
ligase, which catalyse synthesis of non-degradative K63-linked ubiquitin chains
that is required to activate downstream signalling molecules (Deng et al. 2000;
Walsh et al. 2008). To stop TRAF6-mediated signalling, de-ubiquitnation
processes must have played important roles in regulating positive immune
responses. The de-ubiquitination enzyme A20 has been discovered to function as
a negative regulator in innate immune signalling that its expression was
up-regulated in response to LPS, and most importantly, it removed the K63-linked
poly-ubiquitin chains from TRAF6, thus reducing NFκB activity in TLR signalling
events (Sun 2008; Shembade et al. 2010). Further, macrophages from
A20-deficient mice showed enhanced levels of TNF, IL-6 and nitric oxide in
response to LPS (Boone et al. 2004). Taken together, obtaining a balance
between activation and inhibition of innate immune responses involves a very
complicated network that requires various signalling molecules to work in a
cooperative manner, given that our immune system is constantly evolving to fight
against the rapid-changing pathogens. The processes of ubiquitination and
de-ubiquitination is just part of the diversified network, and undoubtedly more
negative regulators will be identified in the near future to study resolution of
over-activated immune responses.

TAG
Like MyD88 and IRAK, the adaptor molecule TRAM is also alternatively spliced.
The spliced isoform, TAG (TRAM adaptor with GOLD domain), bares a Golgi
dynamics domain in addition to the entire sequence of TRAM. It interferes TLR
signalling by displacing TRIF binding with TRAM (Palsson-McDermott et al. 2009).
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In HEK293 cells that over-expressed TAG, NFκB activity was not induced by LPS,
compared to cells over-expressed TRAM which had enhanced NFκB activity.
Rather, TAG over-expression led to a significant reduction in ISRE-reporter
activity, which is IRF3-mediated activation (Palsson-McDermott et al. 2009).
Further, TAG-transfected macrophages from TRAM-deficient mice showed no
change in RANTES production whereas TRAM-transfected macrophages
showed enhanced level of RANTES. Similarly, siRNA knock-down of TAG in
human PBMCs had elevated level of RANTES in response to LPS, whereas
knocking-down TRAM had reduced level (Palsson-McDermott et al. 2009). These
results confirmed a role for alternative splicing of TRAM that TAG negatively
regulates TLR4 immune response via a MyD88-independent mechanism.

1-9 Tollip as a negative regulator

The Toll-interacting protein, Tollip, has firstly been identified as a binding partner
of IRAK-1 in IL-1R-triggered signalling events (Burns et al. 2000). This 274 amino
acid protein has three functional domains – a TBD and a C2-like domain in the
N-terminal, and a CUE domain in the C-terminal. TBD, short for Tom1-binding
domain, is the binding site for Tom1 (target of myb1), which has been discovered
as a target of retroviral oncogene v-Myb (Burk et al. 1997). Recent studies have
shown that over-expression of Tom1 reduced NFκB and AP-1 activities in IL-1βand TNFα–induced signalling pathways. The Tollip-Tom1 complex implies a role
for Tollip in regulating innate immune responses.

The C2 domain is a calcium-binding domain and the C2-like domain of Tollip
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selectively

binds

to

phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate

(PtdIns(3)P)

and

phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-phosphate (PtdIns (3,4,5)P), both are downstream
products of PI3K. Disruption in the C2-like domain of Tollip showed inability in
NFκB activation upon LPS stimulation, implying that this domain plays a vital role
in controlling TLR4-triggered signalling events (Li et al. 2004). The CUE (coupling
of ubiquitin to endoplasmic reticulum degradation) domain is a mono-ubiquitin
binding domain, which is important in post-translational modifications such as
activation or degradation of proteins.

Tollip is one of the first described intracellular negative regulators in TLR2- and
TLR4-triggered signalling (Zhang and Ghosh 2002). Tollips forms direct
association with TLR2 and TLR4 via a very small region in the C-terminal,
upstream of the CUE domain, though recombinant cells lacking the CUE domain
also partially reduced this association. Interestingly, Tollip forms oligomers like
many other signalling molecules to allow efficient signal transduction. The binding
region for Tollip oligomerisation relies on both the N-terminal TBD and the
C-terminal CUE domain. Mutants only over-expressed the C2 domain has no
ability to form complex with the full-length Tollip (Zhang and Ghosh 2002). This
highlights the point that Tollip dimerisation is needed to form a stable protein
complex.

The role for Tollip in regulating TLR-triggered responses were observed from
LPS- and PGN-treated RAW264 cells over-expressing different amounts of Tollip
construct that NFκB and AP-1 activities were suppressed in a dose-dependent
manner (Zhang and Ghosh 2002). In addition, Tollip expression is enhanced in
intestinal epithelial cells (Melmed et al. 2003), which are constantly exposed to
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large flora of microorganisms and are specifically hypo-responsive to TLR2
ligands. This implies that Tollip serves a role in negative regulation of
TLR-triggered signalling in the intestine. Interestingly, cells from Tollip-deficient
mice showed that activation of NFκB was not different to the wild-type mice,
whereas the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines was attenuated in
response to IL-1β and LPS (Didierlaurent et al. 2006). Though this result conflicts
with the previous data, it highlights the role for Tollip as a scaffold protein to
‘fine-tune’ inflammatory responses in the complicated signalling network. Further,
we cannot exclude the possibility that Tollip is involved in other unknown
signalling pathways due to the fact that Tollip-deficient cells had no change in
NFκB activity, while TNF and IL-6 were significantly down-regulated.

1-10 Tollip as a Chaperone protein

As previously stated, Tollip forms association with TLR2 and TLR4, and that
lacking the CUE domain can weaken this interaction. The CUE domain of Tollip
has also been identified to interact with IL-1RI upon IL-1 stimulation. Disruption in
the CUE domain showed accumulation of IL-1RI on the late endosomes in
undegraded forms (Brissoni et al. 2006), which highlights that the CUE domain of
Tollip is involved in the regulation of ubiquitination events in innate immune
signalling. Interestingly, Tollip has also been found to partially localise on early
endosomes and that lacking either the TBD or CUE domain still retain this partial
localisation (Katoh et al. 2004). These data suggest that Tollip, like a chaperone
protein, is trafficked to different intracellular compartments and utilises different
protein binding domains for multiple functions. The interaction of Tollip and
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transmembrane receptors indicates a role in internalisation of these receptors to
keep them recycled or replaced, and this is likely due to the function of both the
TBD and the CUE domain at different stages of intracellular trafficking.

The TBD of Tollip interacts with Tom1 suggest that the Tollip-Tom-1 complex may
provide reciprocal roles in trafficking of proteins in the immune signalling
pathways. Tom1 also binds with ubiquitins and that the Tollip-Tom1 co-expression
showed stronger binding with ubiquitins than Tollip or Tom1 single expression
(Yamakami et al. 2003). Tom1 also found to localise on early endosomes when
co-expressed with Tollip, but not in the circumstance when co-expressed with
Tollip mutant lacking TBD (Katoh et al. 2004). This indicates that Tollip is required
for Tom1 to localise on early endosomes.

It has been shown that Tom1 binds with clathrin, which in turn is recruited by Tollip
onto early endosomes suggesting that this complex modulates clathrin-mediated
endosmal protein sorting (Yamakami et al. 2003; Katoh et al. 2004; Katoh et al.
2006). Immune cells such as macrophages and neutrophils eliminate invading
pathogens

and

foreign

particles

by

firstly

phagocytosing

them

into

plasma-membrane derived intracellular vacuole, or phagosome, which undergoes
series of fisson and fusion events in the endocytic pathway and eventually
degrade the foreign molecules. Clathrin is an important molecule in the early
stages of endocytosis that is formed in the plasma membrane to trap any solutes,
membrane-bound ligand and transmembrane proteins (Vieira et al. 2002).
Phagocytosis, however, can sometimes produce advantages for certain
pathogens, for example, mycoplasma and viruses, that they use the phagocytic
machinery to become intracellular pathogens. It is very appealing to unravel and
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explore the role of Tollip in mediating the phagocytic and endocytic pathways.

Figure 1- 8 Schematic diagram displaying the modular functions of Tollip protein
domains and their known cellular interactions with ubiquitinated proteins, phospholipids,
and endosomal compartments

Surprisingly, Tollip has been found to involve in sumoylation processes, which is a
post-translational modification of proteins that binds with SUMO-1 and is involved
in cytoplasmic-nuclear signalling transportation. Tollip has been found to interact
with several sumoylation proteins, including SUMO-1, and a transcriptional
repressor Daxx, both of which were localised in the nucleus (Ciarrocchi et al.
2009). In addition, Tollip interacts with the cytoplasmic domain of IL-1RI and is
functioned for the sumoylation of IL-1RI. Unlike ubiquitin-tagging for protein
degradation, sumoylation normally enhances protein stability and sometimes
even compete with ubiquitin (Zhao 2007). The impacting role for Tollip and
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sumoylation on the innate immunity is still unclear, but it is now known that Tollip
has a definite nuclear function. Whether Tollip is also involved in sumoylation of
TLRs is interesting to explore, since TLRs and IL-1R shares the same TIR
homology in the cytoplasmic domain. Taken together, the multifunctional domains
provide multiple purposes for Tollip in the regulation of innate immune responses,
including forming dimerisation and interaction with phospholipids, receptors and
other signalling molecules, as well as potential roles in ubiquitination, sumoylation
and phagocytosis/endocytosis.

1-11

Alternative splicing of Tollip

It is estimated that more than 90% of human genes are alternatively spliced, in
particular, these spliced genes are found to be highly expressed in the nervous
and immune systems (Grabowski and Black 2001; Lynch 2004). As described
above, many of the negative regulators in TLR signalling are spliced isoforms that
exhibit opposing functions to the wildtype proteins. Splicing arrays have
demonstrated that there are at least two Tollip spliced isoforms expressed by
mouse macrophages. The Tollip transcript in human immune cells is also
alternatively spliced at a high level (Wells et al. 2006). It is of intrinsic interest to
understand whether these spliced variants generate coding proteins with
underlying functions and whether they are conserved between human and mouse.
This information would provide new insights into the mechanisms involved in the
complex, diversified network of innate immune signalling, for example, the impact
of alternative splicing of Tollip on negative regulation of TLR signalling and
endosomal protein sorting, as it may provide possible explanations to certain
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immunological disorders as well as novel therapeutic approaches in targeting
unresolved inflammatory responses.

1-12 Hypothesis and Aims
Protein isoforms of Tollip differentially regulate activation and suppression
of inflammatory signalling in macrophages

Aim 1: To study the conservation of novel Tollip isoforms in human and
mouse.
Tollip is expressed constitutively in mouse and human tissues. It has been
well-demonstrated that the wild type Tollip is expressed in immune tissues such
as brain, liver, lung, and bone marrow-derived macrophages. We have predicted
novel Tollip spliced variants from the FANTOM mouse cDNA datasets, and
demonstrated the expression of two variants as well as the canonical full-length
transcript by splicing array (Wells et al. 2006).

It has been shown that in intestinal epithelial cells, Tollip is up-regulated upon LPS
stimulation (Otte and Podolsky 2004). The relative expression level of Tollip and
its spliced variants in mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages and human
monocyte-derived macrophages will be examined to understand whether
alternative splicing of Tollip plays a role in innate immune responses.

Aim 2: To over-express Tollip isoforms and validate expression in
mammalian immune-responsive cells.
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Once the transcript expression of Tollip variants is confirmed, it is necessary to
understand whether they are able to express functional proteins. This is important
since transcriptome studies have shown that up to 70% of mammalian transcripts
do not code for a protein (Okazaki and consortium 2002; Carninci and consortium
2005; Kapranov and consortium 2007). In order to study the functions of the novel
Tollip variants, recombinant proteins will be cloned into a mammalian expression
system.

Aim 3: To explore the effects of over-expressing Tollip isoforms in an in
vitro model.
Previous published data have shown that NFκB and AP-1 are reduced in a
dose-dependent manner in RAW264.7 cells over-expressing wild type Tollip,
which clearly characterises Tollip’s role as a negative regulator in TLR signalling.
It is very motivating to explore whether different Tollip isoforms is capable of
altering inflammatory responses that lacking the CUE domain may change
inflammatory characteristics upon stimulation. The first step to accomplish this
aim is to test whether TLR4-triggered signalling is still functional in different Tollip
cell lines.

Aim 4: To explore potential interacting partners with Tollip and identify
consequences of protein expression using the over-expression system.
In order to understand the role of Tollip and its spliced isoforms in the immune
system, it is necessary to screen the genes that are involved or are associated
with Tollip. Finding the genes that have direct association with Tollip may help in
identifying signalling pathways as well as providing contribution to future studies
in exploring the mechanisms by which Tollip and its isoforms are participated in
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innate immunity. This aim will be achieved by examining the interacting partners
of Tollip at both transcriptional and protein levels.

Aim 5: To study endogenous function of Tollip isoforms using a Tollip
knock-down system.
The studies from the stable cell lines will give indications on the potential roles of
each Tollip spliced isoform, but it is not enough to explain the endogenous
function as the results from the over-expression system could be due to ectopic
expression. It is therefore necessary to develop a knock-down system to study
the endogenous function of Tollip isoforms. The secreted cytokines will be
measured and compared between different Tollip knock-down upon treatment
with LPS, a TLR4 ligand.
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Chapter 2

Expression of Tollip isoforms in mouse and

man

The results presented in this chapter were published as
Lo, YS, Beckhouse ,AG, Boulus, SL and Wells, CA.
Diversification of Tollip isoforms in mouse and man.
Mammalian Genome, 2009, 20(5): 305-314.
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2-1

Introduction

Unveiling the mechanisms that drive phenotypic complexity is of particular
interest when studying the relationship between genome content and protein
diversity. It is interesting to know that the human genome size is about the same
size as that of the sea urchin, with ~25,000 and ~23,000 genes, respectively.
The publication of the human genome led to the revelation that genome output
(RNA content) far outstripped genome content (DNA). In the 10 years following
this revelation, the role of alternative splicing of mRNA to expand genome output
has come to the fore. The most extreme example of this is the Drosophila
melanogaster gene, Dscam (Down syndrome cell adhesion molecule), which is
capable of producing >38,000 distinct spliced variants, which is more than the
total number of Drosophila genes (Schmucker et al. 2000). Alternative splicing is
therefore likely to be the predominant mechanism of organism complexity, but
the functions of most spliced isoforms remain unclear.

Alternative splicing is best characterised in a tissue-specific manner. Recent
whole transcriptome analyses have shown that more than 94% of RefSeq genes
contain more than one exon, and 92% of these undergo alternate splicing. Most
of these events (between 40-70%) are regulated in a tissue-specific manner
(Wang et al. 2008). The immune system has been under-represented in these
studies, and it is thought that many splicing events in immune cells may be
inducibly regulated by infectious or inflammatory agents (Wells et al. 2006). One
of these, Tollip, was predicted to undergo alternate terminating exon usage,
resulting in at least 2 novel isoforms in mouse.
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The aims for this chapter were to assess alternative splicing of Tollip in human
and mouse, and investigate the conservation or diversification of Tollip in innate
immune signalling. A panel of mouse tissues was examined for the expression of
Tollip splice variants. Human TOLLIP was also screened across a panel of
human cell lines as well as peripheral blood monocytes. The results indicated
that Tollip was regulated through alternative splicing in a tissue-specific manner.

2-2

Methodology

Computational identification of Tollip variant transcripts
Expressed sequence tag (EST) alignments to the mouse Tollip and human
TOLLIP locus were assessed against AceView and Vegas gene predictions.
Alignments were considered to have high predictive value if a full-length cDNA
clone represented the novel transcript; if supporting ESTs definitively spanned
novel exon junctions, contained orientating Cap or polyA motifs, and lacked
spliced 3’UTR indicative of a transcript targeted for nonsense mediated decay.
All predictions were required to contain a complete open reading frame (ORF).
Transcripts

were

numbered

according

to

the

AceView

annotations.

Cross-species alignments were performed using BLAT at the USCS Genome
Browser and BLAST at the NCBI research tool. The protein structure was
predicted by using the SMART tool (Ponting et al. 1999).

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis
Tissues were collected from three 8-week old male BALB/c and C57BL/6J mice
(Griffith University Animal Ethics BBS06/06 AEC). Mouse bone marrow-derived
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macrophages (BMM) were collected from pooled femoral marrow under 5–7 day
selection with recombinant CSF1 as previously described (Wells et al. 2006).
Macrophages were either left untreated, or treated with Salmonella minnesota
LPS (Sigma) at 100 ng/ml, recombinant mouse IFNγ (R&D Systems) at 100
ng/ml or CpG DNA at 0.1 μM for 2 hours. The cell monolayer was washed with
PBS and cells were scraped with rubber scraper, collected and centrifuged at
900rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatants were discarded and the cell pellets
were used for RNA isolation. Human peripheral blood monocytic cells (PBMC)
were obtained from anonymous donors from the Australian Red Cross Blood
Bank (Griffith University Human Ethics BBS/02/06/HREC) and differentiated with
recombinant CSF1 to monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) as previously
described (Sester et al. 2005). Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Midi Kit
according to manufacturer’s protocol (QIAGEN). Any residual DNA was removed
using an on-column DNase digest as outlined by the manufacturer (QIAGEN).
The quality of RNA was assessed using an Agilent Bioanalyzer and quantity was
determined using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop
Technologies). cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript™III First-strand
synthesis supermix according to manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen). Negative
control reactions were performed as above with omission of reverse
transcriptase.

Tollip Isoform detection using quantitative PCR
Quantitation of Tollip cDNA was performed using the SensiMix HRM™
quantitative real-time PCR reagents (Quantace), where EvaGreen™ dye rather
than SYBR green dye was used for detection of double stranded DNA molecules.
Reactions were cycled using a Corbett RotorGene 6000 real-time PCR machine
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(Corbett Technologies, Australia). Primers were optimised to detect a single
amplicon (Figure 2-1). Positive controls were plasmid DNA extracted from
TOLLIP clones, which were previously generated and kindly donated by Dr.
Anthony Beckhouse (AIBN, University of Queensland). Negative controls (no
reverse transcriptase) were run alongside each primer set to ensure no
contaminating genomic DNA was present in the samples. The reaction
conditions were as follows: 94°C for 10 seconds, 60°C for 10 seconds, 72°C for
20 seconds and this cycle was repeated 40 times. The melting condition was
ramped from 75 – 95°C, raising by 1°C each step. Expression of Tollip
transcripts was determined relative to the abundance of the house-keeping gene
HPRT, in accordance with previously published methods (Pfaffl 2001). Primers
unique for each Tollip transcript in human and mouse were designed using
Primer3 software (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) and are described in Table 2-1.

Statistical analysis
Comparisons of Tollip expression between unstimulated and stimulated
leukocytes were assessed using a paired Student’s t-test. Figure legends
provide alpha values and numbers of repeated measures. Statistical analyses
were not used to assess qualitative data, and were not used to assess
differences between isoforms because of the magnitude of the difference in
relative expression levels.
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Figure 2-1 Melt curves for human and mouse Tollip qRT-PCR to confirm primer
specificity.
Primers for both human and mouse Tollip.b and Tollip.c were shown to be highly specific.
The cDNA template used in this experiment was plasmid DNA containing individual
Tollip variant sequences, cloned and donated by Dr. Anthony Beckhouse (University of
Queensland). (A) Melt curves of human TOLLIP.A, TOLLIP.B and TOLLIP.C primers
used for qRT-PCR. Top panel: TOLLIP.A primers targeted both plasmids due to the
detection of all three variants in the full-length TOLLIP; middle panel: TOLLIP.B primers
specifically targeted TOLLIP.B variant; and bottom panel: TOLLIP.C primers specifically
targeted TOLLIP.C variant. (B) Melt curves of mouse Tollip.a, Tollip.b and Tollip.c
primers used for qRT-PCR. Top panel: Tollip.a primers targeted all three variants due to
the detection of all three variants in the full-length Tollip; middle panel: Tollip.b primers
specifically targeted Tollip.b variant; and bottom panel: Tollip.c primers specifically
targeted Tollip.c variant. Figures were generated from the Corbett Rotorgene 6000
analysis software.
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Table 2-1 Primer sequences used for qRT-PCR
Variants
detected

Forward primer

Reverse primer

Exon junction

Mouse
Tollip.a

ATGCCAACTGTGTACCAGCA

TTGGGAAACATGTCCTGGAT

5F-6R 164 bp

Tollip.b
Tollip.c

GGACCCCTTTTTGTGGCTA
AGCCTGTGGTCCTGATGC

GCTGGATCTGCTGCTGCT
TCTTGGATGCAGGGTCGT

5F-alt 6R 104 bp
Alt 1F-2R 116 bp

Tollip.a,
Tollip.c
Tollip.b
Tollip.c

Human
TOLLIP.A
TOLLIP.B
TOLLIP.C
TOLLIP.D

ATGCCAACAGTGTACCAGCA
AGCACCATGGCGACCA
GAACATCACGGTGGTACAGAGAG
GAGACTGGCGTGGAGCAT

AACATGTCCTGGATGGCTTT
CTTATTCCAGCGGGGATTCT
GCGTAGGACATGACGAGGTT
CGTGATGCGGAGGAAGTC

5F-6R 158 bp
1F-3R 162 bp
2F-4R 171 bp
Alt 1F-2R 159 bp

All variants
TOLLIP.B
TOLLIP.C
TOLLIP.D

2-3

Results

Conservation of mouse and human Tollip gene
As shown in Figure 2-2, mouse Tollip was located on chromosome 7 and three
transcripts were identified. Tollip.a, which is the reference gene (GenBank
accession number NM023764), composed of 6 exons that translated into a 274
amino acid (aa) protein. The predicted protein structure of Tollip.a includes a
Tom1-binding domain, a C2-like domain and a CUE domain. Variant Tollip.b
(GenBank accession number AK078391) composed of 6 exons that the last
exon had an alternative terminating sequence which was unique to Tollip.b
variant only. This transcript was predicted to translate a 220 aa protein which
does not contain the CUE domain. Variant Tollip.c (GenBank accession number
AK015062) was composed of 6 exons with an alternative initiating sequence in
the first exon that was unique to this variant. Tollip.c had 205 aa which was
predicted to translate into a protein without the Tom1-binding domain.
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Human TOLLIP gene was located on chromosome 11 and four spliced variants
were identified as novel transcripts (Figure 2-2). The first one was the reference
canonical variant TOLLIP.A (GenBank accession number NM019009), which
was composed of 6 exons that translated into a 274 aa protein. The predicted
protein had the same structure to the mouse Tollip.a therefore this variant is
highly conserved between mouse and human. The second and third variants,
TOLLIP.B and TOLLIP.C, had different cassette exons. TOLLIP.B skipped exon 2,
therefore translated a 224 aa protein with no Tom1-binding domain. TOLLIP.C
skipped exon 3, therefore translated into a 213 aa protein with no C2-like domain.
The fourth variant, TOLLIP.D, had an alternative initiating sequence in the first
exon that was predicted to translate into a 205 aa protein with no Tom1-binding
domain.

To understand whether Tollip spliced variants are conserved between mouse
and human, the amino acid sequences of each variant were aligned using
different computational tools. As mentioned above, the canonical form was
highly conserved, with 94% identity between mouse and human. Mouse Tollip.c
and human TOLLIP.D were also highly conserved, with 92% amino acid identity,
though pairwise alignment at nucleic acid level was poor in the alternative
initiating exon. Interestingly, mouse Tollip.b did not align with human sequences,
therefore it is a mouse-specific variant. Similarly, human TOLLIP.B and
TOLLIP.D were only found in human genome. More importantly, although two
Tollip variants were identified as highly conserved at amino acid level, none of
the nucleic acid sequences were aligned with high identity. This indicates that
mouse and human Tollip genes had evolved independently, but the functions of
the proteins are still conserved.
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Figure 2-2 Exon-intron structure and the predicted protein structures of mouse
and human Tollip variants.
Schematic diagrams displaying the exon-intron structures and the predicted protein
domains of (upper panel) mouse Tollip variants on mouse chromosome 7, and (bottom
panel) human TOLLIP variants on human chromosome 11. The filled boxes represent
exons, arrow lines represent introns and the direction of transcription, and the
rectangles, circles and hexagons represent the predicted domain functions. TBD =
Tom1-binding domain; C2 = calcium like-binding domain; CUE = coupling of ubiquitin to
endoplasmic reticulum for degradation domain.
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Tissue-specific expression of mouse Tollip variants
The expression of mouse Tollip spliced variants was examined by quantitative
real-time PCR approach. A panel of tissues from three mice was collected and
tested, including brain, testis, lung and heart. As shown in Figure 2-3, the
canonical variant Tollip.a was abundantly and ubiquitously expressed across all
the tissues surveyed, with the highest average level in the testis. The
mouse-specific variant Tollip.b was lowly expressed and found to express in a
tissue-restricted manner such as in the brain, lung and testis only. The
conserved variant Tollip.c was detected only in testis. This observation was
consistent with the EST data (Table 2-2), where the mouse Tollip.c clone
(AK015062) was originally isolated from mouse testis library. These results show
that while the canonical form of Tollip is widely expressed, its splice variants are
expressed in a tissue-specific manner, especially in mouse testis.

Mouse Tollip is differentially expressed in different genetic background
Different mouse strains have different reactions to infections. This was seen in
the studies of C57BL/6J and BALB/c mice, which are the two prototypical and
the most widely used mouse models to study innate responses. One study
showed that dendritic cells obtained from C57BL/6J mice preferentially
expressed TLR9 mRNA and higher levels of IL-12p40 compared to BALB/c
dendritic cells, which promoted the expression of TLR2, TLR4 and TLR6 mRNAs
and high amount of chemokine MCP-1 in response to TLR ligands (Liew et al.
2005). Further, others showed that C57BL/6J macrophages were more sensitive
to IFNγ plus LPS, as measured by the nitric oxide release, than BALB/c
macrophages (Santos et al. 2006). Since Tollip is involved in IL-1R-, TLR2- and
TLR4-triggered signalling events, its role in mediating the innate immune
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responses is well established. The mouse-specific variant Tollip.b was detected
in BALB/c BMM using the conventional PCR approach. We therefore tested if
the expression of Tollip variants is varied in different mouse background. As
shown Figure 2-4, both Tollip.a and Tollip.b were detected in BMMs from
C57BL/6J and BALB/c mice in response to various treatments. Tollip.a variant
was induced in response to LPS activation of TLR4, but reduced in response to
CpG DNA activation of TLR9 and priming with IFNγ, which is consistent with the
role for Tollip in the negative regulation of TLR4-triggered signalling.

Interestingly, Tollip.b expression level was consistently higher in unstimulated
BALB/c macrophages compared with C57BL/6J macrophages. Upon stimulation,
LPS did not induce Tollip.b expression in BALB/c macrophages, but was
repressed in response to CpG DNA and IFNγ. Conversely, Tollip.b expression in
C57BL/6J macrophages was induced in response to LPS, not affected in
response to CpG DNA, and slightly induced in response to IFNγ. While we
observe consistent fold changes between BALB/c and C57BL/6J mice groups,
the intra-strain variability is such that the differences are not statistically
significant. The mouse-to-mouse variability is consistent with the data presented
in Figure 2-3. The other variant, Tollip.c, was not detectable in both BALB/c and
C57BL/6J macrophages, which implies that Tollip.c may not be involved in
innate immune responses. We conclude that while the expression of Tollip.a was
stable between the two mice strains, Tollip.b variant was differentially regulated
in response to TLR4 signalling and that genetic background is a factor that
contributes to this variation.
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Table 2-2 EST support for mouse and human Tollip variants
Variant / species
Tollip.a / mouse
TOLLIP.A / human
Tollip.b / mouse
TOLLIP.B / human

TOLLIP.C / human
Tollip.c / mouse
TOLLIP.D / human

Summary tissue expression
Abundant ( >300 ESTs).
Ubiquitous, detected in most tissues and
developmental stages.
Abundant ( >400 ESTs).
Ubiquitous, detected in most tissues and
developmental stages.
2 ESTs derived from mouse cerebellum and
mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages.
Brain-enriched.
Detected in 8 ESTs primarily from amygdale
and hippocampus. 1 EST derived from
pooled lung and spleen, and 1 melanoma
cell line.
2 ESTs derived from human monocyte and
trachea cDNA libraries
1 EST in testis
3 ESTs, brain-enriched

EST identifiers
RefSeq NM_023764
RefSeq NM_019009
AK078391, FJ415750
AK090850, BI772373,
DA193553, DA302668,
DA184826, BM472153,
DA319529, DA149687
AK096693, DB220293
BY714589
DA248194, BI753044,
DA227912
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Figure 2-3 Expression of mouse Tollip isoforms determined using qRT-PCR.
(A) Expression of Tollip.a; (B) expression of Tollip.b; and (C) expression of Tollip.c.
Y-axis = normalized expression (log 10) against house-keeping gene HPRT. X-axis =
mouse tissue panel sampled. Three C57BL/6J mice were independently sampled;
mouse 1 = black bars; mouse 2 = grey bars; and mouse 3 = open bars. Data points
represent the mean of triplicates sampled from each of the three mice. Error bars
indicate S.D.
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Figure 2-4

Genetic background impacts on expression of Tollip isoforms in

mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages.
Relative expression of Tollip isoforms using qRT-PCR. Y-axis = normalized expression
against house-keeping gene HPRT. X-axis = cell treatment. Three C57BL/6J (black
bars) and three BALB/c (grey bars) mice were independently sampled after treatment
with either 100 ng/ml LPS, 10 ng/ml IFN-gamma, 0.1 μM CpG DNA, or medium only for
2 hours. Data points represent triplicate measurements from three mice with error bars
representing S.D. (A) Tollip.a expression; and (B) Tollip.b expression.
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Three TOLLIP variants are detected in human peripheral blood monocytes
and human cell lines
ESTs to the four human TOLLIP variants were detected across a range of
tissues with a brain-enriched profile (Table 2-2). Due to the limited resources of
obtaining human samples, blood collected from three anonymous donors as well
as a panel of human-derived cell lines were used to screen the expression of
TOLLIP variants. We examined the expression of human TOLLIP variants in
monocytes freshly derived and isolated from blood (PBMC). As shown in Figure
2-5 A, the expression of three predicted variants was confirmed in this
population and followed the same trends observed for the cell-line panel.
TOLLIP.D was not detectable using the qRT-PCR approach and this was
consistently seen in the three donors.

We next examined the expression of TOLLIP in human cell lines and the majority
were tumour-derived. These included the cervical cancer line HeLa; prostate
cancer lines LNCaP, PC-3 and DU145 cells, both of which are prostate
adenocarcinoma cells; breast cancer line MCF7; and neural progenitor lines
RENcell, which is an immortalized fetal progenitor cell line derived from the
cortex, and SK-N-SH, which is a neuroblastoma cell line established from a bone
marrow-derived metastatic tumour. Surprisingly, the same pattern of expression
was observed across the panel of tissues (Figure 2-5 B), with most abundant
expression for the canonical TOLLIP.A (more than 200-fold higher than the
levels of the uniquely detected variants TOLLIP.B or TOLLIP.C). We observed
differences in the level of expression between TOLLIP variants, but did not see
differential expression between the cell lines, suggesting that human TOLLIP
variants are not expressed in a tissue-specific manner. It is interesting to point
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out that the conserved variant TOLLIP.D was not detected in all of the qRT-PCR
assays, which is consistent with what we observed in mouse BMM. This implies
that although these variants are conserved between species, the presence as
well as the function of these transcripts are not essential for the regulation of
innate immune responses.
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Figure 2-5

Expression of TOLLIP variants in human monocytes-derived

macrophages (MDM) and human cell lines.
Expression of TOLLIP relative to housekeeping gene HPRT was determined using
qRT-PCR. Y-axis = normalized expression (Log 10). X-axis = human TOLLIP variants.
(A) Total RNA was isolated from human MDM from three donors: donor 1 = light grey
bars; donor 2 = dark grey bars; and donor 3 = black bars. (B) Total RNA was isolated
from a panel of human cell lines. Expression of TOLLIP.A = black bars; TOLLIP.B = dark
grey bars; and TOLLIP.C = light grey bars. Data points represent average
measurements from three independent experiments with error bars representing S.D.
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2-4

Discussion

Alternative splicing has been attributed as one of the major forces in genome
evolution, and certainly organism complexity correlates more highly with
transcriptome complexity than with genome size (Carninci et al. 2006). There is
considerable variability between estimates of the conservation of alternative
splicing among different species (Modrek and Lee 2003; Thanaraj et al. 2003;
Alekseyenko et al. 2007) and even between higher mammals (Nurtdinov et al.
2003). However, these studies are constrained by the depth of EST and
full-length cDNA data sets available or they rely on genomic comparisons of
comparable exon structures (Ermakova et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2007). The paucity
of comparable tissue resources from different species is particularly relevant to
the analysis of the evolution of tissue-specific transcript isoforms. Detailed
analysis of Tollip transcripts in mouse and human has demonstrated rapid
diversification of exon usage in this locus, including the inclusion of a
mouse-specific exon that was not found in other rodent and human genomes.

The results presented in this chapter were based on the qRT-PCR approach.
Specificity of each primer pair was confirmed by using a panel of recombinant
DNA clones representing each variant transcript. No cross-priming was detected,
thus all detected amplicons were expressed above thresholds defined by the
negative control. The exception was human TOLLIP.D, for which no recombinant
clone was available but no amplicon was detected in any of the assays. Further,
the primers for TOLLIP.A amplified a region common to all four variants, as there
are no sequences or junctions unique to the canonical variant.
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The presented data revealed that the expression magnitude of the canonical
Tollip variant was much higher than that of the variant transcripts detected in
mouse and human samples. In human monocytes, the canonical variant was
expressed at a high level, but human-specific TOLLIP.B and TOLLIP.C were
expressed at low levels. Likewise, the mouse variant Tollip.b had a much lower
level of expression than the canonical variant in BMM. Although it is arguable
that the low abundance of Tollip variants might be due to splicing error or noise,
it is unlikely in our study since we have detected different levels of variants
across a panel of tissues and cell lines. If it was splicing error, we would expect
to see low expression level in all tissue samples.

Given the low expression levels of some of the Tollip isoforms, it is possible that
these reflect splicing artefacts or errors. However alternative splicing is a highly
and actively regulated process [reviewed in(House and Lynch 2008; Luco and
Misteli 2011)] necessary for the phenotypic complexity. Factors such as histone
modifications or the rate of polymerase elongation drive specificity of alternative
splicing, which in turn drives specificity of the gene products expressed in a
tissue-specific manner [reviewed in(Nogués et al. 2003; Luco et al. 2011)]. The
most common splicing error results in premature termination codons, which go
through nonsense-mediated mRNA decay mechanisms to prevent the
expression of an apparent protein. (Lejeune and Maquat 2005; McGlincy and
Smith 2008; Zhang et al. 2009). Given the evidence that splicing is an actively
regulated process, the fact that we have reproducibly detected Tollip variants in
a tissue-specific manner across numerous cell lines and primary cell types,
found inducible expression under some, but not all inflammatory conditions, and
given that we have successfully cloned Tollip.a and Tollip.b from mouse BMM,
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there is no evidence that these transcripts are anything other than geniune
alternatively spliced gene products. It was therefore considered that the low
abundance Tollip spliced variants occurred under natural mechanisms and the
likelihood that this isoform was derived from a splicing error was considered to
be unsubstantiated.

Our data suggest two possible models to explain the differential expression
pattern of Tollip variants: (1) the macrophage population constitutively expressed
Tollip.a variant, but only small portion of cells expressed Tollip.b variant at low
level; or (2) all cells expressed multiple splicing forms but each variant was
expressed at different levels. In the first hypothesis, the ratio of Tollip.a:Tollip.b
expression is predicted to be very low. Thus, changes in Tollip.b expression will
reflect shifts in the number of cells in the population expressing Tollip.b variant.
This is predicted to drive heterogeneity of macrophage populations, with the
potential for Tollip.b expressing cells to exhibit unique functions and provide
diversified immune responses. The alternate hypothesis is likely to produce a
more homogeneous macrophage population, with Tollip.b transcripts expressed
at 1:1000th of the level of Tollip.a transcripts, a scenario that is more difficult to
conceptualise as having a functional impact on the overall immune response.
However formal demonstration of either model would require substantial
investigation at the single cell level, using molecular tools not yet available to the
project.

Since we observed patterns of Tollip.a and Tollip.b expression that differed
between mouse strains, and given that all of our data was measured across
populations of cells, we speculate that our results reflect the proportion of cells
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expressing particular variant transcript, rather than the averaged ratio of multiple
variants expressed by every cell in a population. This interpretation is consistent
with the predictions made by other stochastic models of gene expression
(Elowitz et al. 2002; Ravasi et al. 2002; Raj et al. 2010). As new gene expression
technologies are developed with increased resolution at single cell level, further
weight is given to our predictions of cell-to-cell variations, which are typically
observed to be far more strikingly different than the extrapolated ‘averaged’ cell
populations (Levsky and Singer 2003; Waks et al. 2011). This model of
interpretation fits our hypothesis that expression of Tollip variants in different
macrophages provides a mechanism for diversifying innate immune signalling.
However this can only be confirmed with single-cell assays that have sufficient
automation and throughput to detect rare transcripts or rare cell phenotypes.
Therefore further technological advances are needed to confirm that only small
proportion of the macrophage population expressed specific Tollip variants.

Diversification of innate immune signalling is important to the evolutionary fitness
of a species. The protein motif analysis of each variant demonstrates modular
loss of each of the main TOLLIP domains, most commonly the N-terminal
Tom1-binding domain, but also the C2 domain in human TOLLIP.C and the CUE
domain in the mouse-specific variant Tollip.b. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there
is already considerable functional data about the role of each motif in Tollip
interactions with its target proteins. Such interactions networked through the
CUE ubiquitin-binding domain and the C2-like domain, as well as the
Tom1-binding domain which allows binding with other ubiquitin-binding proteins.
The fact that the CUE domain is retained in all of the human TOLLIP variants
indicates that this domain is essential and may serve an important role in
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mediating innate immune responses. It would be interesting to study the function
of the CUE domain to further explore why it is retained during the processes of
alternative splicing.

Human TOLLIP.B and TOLLIP.C lack the Tom1-binding domain and C2-like
domain, respectively. Others have shown that loss of the C2 domain is predicted
to alter the localization of Tollip to the early and late endosomes (Brissoni et al.
2006). Further, Tollip has been shown to form oligomers (Zhang and Ghosh
2002). We therefore predict that if each isoform has an altered capacity to bind
target proteins, traffic to the endosomal machinery, or recruit the Tom1
endosomal complex, then composite Tollip oligomers will combinatorially
diversify the role of Tollip in innate immune signalling. Naturally, further work on
the protein products of these transcripts is essential to validate these predictions.
An over-expression cell model will be essential in order to study Tollip oligomers
and their binding partners.

In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated that alternative splicing of Tollip
has therefore evolved differently under selection pressure, as illustrated by the
retainment of the CUE domain in human cells, but a mouse-specific variant
Tollip.b was found to be expressed, which lacks the CUE domain, at
endogenous level. Even within the same species, the regulation of Tollip.b was
diversified in different mouse strains in response to various ligands, revealed
that genetic background is a contributing factor in this diversification process. It
is therefore predicted that alternative splicing drives diversification of
macrophage activation and signalling, which in turn leads to different
inflammatory outcomes in response to infection.
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Chapter 3

Tollip isoforms regulates LPS-induced

signalling events
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3-1

Introduction

Expression analyses shown in the previous chapter demonstrated that Tollip
isoforms are expressed at different levels in a tissue-specific manner. Zhang and
colleagues had previously shown that mutagenised Tollip proteins were able to
hetero-dimerise, and that this was dependant on the C2 domain (Zhang and
Ghosh 2002). This led to the question of whether Tollip.a and Tollip.b interact;
that is, whether Tollip.a:a, Tollip.b:b, or Tollip.a:b dimers are formed, and what
impact this may have on macrophage phenotype. We predicted that Tollip
isoforms lacking the CUE domain were capable of forming dimers, including with
the canonical form. Investigation of Tollip.a and Tollip.b partners and their
distribution patterns were therefore undertaken (Figure 3-1). This chapter also
set out to investigate the functional consequences of Tollip.a or Tollip.b
expression in a mouse macrophage cell line model.

The most well-known phenotype of macrophages is their ability to phagocytose
cellular debris and pathogens (Hume 2006). This function requires a series of
regulated events, from the initiation of cell migration to recognition of a pathogen,
receptor-mediated uptake, maturation of the phagolysosome and killing and
breakdown of the pathogenic material, in turn allowing for the activation of
adaptive immunity by antigen presentation to trigger T-cell responses [reviewed
in(Mosser and Edwards 2008)]. Molecular mechanisms on the regulation of
pathogen uptake through phagocytosis are therefore an emerging focus in
innate immunity.
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MyD88-dependent TLR4 signalling happens at the plasma membrane
[reviewed(Takeda 2005)]; regulation by Tollip occurs both at the level of receptor
recycling (Zhang and Ghosh 2002), but also through interactions with IRAK-1 at
the receptor complex (Burns et al. 2000). Since Tollip has been shown to interact
with Tom1 and clathrin at early endosomes (Katoh et al. 2006), and is involved
with IL-1R internalisation and degradation (Brissoni et al. 2006), it is reasonable
to predict that Tollip also has pivotal roles in endocytosis and phagocytosis.

Figure 3-1 Model of Tollip dimerisation.
Three models of Tollip dimerisation. (A) Tollip.a:a homo-dimers; (B) Tollip.b:b
homo-dimers; and (C) Tollip.a:b hetero-dimers.
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Toll-like receptors are phagocytic receptors
There is an emerging role for TLRs as important mediators of phagocytosis. It
was demonstrated that TLR-mediated phagocytosis is ligand-specific. This was
observed in RAW264.7 cells treated with different TLR ligands followed with
labeled Gram positive or negative bacteria, or labeled beads, and measured by
FACS (Doyle et al. 2004). Further evidence of TLRs as regulators of
phagocytosis was elucidated by Blander and Medzitov in 2004. In this study,
BMMs collected from TLR2/4- and MyD88-deficient mice showed attenuated
phagocytosis rate and blockage of phagosome maturation when treated with
E.coli and S.aureus (Blander and Medzhitov 2004). These results indicated that
TLRs mediate phagocytosis at multiple phases – firstly during internalisation of
pathogens and secondly during intracellular digestion.

Endocytosis uses similar receptor-mediated processes for the internalisation of
soluble particles, and TLRs also play pivotal roles in this process. Activated
TLRs trigger endocytosis by trafficking with the ligands to early endosomes, late
endosomes / lysosomes, followed loading of the antigen to the MHC-II complex
for presentation to T-cells [reviewed in(Husebye et al. 2006)]. This has been
demonstrated through fluorescent microscopy, where LPS and TLR4 were
shown to co-localise at endosomal compartment. Accumulation of LPS at the
plasma membrane was confirmed to be a clathrin-dependent process as TLR
did not localise to the early endosomes in cells with clathrin knocked-down
(Husebye et al. 2006). When the endocytic pathway is blocked (by
over-expressing dominant-negative dynamin or ubiquitin), NFκB activity was
increased (Husebye et al. 2006). This highlights the importance of TLR
signalling in mediating endocytosis, and demonstrates that the process of
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internalisation in turn regulates inflammatory responses.

To test a functional role for Tollip in these processes, two cell lines
over-expressing either Tollip.a or Tollip.b isoform were established in a mouse
macrophage cell model. Dimerisation of Tollip isoforms was tested, as well as
observation of Tollip.a and Tollip.b in the endosomal and phagosomal
compartments. Phagocytosis of live bacteria was tested, and novel protein
partners of Tollip.a and Tollip.b were identified in order to understand whether
Tollip isoforms behave in different ways.
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3-2

Methodology

Generation of recombinant cell lines, antibodies and reagents
Collection and culture of bone marrow-derived macrophages were as previously
described (Lo et al. 2009). To generate stable cell lines, mouse bone
marrow-derived macrophages (BMM) were collected from BALB/c male mice,
aged 6 – 8 weeks old. BMM cDNA was used as template for PCR using primers
targeting each Tollip isoform. PCR was carried out to target the open reading
frame of Tollip.a and Tollip.b variants and ligated into pEF6/V5-His-TOPO®
vector (Invitrogen). Forward primer and reverse primers are listed below: Tollip.a
forward

AGCACCATGGCGACCAC

and

reverse

GGACTCTTCACCCATTTGCAG; Tollip.b forward CAGCACCATGGCGAC and
reverse

AATAGATCTTGGATGCAGGG.

The

transformed

products

were

confirmed by DNA sequencing for the correct sequence and orientation.
Endotoxin-free DNA (MoBio) was linearized with enzyme AatII (New England
Biolabs) and transfected into early passage RAW264.7 cells using the
Nucleofector kit V (Amaxa). Stable transfectants were grown clonally and
selected in RPMI culture medium with Blasticidin (Invitrogen) until foci were
formed. Expression of recombinant proteins was confirmed using RT-PCR,
immunofluorescence and western blotting. The following primary and secondary
antibodies were used at suppliers’ recommended concentration: anti-V5,
AlexaFluor-488 (anti-mouse), 594 (anti-rat) and 647 (anti-rabbit) (Invitrogen);
anti-Tollip (Abcam); anti-EEA1, anti-Rab14, and Hoechst 33342, (Sigma-Aldrich).
Stimuli used for cell treatment: 100ng/ml LPS from Salmonella minnesota
(Sigma-Aldrich) and Escherichia coli strain DH5α (Real Biotech Corporation).
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Cell metabolic assay
Cells were passaged and seeded at 20,000 cells/well in a 96-well plate. After
overnight incubation, the culture medium was discarded and replaced with 100
μl/well of fresh AlamarBlue® solution (AbD Serotec) at 1/25 dilution – 0.4 ml of
AlamarBlue® was added to 10 ml culture medium. Fluorescence intensity was
detected by plate reader (Biotek) with excitation wavelength at 540nm and
emission wavelength at 620nm. Six technical replicates were included for each
experiment and independent experiment was conducted three times. Statistically
significant differences were calculated using student’s t-test (p<0.05).

Immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on glass coverslips overnight then treated for 30 minutes with
LPS (100 ng/ml) or E.coli (1 x 106 per well in 24-well plate and spun at 800rpm
for 1 minute). Cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde, blocked in goat serum
blocking solution (0.2% goat serum, 1% BSA, 0.1% cold fish skin gelatin, 0.1%
Triton X-100, and 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS, pH7.2), incubated consecutively with
primary antibody for 1 hour, secondary antibody for 1 hour, and nuclear dye
Hoechst 33342 for 10 minutes. The images were captured and analyzed using
AxioVision software, version 4.6.3 (Zeiss).

Phagocytosis assay
Cells were seeded overnight, at 50,000 cells/well in a 96-well plate, then left
untreated or treated with 0.5 μg/ml of pHrodo™ particles (Invitrogen).
Fluorescence units were read at 30 minutes intervals using a plate reader
(Biotek) with excitation at 540nm and emission at 620nm. Statistically significant
differences were calculated using Student’s t-test (p<0.05).
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Immunoprecipitation and Western blot
Cells were left untreated or treated with 100 ng/ml LPS for various time points
before collection of protein lysate in ice-cold HNTG lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES,
pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
EDTA) with additional 1% protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails
(Sigma-Aldrich). Immunoprecipitation (IP) of recombinant proteins was isolated
by V5-conjugated agarose (Sigma). IP of endogenous proteins was performed
using primary antibodies coupled to protein A/G beads (Calbiochem). IP
samples were separated on 12% SDS-PAGE, wet-transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane (PALL), blocked in 3% skim milk TBST (TBS + 0.5%
Tween 20) for 30 minutes and incubated with specific antibody overnight at 4˚C.
The blot was washed three times with TBST, and incubated with
HRP-conjugated

secondary

antibody

followed

with

three

washes.

A

chemiluminescent image was then captured by VersaDoc system (Bio-Rad).

Mass spectrometry
Immunoprecipitated samples were separated on a 12% SDS-PAGE, fixed and
stained with Coomassie blue solution (0.1% Coomassie R250, 10% acetic acid,
40% methanol), and de-stained with 20% methanol + 10% acetic acid solution.
Bands of interest were cut from the acrylamide gel and sequenced by mass
spectrometry. The PhD candidate was educated and trained on the knowledge
and procedures of mass spectrometry sequencing. Due to time restriction and
precision of laboratory techniques, the samples were sequenced by Australian
Proteome Analysis Facility (APAF). In general, the proteins of interest were
enzyme-digested and the peptides were extracted by chemical solvents. The
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peptides were then introduced into a mass spectrometer, where the peptide ions
were then subjected to MALDI-TOF/TOF analysis. The results were searched
using software (MASCOT) against matched protein sequence or translated
DNA/EST databases, to identify the protein.

3-3

Results

Development of recombinant Tollip cell lines
To study the roles of Tollip isoforms in innate immune responses, recombinant
cell lines were generated using the mouse macrophage-like cell line, RAW264.7,
that over-expressed the canonical 274 aa Tollip.a or the 220 aa Tollip.b isoforms.
PCR clones of Tollip.a and Tollip.b were amplified from mouse BMM cDNA
template. Stable expression of the recombinant proteins was clonally selected
using the antibiotic to specifically recognise the Tollip constructs. Expression of
recombinant Tollip isoforms was confirmed by qRT-PCR, Western blotting and
immunofluorescence (Figure 3-2 A-D).

Of the two isoforms, Tollip.b was significantly regulated by inflammatory signals –
its mRNA levels almost doubled in response to LPS or CpG (Lo et al. 2009).
Consistent with this initial observation, Tollip.a mRNA was readily detectable in
RAW264.7 cells, whereas Tollip.b was detected at 104-fold less than that of
Tollip.a (Figure 3-2 A). Therefore, the stable cell line over-expressed Tollip.b
isoform became an essential tool to examine the function of this isoform in
macrophages. The immunofluorescence images showed the expected pattern of
distribution of the recombinant proteins in Tollip stable cells, compared to the
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expression of endogenous Tollip in the control (Figure 3-2 B). This revealed that
the recombinant proteins were expressed. In addition, molecular assays were
performed in triplicates across multiple clonally derived lines as well as pools of
unselected transfectants by flow cytometry. Figure 3-3 demonstrated that the
cloned recombinant lines and the pooled transfectants expressed equivalent
amounts of total Tollip protein to the endogenous control cells. This gave us
confidence that independently derived clones used for subsequent analyses
expressed equivalent amounts of recombinant protein.

Reduced metabolism in cells over-expressing Tollip.b
To evaluate the changes in cell metabolism due to ectopic expression, an
Alamar Blue® assay was performed in a 24 hour time course. Cells were
passaged and settled for 12 hours before the experiment. Cell viability was
measured by the uptake of the reducing agent Alamar Blue®, which caused a
change of colour via reduction reactions of metabolically active cells. Consistent
across three independent experiments, cells over-expressing Tollip.a showed
significantly higher rate of metabolism in the first 7 hours of the experiment
compared with Tollip.b cells and the control (p<0.05, n=6). However, this trend
was resolved at 24 hours. In contrast, cells over-expressing Tollip.b showed a
significantly suppressed metabolic rate (p<0.05, n=6 across the first 7 hours
(Figure 3-4). This suggests that the metabolism of Tollip.a and Tollip.b
recombinant cells was reciprocally regulated.
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Figure 3-2 Expression of recombinant Tollip in stable cell lines.
(A) Expression of endogenous Tollip.a and Tollip.b mRNA in RAW264.7 (control)
and stable cells over-expressed Tollip.a or Tollip.b isoform. X-axis = cell lines with or
with LPS treatment; Y-axis = relative expression (log) of Tollip mRNA relative to
housekeeping gene HPRT. (B) Western blot showing whole cell lysates collected
from untreated or LPS-treated recombinant cells probed with anti-Tollip antibody.
Anti-actin was used as loading control. (C) Western blot showing whole cell lysates
collected from untreated or LPS-treated recombinant cells probed with anti-V5
antibody. (D) Cells co-stained with V5 antibody to target recombinant Tollip proteins
in the recombinant cells and Tollip antibody to target endogenous Tollip proteins in
the control. The duration of LPS treatment was 2 hours, unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 3-3 FACS analyses comparing the expression of Tollip protein in the
recombinant cells and the control.
Both Tollip.a and Tollip.b recombinant cell lines expressed equivalent amounts of
total Tollip protein compared to the endogenous in the RAW264.7 control. (A) Cells
were co-stained with V5 antibody to target recombinant Tollip proteins and Tollip
antibody to target endogenous Tollip proteins. (B) Level of V5-tagged Tollip in
different

populations

of

the recombinant

cells.

Upper

panel:

unselected

transfectants; and bottom panel: clonally selected transfectants. (C) Comparison of
Tollip expression in a pool of unselected transfectants (upper panel) versus selected
stable cells (bottom panel). Each individual experiment was repeated three times.
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Figure 3-4 Cell metabolism is reciprocally regulated in Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells.
Cell metabolism was tested by Alamar Blue® dye – the metabolic rate was indicated by
the change of color and was measured as fluorescence intensity (excitation at 540nm
and emission at 620nm). Light grey bars = Tollip.a; dark grey bars = Tollip.b; and black
bars = control. X-axis = Alamar Blue® treatment in hours and Y-axis = fluorescence units.
Error bars = S.D., n=6. Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test,
*p<0.05. This experiment was repeated three times and the data are a representative of
three individual experiments.

Tollip isoforms do not form hetero-dimers
Since Tollip is capable of dimerisation, and mutagenised proteins lacking the
CUE domain form oligomers in an in vitro setting (Zhang and Ghosh 2002), we
hypothesized that changes in the expression of either isoform will alter the ratios
of Tollip homo- and hetero-dimers (i.e. Tollip.a:a, a:b or b:b). This was
investigated through immunoprecipitation (IP) of proteins complexing with
recombinant Tollip. As assessed with antibodies that recognised both
recombinant (37 KDa) and endogenous (32 KDa) (Figure 3-5 A), Tollip.a was
pulled-down by the recombinant V5, confirming that Tollip.a homo-dimerised.
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However, we did not observe endogenous Tollip.b in the V5-Tollip.a IP, nor
Tollip.a in the V5-Tollip.b IP. Endogenous Tollip.b is likely not abundant enough
to identify in these studies, however the lack of association of recombinant
Tollip.b with endogenous Tollip.a indicates hetero-dimerisation is not a common
event between the two isoforms. We conclude that the majority of Tollip.a and
Tollip.b proteins do not interact in our recombinant macrophage models.

Tollip.b interacts with Tom1
We next examined the distribution of recombinant protein relative to the known
patterns of expression of endogenous Tollip. Tollip traffics with Tom-1, ubiquitin
and clathrin to early endosomes (Yamakami et al. 2003; Katoh et al. 2006), and
together, are involved in sorting of IL-1R to late endosomes and lysosomes
(Brissoni et al. 2006). The interaction between Tom1 and Tollip has been
previously shown to be independent of the CUE domain (Katoh et al. 2004;
Katoh et al. 2006). As expected, we were able to co-immunoprecipitate both
recombinant Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms with endogenous Tom1 (Figure 3-5 B),
and confirmed by immunofluorescence that both Tollip.a and Tollip.b co-localise
with endogenous Tom1 (Figure 3-5 C).
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Figure 3-5 Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms do not hetero-dimerize and interact with
Tom1.
(A) Immunoprecipitation of V5 to pull down Tollip dimers. Upper panel: IP:V5, WB:Tollip
shows that Tollip forms homo-dimers but not hetero-dimers. Bottom panel: IP:V5,
WB:V5 confirms immunoprecipitation has no cross contamination. (B) Upper panel:
immunoprecipitation using V5-agarose to pull-down Tollip recombinant proteins and
probed with anti-Tom1 antibody. Bottom panel: Western blots using anti-V5 antibody to
confirm pull-down and no cross contamination in the control. (C) Immunofluorescence
showing both Tollip.a- and Tollip.b-V5 co-localized with endogenous Tom1. Expression
of recombinant Tollip is targeted by V5 in green, endogenous Tom1 in purple and the
overlay images including Hoechst nuclear stain. Scale bar =10μm. Each experiment
was repeated three times and the data are a representative of three individual
experiments.
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As previously reported (Brissoni et al. 2006), Tollip.a was observed with EEA1 at
the early endosomes, and we confirmed that a pool of Tollip.b also found at
these structures (Figure 3-6). Interestingly, both Tollip isoforms remained
localised at the maturing phagosomes in unstimulated and stimulated states, as
determined by co-localisation with Rab14 (Figure 3-7). Rab14 has been
identified as a phagosome membrane protein in J774 mouse macrophage-like
cells (Garin et al. 2001), and is required for phagosome and early endosome
fusion in RAW264.7 cells (Kyei et al. 2006). The localisation of Tollip.b with
Rab14 was most striking in LPS-treated cells, coinciding with increased
phagosome maturation in activated cells. In contrast, the poor activation of
Tollip.a cells provided fewer maturing phagosomes to observe co-localisation
between Rab14 and Tollip.a. In summary, our observations showed that despite
imposing dramatic differences in cell shape, Tollip.a and Tollip.b have similar
distributions to the early endosomes, and both isoforms associate with the
maturing phagosome.
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Figure 3-6 Tollip.a and Tollip.b are present in the early endosome.
Top panel: Untreated recombinant cells; middle panel: recombinant cells treated with
LPS (30 min); bottom panel: recombinant cells treated with E.coli (30 min).
Column 1 DIC; Column 2 recombinant Tollip detected with anti-V5; Column 3: anti-EEA1;
Column 4 overlay including Hoechst nuclear stain.
Scale bar =10μm. Magnification of highlighted regions = 5x
Each experiment was repeated three times.
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Figure 3-7 Recombinant Tollip at the maturing phagosome.
Recombinant Tollip.a (top row) and Tollip.b (bottom row) cells either left untreated,
LPS-treated (30 min), or E.coli-treated (30 min). Column 1 DIC; Column 2 recombinant
Tollip detected with anti-V5; Column 3 anti-Rab14; Column 4 overlay including Hoechst
nuclear stain. Scale bar = 10μm. Magnification of highlighted regions = 5x.
Image representative of three independantly conducted experiments.
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Recombinant Tollip altered macrophage morphology and phagocytic
ability.
As shown in the microscopic (DIC) images, cells over-expressing Tollip.a were
reminiscent of monocyte-like or immature macrophages, with rounded, clumped
and loosely adherent morphology (Figure 3-6 Top panel DIC). We also
observed that most of the Tollip.a cells did not show a typically activated
morphology

when

over-expressing

challenged

Tollip.b

with

exhibited

LPS
a

or E.coli.

more

In

contrast,

macrophage-like,

cells

elongated

morphology and were more motile. Most of the Tollip.b cells showed an
exaggerated activated morphology upon LPS or E.coli treatment, which was
demonstrated by the expanded ‘scavenger’ cell shape, exocytic ruffles and
increased cytoplasmic processes. Consistent with these observations were
differences in the ability of recombinant Tollip cell lines to phagocytose bacteria.
The cells were incubated with pHrodo™ E.coli over a 5-hour time course and
fluorescence was measured as an indication of pathogen uptake. As shown in
Figure 3-8 and in Supplementary videos (CD-ROM: Supplementary file 1),
Tollip.a cells had a significantly delayed and suppressed phagocytic activity
compared with Tollip.b cells and the control, and in general Tollip.a cells were
less adherent and less motile. Although Tollip.b cells had an exaggerated
appearance with many pseudopodia, they demonstrated no significant
improvement in pathogen uptake when compared with the control.
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Figure 3-8 Tollip.a over-expression inhibits phagocytosis.
Cells were treated with pHrodo™ E.coli for a period of 5 hours. Fluorescence intensity
was measured as indication of phagocytic activity (excitation at 540 nm, emission at 620
nm). Histogram: Light grey bars = Tollip.a; dark grey bars = Tollip.b; and black bars =
control. X-axis = time (hours); Y-axis = averaged fluorescence units with subtracted
background. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Statistical significance was
calculated by Student’s t-test, * p<0.05, n=3. This experiment was repeated three times,
each testing group had six technical replicates. Data are a representation of three
individual experiments.

Tollip associates with actin complexes
Activation of macrophages leads to cytoskeletal remodelling and dramatic
changes in cell shape and adhesion, processes which are also actin-dependent.
To test whether Tollip is involved in cytoskeletal remodelling, RAW264.7 cells
over-expressing recombinant Tollip.a or Tollip.b isoforms were treated with or
without LPS, followed with immunoprecipitation using the V5 antibody. The
lysates were separated on SDS-PAGE, stained with Coomassie blue and the
unknown bands which appeared after de-staining were cut and sequenced by
mass spectrometry. As shown in Figure 3-9 and Table 3-1, 9 bands were tested,
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one of which was not detected by mass spectrometry. Most bands showed
interactions with both Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms but with different intensities.
This might reflect differences in the expression level of these binding partners in
the recombinant cell lines, or differences in the affinity of Tollip.a and Tollip.b with
their putative partners. Tollip was identified in the pull-downs from both Tollip.a
and Tollip.b lysates. Although which isoform was not indicated, this did confirm
the success of immunoprecipitation using the V5 antibody (bands 5 and 7,
respectively).
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Figure 3-9 Interacting proteins immunoprecipitated with V5 tagged Tollip.
V5-conjugated agarose was used to immunoprecipitate unknown proteins in lysates
collected from the recombinant cell lines or RAW264.7 (control). The samples were
sparated on SDS-PAGE and the immunoprecipitated proteins were stained with Coomassie
blue. Selected bands were cut from the gel and sequenced by mass spectrometry.
Lane 1: protein ladder.
Lane 2: IP:V5 using lysate collected from untreated Tollip.a-over-expressing cells.
Lane 3: IP:V5 using lysate collected from Tollip.a-over-expressing cells, LPS-treated (30
minutes).
Lane 4: IP:V5 using lysate collected from Tollip.a-over-expressing cells, LPS-treated (120
minutes).
Lane 5: Whole cell lysate collected from untreated Tollip.a-over-expressing cells.
Lane 6: IP:V5 using lysate collected from untreated RAW264.7 cells.
Lane 7: IP:V5 using lysate collected from untreated Tollip.b-over-expressing cells.
Lane 8: IP:V5 using lysate collected from Tollip.b-over-expressing cells, LPS-treated (30
minutes).
Lane 9: IP:V5 using lysate collected from Tollip.b-over-expressing cells, LPS-treated (120
minutes).
Lane 10: Whole cell lysate collected from untreated Tollip.b-over-expressing cells.
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Table 3-1
proteins.

Mass spectrometry analysis on unknown immunoprecipitated

Band
#

Protein Name (species)

Accession

MOWSE
score

Matched
peptide

Protein
coverage

Mass
(kDa)

Lysate

1

FK506-binding protein 15
- Mus musculus (Mouse)

FKB15_MOUSE

166

44

34 %

132.9

Tollip.a

2

RNA-binding protein
EWS - Mus musculus
(Mouse)

EWS_MOUSE

93

7

13 %

68.4

Tollip.a

3

78 kDa glucose-regulated
protein precursor - Mus
musculus (Mouse)

GRP78_MOUSE

100

40

45 %

72.4

Tollip.a

4

RNA-binding protein FUS
- Mus musculus (Mouse)

FUS_MOUSE

180

16

20 %

52.6

Tollip.a

5

Toll-interacting protein Mus musculus (Mouse)

TOLIP_MOUSE

208

14

37 %

30.3

Tollip.a

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

Tollip.a

7

Toll-interacting protein Mus musculus (Mouse)

TOLIP_MOUSE

248

15

47 %

30.3

Tollip.b

8

Histone H2B type 1-B Mus musculus (Mouse)

H2B1B_MOUSE

145

15

67 %

13.9

Tollip.b

9

Actin, cytoplasmic 1 Mus musculus (Mouse)

ACTB_MOUSE

488

35

54 %

41.7

Tollip.b

Actin was shown to associate with Tollip.b from the pull-down, with a MOWSE
score of 488 (a ‘similarity score’ that provides a higher score when there are
more matched peaks in peptide mass spectrometry). To confirm this association
was not due to the abundant expression of actin proteins in the cells,
endogenous Tollip (IP:Tollip) in BMM and RAW264.7 cells, as well as
recombinant Tollip (IP:V5) in the recombinant cell lines, were tested for potential
interactions between actin and Tollip. The recombinant lines confirmed
differences between the affinities of the two different Tollip isoforms to actin
(Figure 3-10). Both Tollip isoforms were constitutively associated with actin,
however Tollip.a associated with actin at much lower levels, particularly in the
unstimulated state. Accordingly, the binding of Tollip.a and actin in Tollip.a
recombinant cell lines was much lower.
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Another actin-binding protein, FK506-binding protein 15 (FKB-15), was observed
in the pull-down study. It is a relatively new protein with many other synonyms
such as KIAA0674, FKBP-15 or WAFL (stands for WASP and FKBP-like). The
gene for FKB15, or WAFL, was first identified in inflammatory bowel disease
samples (Viklund et al. 2008). WAFL is ubiquitously expressed, including
leukocytes, and is differentially up-regulated in PMA-treated THP1 cells (Viklund
et al. 2008), which implies a role for WAFL in innate immunity. WAFL was also
found to interact with actin clusters in the cytoplasm, as tested by co-localisation
studies as well as immunoprecitation of recombinant WAFL with endogenous
actin (Viklund et al. 2009).
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Figure 3-10 Tollip isoforms interact with actin with different affinity.
Western blots of Tollip-actin complexes in (A) recombinant or (B) endogenous cells.
Tollip.a has lower affinity with actin in both cell settings. Cells were left untreated (-) or
treated with LPS for 30 minutes (+). WCL: whole cell lysate. These experiments were
repeated three times; data are representative of 3 independent experiments.
(A) Western blot showing proteins complexed with Tollip, as identified by
immunoprecipitation of recombinant Tollip (IP: anti-V5) in the Tollip.a or Tollip.b cell lines.
Top panel, Western Blot (WB) probed with anti-actin antibody; bottom panel, WB probed
with anti-V5.
(B) Confirmation of endogenous Tollip-actin interactions. WB: anti-actin complexed to
Tollip by immunoprecipitation of Tollip (IP: anti-Tollip) in the control, recombinant Tollip
cell lines, and primary BMMs.
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Tollip works with transcriptional regulators
Another interesting set of proteins pulled-down with Tollip was the RNA-binding
proteins FUS (fused in sarcoma) and EWS (Ewing’s sarcoma). These are fusion
proteins which are important in controlling myeloid differentiation and oncogene
development (Ichikawa et al. 1994; Zinszner et al. 1994; Hamilton 1997;
Sasmono et al. 2003; Hume et al. 2008). To confirm the specificity of the V5 IP,
the interaction between Tollip and FUS was further tested (Figure 3-11).
LPS-treated or untreated BMM were lysed and immunoprecipitated using the
anti-Tollip antibody then probed with anti-FUS antibody on Western blot (Figure
3-11 B). Our preliminary data showed that endogenous Tollip and FUS interact
with each other, although at a much lower level in the RAW264.7 cells

Others have shown that Tollip translocates to the nucleus where it participates in
sumolation of nuclear proteins (Ciarrocchi et al. 2009), and this was given
credence in the current study with the identification of Tollip associating with the
nuclear protein Histone 2B (H2B). H2B is a core component of the nucleosome,
and modification of the H2B tail is associated with chromatin remodelling and
transcriptional

activation/silencing

(Fleming

et

al.

2008).

H2B

is

mono-ubiquitinated in order to initiate gene transcription and elongation (Xiao et
al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2005). Dysregulation of H2B mono-ubiquitination is linked
with tumour development (Shema et al. 2008). Although it is tempting to
speculate that the CUE domain of Tollip contributes to the delivery of mono-Ub
from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, the association of Tollip.b and H2B indicates
that this is independent of the CUE Ub-binding domain.
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Figure 3-11 Tollip isoforms interact with FUS.
(A) Recombinant proteins immunoprecipiated with V5-agarose and probed with
anti-FUS antibody. Anti-V5 confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins.
Anti-actin was used as loading control for the whole cell lysate. (B) BMM
immunoprecipitated with anti-Tollip antibody and anti-actin to show loading. (C)
Negative controls from both assays – left lane: BMM lysate + Protein A/G beads only
then probed with anti-Tollip; right lane: RAW264.7 lysate immunoprecipitated with
V5-agarose then probed with anti-V5. The experiments were repeated three times, and
the presented data are a representative of three individual experiments.
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3-4

Discussion

In order to assess the validity of our over-expression system, we used various
methods to confirm (1) the levels of endogenous Tollip and recombinant Tollip
were consistent; and (2) the recombinant proteins were functional and exhibited
the same phenotypes as in published data (interactions with Tom1 and
co-localisation with EEA1). The interaction between Tom1 and Tollip has been
previously shown to be independent of the CUE domain (Katoh et al. 2004;
Katoh et al. 2006). Consistent with these previous findings, we were able to
show interaction of both Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms with Tom1. We have
demonstrated that both isoforms localise at early endosomes by localisation with
EEA1. This provided evidence that the behaviour of the recombinant proteins
resembled that of endogenous Tollip.

In our expression model, the recombinant Tollip.b cells had both high levels of
endogenous canonical Tollip.a as well as high levels of exogenous recombinant
Tollip.b, which might have resulted in either Tollip.a:b hetero-dimers or a mixture
of Tollip.a:a and Tollip.b:b homo-dimers. Unexpectedly, we were unable to
demonstrate any evidence of hetero-dimerisation between Tollip.a and Tollip.b in
our expression model. This may be due to cell specificity since previous mutant
studies were carried in a HEK293 model (Zhang and Ghosh 2002), although in
those studies one could also argue that very high ectopic expression might led to
spurious interactions; whereas our clones were selected for protein expression
at equivalent levels to endogenous Tollip.a. IP of Tollip.a or Tollip.b and
sequencing of putative binding partners did identify recombinant Tollip, which
showed homo-dimerisation. However, binding partners for each isoform were
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not specifically identified, given that they share considerable overlap except at
the c-terminal. At this point, the best evidence that we have from our expression
studies is that Tollip.a and Tollip.b do not interact to any detectable level, but
both proteins form homo-dimers.

Tollip interacts with macrophage cytoskeletal machinery and is associated
with the phagolysosome.
We observed reciprocal cell phenotypes in the recombinant cells. Tollip.a cells
showed round, clumped and less adherent morphology with higher proliferation
rate but reduced pathogen uptake. On the other hand, Tollip.b cells showed
elongated, ‘scavenger’-like morphology with lower proliferation rate and normal
pathogen uptake. Since the canonical Tollip.a is a negative regulator of TLR
signalling, it was not surprising to see cells over-expressing Tollip.a exhibited
anti-inflammatory phenotypes. However, we have previously demonstrated that
the Tollip.b isoform is lowly expressed in a tissue-specific manner, but
significantly up-regulated in response to LPS. The ‘activated’ morphology of
Tollip.b-over-expressing cells reflects a pro-inflammatory phenotype of Tollip.b in
macrophage activation.

While the shape of macrophages over-expressing Tollip.a or Tollip.b showed
reciprocally polarised phenotypes, the distribution of recombinant Tollip isoforms
in these cells was very consistent with previously published data. In particular,
we demonstrated that both Tollip isoforms localised with the small GTPase
Rab14, a maturing phagosome marker. Rab14 has significant importance in
macrophage activation in the phagosome-lysosome pathway, an early stage in
phagocytosis. Others have shown the involvement of Rab14 in arresting
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phagosome

maturation

in

macrophages

infected

with

Mycobacterium

tuberculosis, possibly by fusion of phagosome with early endosomes (Kyei et al.
2006). This property helps the phagosomal mycobacteria to gain endocytosed
nutrients for growth and multiplication, and indicates the importance of Rab14 in
the phagocytic pathways. Further, Rab14 is associated with approximately 50%
of

AP-1/clathrin-coated

vesicles

and

localises

to

the

Golgi

network

(Proikas-Cezanne et al. 2006). The fact that Tollip isoforms co-localised with
Rab14 suggests a novel role for Tollip in the phagosomal pathway in activated
macrophages, as well as endocytic pathway with clathrin, which corresponds to
previously reported finding, both of which are not CUE domain-dependent
processes.

From the IP/mass spectrometry results, we observed that both actin and WAFL
(a less abundant, tissue-specific acting-binding protein) were interacting with
Tollip. Tollip-actin interaction was further validated and confirmed that both of the
recombinant Tollip isoforms as well as the endogenous Tollip in RAW264.7 cells
and BMMs interact with actin. Interestingly, cells over-expressing Tollip.a had a
lower degree of actin interaction. This was credited with the inhibitory role of the
canonical Tollip.a in TLR signalling. When over-expressing Tollip.a, which might
lead to a high ratio of Tollip.a:a homo-dimer, the interaction with actin was
suppressed and consequently hinder the engagement of Tollip with the
cytoskeleton. This may explain the rounded, monocytic-like morphology
exhibited by the recombinant Tollip.a cells, as well as the reduced phagocytosis
activity. We did not observe an enhanced interaction between Tollip.b and actin
compared with the control. This implies the presence of an unknown mechanism
that is regulating Tollip.b, leading to a dramatic change in cell morphology. The
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molecular events linking these processes remain to be elucidated.

A novel role for Tollip in the nucleus
We also identified Tollip in the nucleus, as shown by the interactions with
RNA-binding proteins FUS and EWS, and Histone 2B. Interestingly, FUS has
been reported with a SUMO-1 E3 ligase activity for Ebp1, a putative tumour
suppressor (Oh et al. 2009). In conjunction with published data (Ciarrocchi et al.
2009), Tollip has been shown to interact with sumoylation enzymes (Ubc9, Daxx,
ARIP3 and SUMO-1) by yeast two-hybrid screening of rat cDNA library. It is
interesting to point out that Tollip not only has a function in the endosomal
degradation machinery by its CUE domain, but also a sumoylation role, which
normally enhances protein stability, modulates nuclear compartmentalisation
and sometimes competes with ubiquitin [reviewed in (Zhao 2007; Wilkinson and
Henley 2010)].

Sumoylation of Tollip is relied on its C2 domain, as shown by IP studies of
various truncated forms of Tollip co-transfected with ARIP3 (Ciarrocchi et al.
2009). Interestingly, Tollip and SUMO-1 or Daxx were only found to co-localise in
the nucleus in IL-1RI-positive cells, but not in HeLa cells which do not express
IL-1RI. This suggests that the role of Tollip in sumoylation/nuclear function is
restricted in innate immunity. Our result is consistent with this finding that both
Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms were associated with FUS in macrophages,
independent of the CUE domain.

The interaction between Tollip and FUS was preliminarily tested by
immunoprecipitation in the recombinant cells and BMM. Yet, no conclusive
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results were drawn, as the exact roles for Tollip interacting with these nuclear
proteins are yet to be tested. An exciting possibility arises for a role of Tollip in
the regulation of cancer since the functions of FUS and EWS were reported in
macrophage differentiation and cancer development, and that H2B as chromatin
modifier. In addition, a study has demonstrated Tollip as a tyrosine substrate in a
breast cancer cell model (Chen et al. 2007). All these data provide a hinting role
for Tollip in carcinogenesis. Nevertheless, further research into the relationships
between Tollip isoforms and cancer development is beyond the scope of the
current study.

* Caveats
It is important to address a limitation of interpretations drawn from this chapter
due to reliance on a single recombinant clone for most of the studies shown in
this chapter: that is all of the recombinant Tollip-IP work was conducted using
single clone of Tollip recombinant cells in order to examine the phenotypes of
Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms. This is why we emphasised analysis of
endogenous Tollip in drawing our conclusions.

Furthermore, a comparison between the single clone and a pool of unselected
Tollip-transfected cells was shown in Figure 3-3; this demonstrated that the
expression of Tollip in the recombinant clones was consistent across the
transfected cells and equivalent to endogenous Tollip.a levels. In Chapter 4,
further phenotypic analysis of several clones, and the pool of recombinant cells
was conducted. This included cell surface marker characterisation, Western blot
analysis of protein signalling pathways, and ELISAs of inflammatory cytokines.
These studies demonstrate a stable phenotype, and are consistent with these
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single clone analysed here providing exemplar molecular data.

Summary
One typical macrophage phenotype is phagocytosis, which is accompanied with
changes in cell shape upon activation by actin-dependent cytoskeletal
remodelling. When Tollip.a:a homo-dimer was expected to be the highest, we
observed an inhibitory phenotype in the recombinant Tollip.a cells. This was
demonstrated by the reduced pathogen uptake and a lesser degree of
Tollip.a-actin interaction. On the other hand, a reciprocal phenotype in the
recombinant Tollip.b cells was observed, where high expression of endogenous
Tollip and recombinant Tollip.b were both present. We were able to demonstrate
Tollip.b:b homo-dimer but not Tollip.a:b hetero-dimer, indicating that Tollip.b has
a high affinity for homo-dimerisation of its own. Up-regulation of Tollip.b (Lo et al.
2009), together with the change in an ‘activated’ macrophage morphology,
suggest that Tollip.b has an independent function.

We have shown that Tollip.b exhibits opposing phenotype to that of Tollip.a, and
this is predicted to affect TLR signalling and result in a pro-inflammatory
outcome. Previous studies have shown that Tollip is involved in the IκB/NFκB
signalling pathway. Whether Tollip.b has an activating function in this pathway, or
is utilising other pathways in parallel to Tollip.a, is a critical question in
characterising Tollip.b function. Further, the inflammatory outcomes produced by
Tollip.b need to be tested. To conclude, we have now refined our model of Tollip
dimerisation – both Tollip.a and Tollip.b interact with same partners such as
Tom1 and actin, and are both localised with Rab14. Yet, the reciprocal
phenotypes between Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells and the varying degree of
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Tollip-actin interaction suggest Tollip.b has an independent function and may
regulate different signalling pathway, which remains to be explored.
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Chapter 4

Tollip isoforms regulate LPS-induced MAPK

signalling events
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4-1

Introduction

The previous chapter described macrophage phenotypes of Tollip.a- and
Tollip.b-over-expressing cells. We predicted that Tollip.b is highly likely to
compete with Tollip.a due to the reciprocoal cell morphology, phagocytosis
activity, and varied affinity to bind actin. Further, Tollip isoforms do not form
hetero-dimers. This may lead to different signalling events and consequently
different inflammatory outcomes. We therefore predict that Tollip.b serves a role
in the pro-inflammatory outcome by utilising different signalling pathways
compared to the canonical Tollip.a (Figure 4-1).

TLRs signal through highly evolutionarily conserved signal transduction
cascades, classically via the MyD88-dependent or the MyD88-independent
pathways, to activate transcription factors and associated inflammatory
outcomes. Despite engagement of highly stereotyped signalling events, innate
immune cells such as macrophages are capable of enormous diversity in
responses to different TLR ligands; the ‘fine-tuning’ of these signalling pathways
is emerging as increasingly complex, with little functional redundancy in the
negative regulators of inflammatory outputs (Wells et al. 2006). Prolonged
inflammatory signalling and excessive

production of

cytokines and/or

chemokines can be harmful to the host. To obtain a balance between activation
and resolution of inflammatory responses, negative regulatory mechanisms
must exist to maintain equilibrium between activation and suppression of TLR
signalling. This chapter investigates whether Tollip isoforms have a role in this
functional diversification.
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The canonical form of Tollip was classified as a negative regulator of the IL-1R
and TLR2/TLR4 pathways by constitutively associated with IRAK1. Dissociation
of Tollip from IRAK1 leads to activation of downstream IκB/NFκB complex (Burns
et al. 2000; Bulut et al. 2001; Zhang and Ghosh 2002). In HEK cells,
over-expressing Tollip can inhibit IL-1β-induced, but not TNF-induced, JNK and
NFκB activation (Burns et al. 2000). These data showed that Tollip can mediate
NFκB activity by 'tuning' the signalling capacity of the divergent or paralleled
pathways via IκB or MAP kinases.

Tollip isoforms are expressed in a tissue-specific manner. Tollip.a (canonical)
and Tollip.b (which lacks the CUE domain) are endogenously expressed in
mouse macrophages and differentially regulated by LPS, CpG DNA and IFNγ
activation in primary mouse macrophages (Lo et al. 2009). Despite its
expression in innate immune cells and regulation by inflammatory signals, the
role of Tollip.b in innate immune signalling has not been previously described.
This chapter explores the effects of both Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms by
over-expression and knock-down studies in the macrophage-like cell line under
inflammatory conditions. Here, we test our hypothesis by studying Tollip isoforms
in both of the signalling pathways and examine the consequent impact by the
level of cytokines produced.
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Figure 4-1 Model of inflammatory outcomes
We hypothesise that Tollip.b serves an opposing role to that of Tollip.a, by utilising a
different signalling pathway which eventually leads to a hyper-inflammatory outcome. (A)
Proposed model for Tollip.a – IκB/ NFκB were shown to be down-regulated in previous
studies. Tollip.a might also utilise the MAPK pathway, but the consequences are still
unclear. (B) Proposed model for Tollip.b – the activity for IκB/ NFκB is yet to be tested,
as well as the MAPK signalling capacity and inflammatory outputs.
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Methodology

Cells, antibodies and reagents.
The RAW264.7 cell line was obtained from ATCC (TIB-71), and was cultured in
RPMI medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% Serum Supreme (U.S. origin,
Lonza BioWhittaker®) and 1% GlutaMax (Invitrogen). The following primary and
secondary antibodies were used at suppliers’ recommended concentration:
anti-phospho- and total IκB, Mek1/2, Erk, Jnk and p38 from Cell Signalling
Technology; anti-V5 and anti-mouse AlexaFluor488 from Invitrogen; anti-TRAF6
and GAPDH from Santa Cruz; anti-Tollip from Abcam; and Hoechst 33342 from
Sigma-Aldrich. Stimuli used for cell treatment: 100ng/ml LPS from Salmonella
minnesota (Sigma-Aldrich).

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis.
RNA was isolated from washed cell pellets using RNeasy Midi kit according to
manufacturer’s protocol, and included an on-column DNase-I treatment (Qiagen).
The concentration of total RNA was calculated by spectrophotometer (NanoDrop
Technologies) and the quality of RNA was determined by RNA6000 Nano
LapChip kit on an Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent Techonologies). cDNA was
synthesized using SuperScript®III reverse transcriptase according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen).

qRT-PCR.
500ng of DNase-treated RNA was collected and used for cDNA synthesis as
described above. SensiMix™ real time PCR reagents were used according to
manufacturer’s protocol (Bioline). Real-time PCR was performed in Rotor-Gene
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6000 apparatus (Corbett). The relative expression of target mRNAs were
determined using the Pfaffl method (Pfaffl 2001). Statistically significant
differences were identified using t-test (p<0.05). The primer sequences are listed
below.
Forward primer

Reverse primer

Type

Tollip.a

AGCACCATGGCGACCAC

GGACTCTTCACCCATTTGCAG

Clone

Tollip.b

CAGCACCATGGCGAC

AATAGATCTTGGATGCAGGG

Clone

Tollip.a

ATGCCAACTGTGTACCAGCA

TTGGGAAACATGTCCTGGAT

Endogenous

Tollip.b

AGCCTGTGGTCCTGATGC

TCTTGGATGCAGGGTCGT

Endogenous

HPRT

GCTGGTGAAAAGGACCTCT

CACAGGACTAGAACACCTGC

Endogenous

Western blotting and analysis
Cells were grown as described above, and either left untreated or treated with
LPS (100 ng/ml) over a time course. Cell monolayer was washed twice with
ice-cold PBS, scraped and centrifuged at 900 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C to pellet
the cells. Cell lysates were collected by resuspending the pellet in ice-cold lysis
buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100,
1.5 mM MgCl2, 1mM EDTA) with 1% protease and phosphatase inhibitor
cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich) and lysed on ice for 10 minutes. The lysates were then
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. The clear lysates were
collected and stored at -80°C until use. For SDS-PAGE, lysates were
resuspended in 4X SDS sample buffer containing β-Mercaptoethanol and
heated at 96°C for 5 minutes. The mixture was then vortexed, loaded and
separated by 12% acrylamide gel, followed with wet-transfer onto a
nitrocellulose membrane (Pall), blocked in 3% skim milk TBST and incubated
with specific antibody. The blot was washed and incubated with HRP-conjugated
secondary antibody and a chemiluminescent image was then captured by
VersaDoc system (Bio-Rad). To normalise the tested protein expression, the
density of detected bands was calculated by the Quantity One software (Bio-Rad)
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and was divided by the density of the loading control (GAPDH) from the same
lane.

Multiplex cytokine assay.
Cells were seeded at 50,000 cells/well in a 96-well plate and incubated at 37°C
with 5% CO2 overnight. On the following day, cells were either left untreated or
treated with LPS (100ng/ml) and supernatants were collected at 0, 2, 6 and 24
hours. The supernatants were filtered using 0.2 μm spin filters and analysed
using a 23-plex mouse cytokine kit (Bio-Rad) according to manufacturer’s and
Australian Proteome Analysis Facility’s standard protocol (APAF). Statistically
significant differences were identified using Student’s t-test.

Tollip knock-down studies.
Small interfering RNA specifically targeting Tollip.a and Tollip.b variants were
synthesized by Dharmacon (Thermo Scientific). Cells were transfected with 100
nM siRNA using the Nucleofector kit V, program D-32 (Amaxa) and settled
overnight in a 6-well plate, with 400,000 cells/well (for Western blot) or a 24-well
plate, with 100,000 cells/well (for ELISA and qRT-PCR). On the following day (24
hours later), the transfected cells were further treated with 100 nM siRNA with
1μl/well of Lipofectamine™ LTX reagent (Invitrogen) and incubated for overnight.
Dharmacon ON-TARGETplus Non-targeting pool (Thermo Scientific) was used
as a control oligo. On the third day (20 hours later), cells were either left
untreated or treated with 100ng/ml of LPS for 6 hours. The supernatants were
collected for ELISA, intact cells were used for RNA isolation for qRT-PCR and
lysate collection for Western blot. All siRNA knock-downs and subsequent
analyses were conducted over three independent experiments. Statistically
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significant differences were identified using Student’s t-test.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
Mouse TNF, IL-6 and GM-CSF levels in the supernatants were determined by
ELISA kits according to manufacturer’s protocol (BD OptEIA™). Statistically
significant differences were identified using t-test (p<0.05).

4-3

Results

Tollip isoforms differentially regulate the amplitude of early inflammatory
responses.
To assess the impact of Tollip isoforms on inflammatory outputs, the recombinant
cells were challenged with LPS across a 24-hour time course and cytokines
screened using a 23-plex Luminex cytometric analysis. Eleven of the cytokines
tested were significantly different when compared with the control cells (p<0.05,
n=6). These can be summarised in two broad categories: the first include
inflammatory cytokines that prime T-cell responses, the second were
chemokines that regulate myeloid proliferation, differentiation and migration.

The amplitude of inflammatory cytokine production was most significantly altered
in the early part of the time course. At 6 hours of LPS treatment, the secretion of
cytokines such as IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40, IL-12p70 and TNF were attenuated by
either Tollip.a or Tollip.b over-expression when compared with the control
(Figure 4-2 A, D, E, F and G). IL-1α and IL-1β were significantly attenuated
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exclusively by Tollip.b over-expression (Figure 4-2 B and C). These differences
were for the most part resolved by 24 hours for IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-10,
except for IL-12p40 and IL-12p70. Although the trend for TNF secretion at 24
hours post-LPS stimulation was enhanced in cells over-expressing Tollip.b, we
cannot draw statistical conclusion since that data was outside the linear range of
TNF standard curve.

We next examined siRNA knock-down of the endogenous Tollip isoforms in
otherwise unmodified RAW264.7 cells with 6 hours of LPS treatment. As shown
in Figure 4-2 H, Tollip.a knock-down significantly enhanced TNF secretion by
10% when compared with the non-targeting control siRNA-transfected
RAW264.7 cells (p<0.01), concurring with the role of Tollip as a negative
regulator (Zhang and Ghosh 2002). ANOVA of the siRNA experiment
demonstrated highly significant differences in TNF secretion in the presence of
LPS (p=5.168E-31), the comparison between control or scrambled siRNA cells
and the Tollip.a or Tollip.b siRNAs was also found to be differential (p=0.0090)
and the interaction between LPS treatment and siRNA KD of either Tollip isoform
was also significant (p=0.0096). Further pair-wise analysis using a t-statistic
identified the statistical trends (shown in figure legend). Interestingly, siRNA of
Tollip.b showed an opposing trend, with ~15% reduction in TNF levels (p<0.05).
Consistent with earlier mouse KO experiments (Didierlaurent et al. 2006),
knocking-down either Tollip isoform significantly reduced IL-6 (p<0.01), but this
was most notable in the Tollip.b knock-down (p<0.001) where levels were on
average 40% lower than the non-targeting control siRNA-transfected cells
(Figure 4-2 I).
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Notably, both over-expression and knock-down of Tollip.b provided evidence that
this isoform has a role in fine-tuning inflammatory outputs. As over-expression of
Tollip.b gradually led to increased TNF production in recombinant cells, and
knocking-down endogenous Tollip.b decreased TNF or IL-6, we conclude that
Tollip.b has a role in promoting pro-inflammatory responses in mouse
macrophages, particularly in the early stages of TLR4 signalling.
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Figure 4-2 Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms attenuate inflammatory cytokines.
Multiplex cytokine analysis revealed alternative splicing of Tollip alters the amplitude
of inflammatory cytokine secretion in acute response to LPS (100ng/ml). Tollip.a =
light grey bars, Tollip.b = dark grey bars and control = black bars. Panels (A) IL-10;
(B) IL-1 alpha; (C) IL-1 beta; (D) IL-12p40 (E); IL-12p70 (F) TNF; and (G) IL-6.
X-axis = LPS treatment in hours and Y-axis = cytokine concentration in pg/ml.
Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test, n=3 (two technical
replicates per sample and each experiment was repeated three times), *p<0.05 and
**p<0.01. Error bars = SEM. Areas within the dash lines represent detectable range
from the Luminex multiplex assay. (H) TNF ELISA after siRNA knock-down of
endogenous Tollip.a or Tollip.b in RAW264.7 cells. (I) IL-6 ELISA after siRNA
knock-down of endogenous Tollip.a or Tollip.b in RAW264.7 cells. X-axis = LPS
treatment in various cell samples and Y-axis = percentage of cytokine concentration.
Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test, n=3 (two technical
replicates per siRNA sample and each knock-down experiment was repeated three
times), *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001.
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The specificity of Tollip.a and Tollip.b siRNA was confirmed by qRT-PCR and
Western blots. As shown in Figure 4-3 A and B, knock-down of endogenous
Tollip.a or Tollip.b in RAW264.7 cells showed at least 30% – 50% reduction,
compared to the siRNA control. Similarly, in Figure 4-3 C and D, knock-down of
the recombinant Tollip.a or Tollip.b in the over-expressed cells showed at least
30% reduction, compared to the siRNA control. Note that the scales of these
qRT-PCR data were different due to comparable endogenous and recombinant
expression levels of Tollip.a or Tollip.b in either the RAW264.7 or the
over-expressing cells. An unexpected but interesting finding from these siRNA
experiments was that when endogenous Tollip.a was knocked-down in the
Tollip.b-over-expressing cells, the amount of Tollip.b was significantly enhanced
upon LPS treatment (Figure 4-3 D). This effect suggests a reciprocal role of
Tollip.b to Tollip.a.

The efficiency of Tollip siRNA was further confirmed at protein level by Western
blots. Figure 4-4 A and B showed two repeats of the knock-down experiment
that the recombinant Tollip.a expression (in Tollip.a-over-expressing cells) and
the recombinant Tollip.b expression (in Tollip.b-over-expressing cells) were
obviously reduced.
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Figure 4-3 qRT-PCR confirmation of Tollip.a or Tollip.b siRNA knock-down (KD)
in RAW264.7 and the Tollip recombinant cells.
(A) qRT-PCR analysis on the expression of Tollip.a in RAW264.7 cells. At least 50% of
Tollip.a KD was observed, and Tollip.b siRNA did not inhibit the expression of Tollip.a. (B)
qRT-PCR analysis on the expression of Tollip.b in RAW264.7 cells. About 30% of
Tollip.b KD was observed, and Tollip.a siRNA did not inhibit the expression of Tollip.b. (C)
qRT-PCR analysis on the expression of Tollip.a in Tollip.a over-expressing cells. About
50% of Tollip.a KD was observed. (D) qRT-PCR analysis on the expression of Tollip.b in
Tollip.b over-expressing cells. About 30% of Tollip.b KD was observed. X-axis: Cells
were either left untreated or transfected with the control siRNA (commercial non-target
siRNA pool), Tollip.a siRNA or Tollip.b siRNA. These cells were then either left untreated
(-) or treated with 6 hours of 100ng/ml LPS (+). Y-axis: Tollip.a or Tollip.b expression
relative to the house-keeping gene HPRT. Statistical analysis was performed using
Student’s t-test, n=3. Significance was compared to the control siRNA, *p<0.05 and
**p<0.01. Error bars = SEM. All qRT-PCR data are representation of three individual
experiments.
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Figure 4-4 Western blot confirmation of Tollip.a or Tollip.b siRNA knock-down
(KD) in RAW264.7 and the Tollip recombinant cells.
Western blots from two independent siRNA experiments targeting the Tollip-V5
recombinant proteins showing specific knock-down of each Tollip isoform.
(A) Upper panel: anti-actin antibody used as loading control. Lower panel: different cell
samples probed with anti-V5 antibody.
Lane 1 – RAW264.7 cells only
Lane 2 – Tollip.a over-expressing cells only
Lane 3 – Tollip.a KD in Tollip.a over-expressing cells, biological replicate 1
Lane 4 – Tollip.a KD in Tollip.a over-expressing cells, biological replicate 2
Lane 5 – RAW264.7 cells transfected with the non-target siRNA control
Lane 6 – Tollip.b over-expressing cells only
Lane 7 - Tollip.b KD in Tollip.b over-expressing cells, biological replicate 1
Lane 8 - Tollip.b KD in Tollip.b over-expressing cells, biological replicate 2
(B) Upper panel: anti-actin antibody used as loading control. Lower panel: different cell
samples probed with anti-V5 antibody.
Lane 1 – RAW264.7 cells transfected with the non-target siRNA control
Lane 2 – RAW264.7 cells transfected with the non-target siRNA control, LPS-treated
Lane 3 – Tollip.a KD in Tollip.a over-expressing cells
Lane 4 – Tollip.a KD in Tollip.a over-expressing cells, LPS-treated
Lane 5 – Tollip.a over-expressing cells, LPS-treated
Lane 6 – Tollip.b KD in Tollip.b over-expressing cells
Lane 7 – Tollip.b KD in Tollip.b over-expressing cells, LPS-treated
Lane 8 – Tollip.b over-expressing cells, LPS-treated
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Tollip isoforms regulate chemokine and growth factor secretion.
Tollip over-expression also significantly reduced expression of monocyte
chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)
and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) (Figure 4-5
A – C). In particular, MCP-1 and GM-CSF were significantly repressed in cells
over-expressing Tollip.b across 24 hours of LPS treatment. Both patterns were
observed in the unselected pool of Tollip.b transfectants (Figure 4-5 E-F).
Repression of this group of growth factors and chemokines was sustained
across the 24 hour period measured. A moderate (10%) increase in GM-CSF
levels was observed on siRNA knock-down of Tollip.a isoform in RAW264.7 cells
(p<0.01) (Figure 4-5 D). Taken together, these observations were consistent
with both Tollip isoforms regulating chemokine expression.
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Figure 4- 5 Tollip.a and Tollip.b alter growth factor and chemokine production.
Multiplex cytokine analysis revealed alternative splicing of Tollip regulates chemokines
and growth factors in a more sustained response to LPS. Tollip.a = light grey bars,
Tollip.b = dark grey bars and control = black bars. X-axis = LPS treatment in hours and
Y-axis = chemokine concentration in pg/ml. Panels (A) MCP-1; (B) GM-CSF; and (C)
G-CSF. (D) GM-CSF ELISA after siRNA knock-down of endogenous Tollip.a or Tollip.b
in RAW264.7 cells. Error bars = SEM, n=3. Statistical analysis was performed using
Student’s t-test, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001. Areas within the dash lines
represent detectable range from the Luminex multiplex assay. (E – F) MCP-1 and
GM-CSF production in the unselected pool of Tollip.b transfectants.
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Tollip isoforms alter TRAF6 expression and IkB activation
Tollip.a has been described to be a negative regulator of TLR signalling by
inhibiting the kinase activity of IRAK1, leading to a dose-dependent repression of
NFκB and AP-1 (Zhang and Ghosh 2002; Li et al. 2004). The impact of Tollip.b
on the activation of the TRAF6-IKK-NFκB pathway was tested by challenging the
recombinant cell lines with the bacterial cell wall component LPS over an acute
time course. TRAF6 is an ubiquitin ligase downstream of IRAK1, and is activated
via ubiquitination and recycled via de-ubiquitination during the course of
inflammatory signalling (Jensen and Whitehead 2003). As shown in Figure 4-6
A, the control and Tollip.b cells followed the expected cyclical pattern of TRAF6
expression level. However, the expression of TRAF6 was aberrantly low in
Tollip.a cells, in both untreated and LPS-treated samples. Analysis of Traf6
mRNA showed that transcription was stable in all three cell lines (Figure 4-6 B),
suggesting that Tollip.a regulates TRAF6 protein stability (detailed methodology
on gene expression will be discussed in the next chapter). The CUE domain of
Tollip binds mono-ubiquitinated proteins, whereas TRAF6 is poly-ubiquitinated,
indicating a likely indirect effect of Tollip.a on TRAF6 levels. This was supported
by our inability to demonstrate a direct interaction between Tollip.a and TRAF6 in
our recombinant macrophage models. The experiment was confirmed by WB:V5
as a positive control to show that the immunoprecipitation had worked and that
the cells used in this study had high expression of the recombinant Tollip protein
(Figure 4-6 C).
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Figure 4- 6

Tollip isoforms alter TRAF6 stability and do not associate with

TRAF6 in RAW264.7 cells.
Expression of TRAF6 in Tollip.a, Tollip.b and control cells was tested by Western blot. (A)
Histogram shows the abundance of TRAF6 in the three cell lines normalised to the
loading control GAPDH. Data are representation of three independent experiments. (B)
Detection of Traf6 mRNA using probe 6200132. Y-axis = Normalised expression and
X-axis = 100ng/ml LPS treatment in minutes. (C) Immunoprecipitation using V5
antibody to pull down endogenous TRAF6 in Tollip recombinant cells. Western blotting
against V5 confirmed over-expression, but no direct association between Tollip and
TRAF6 in either untreated or LPS-treated states. Data are representation of three
independent experiments.
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TRAF6 activation leads to phosphorylation and degradation of IκB, and
subsequent activation of NFκB. As expected (Figure 4-7 A), Tollip.a
over-expression was associated with 25% reduction and less sustained IκB
phosphorylation after 30 minutes post LPS stimulation. Surprisingly, a 30–50%
reduction in phosphorylation was also observed in Tollip.b cells. There was
some indication that lower IκB phosphorylation in Tollip.a cells may be a
consequence of reduced TRAF6 levels in these cells, however this did not
account for the substantial impact that Tollip.b had on IκB activity.

We further questioned whether the loss in phospho-IκB was due to ubiquitination
or proteasomal degradation since there is a possibility that IkB can be
phosphorylated but remain undegraded (DiDonato et al. 1995; Lin et al. 1995).
Hence, the level of total IκB in the three cell lines were tested by measuring its
density level against GAPDH. Figure 4-7 B showed that phosphorylation was
concordant with IκB stability - that is, Tollip over-expression led to suppression of
phospho-IkB instead of IκB degradation, and that the accumulation of total IkB
had a more dramatic effect in Tollip.b over-expressing cells.

The simplest model of Tollip.b activity is that of a dominant-negative competitor
with Tollip.a. However we did not observe reciprocal phenotypes between the
recombinant lines, that is, Tollip.b works to enhance IκB/NFκB activity. Instead
Tollip.b over-expression also led to substantial inhibition of IκB phosphorylation,
which together with the differences in cytokine output between cells
over-expressing either isoform suggested that Tollip.b had regulatory roles other
than a direct competition with Tollip.a, and led us to further investigate the impact
of these isoforms on the MAPK signalling pathways.
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Figure 4- 7 Tollip isoforms alter IkB activation.
IκB was tested by Western blots using antibodies directed against phosphorylated
or total protein in response to LPS (100ng/ml). GAPDH was used as a loading
control. (A) Each Western blot is representative of three independent assays.
Box-whisker plots summarised the median and range of the density ratio
(phosphorylated versus total protein) for each phosphoprotein across the
recombinant cell line series (n=3). (B) Summarised graph of the density ratio (total
IkB versus GAPDH) for each time point across the recombinant cell line series.
Error bars = S.E.M., n=3. X-axis = each cell line is grouped into LPS responses over
time. Y-axis = normalised density ratio.
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Tollip isoforms differentially regulate MAPK signalling.
The MAP kinases MEK, ERK, JNK and p38 have well-described roles in LPS
responses, synergising with NF-κB. MEK1/2 protein level was markedly higher in
the Tollip.a cells, which was accompanied by stronger activation upon LPS
stimulation compared with Tollip.b and the control lines (Figure 4-8 A). Similarly,
expression and activation of ERK1/2 was markedly higher in the Tollip.a cells
(Figure 4-8 B), an observation even apparent in the unselected pool of
transfectants (Figure 4-8 C). Others have reported that constitutive loss of Tollip
does not impair MAPK activation (Didierlaurent et al. 2006). It is possible that
Tollip.a-directed repression of IκB phosphorylation led to compensatory
increases in signalling through MEK and ERK, although the increased
expression of these proteins in unstimulated cells also suggested a role for Tollip
in priming this pathway.

Cross-regulation of NF-κB and JNK is implicated in macrophage survival during
inflammatory events. Jun N-terminal kinase/stress-activated protein kinase
(JNK/SAPK), can be activated by both physiological and stress-related stimuli
and have been shown to have a role in IFN-STAT1 responsive signalling
(Yamana et al. 2009). Consistent with a feed-back hypothesis, phosphorylation
of JNK1 and JNK2/3 isoforms were also higher in cells over-expressing either
isoform, and substantially elevated in Tollip.b cells when compared with the
control (Figure 4-9). These findings were consistent with a model where both
Tollip isoforms promoted activation of JNK but that high expression of the
isoform lacking the CUE domain further enhanced the activity of JNK in
response to endotoxin.
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The last member of the MAPK family tested was p38. Previous studies have
indicated that p38 is associated with reduced TNFα production in microglia and
macrophages (Lee et al. 2000; Kang et al. 2008). In the current study, we did not
observe dramatic changes in the phosphorylation of p38 (Figure 4-10 A).
Interestingly, cells over-expressed the Tollip.a isoform showed obviously lower
level of total p38 expression by Western blotting. This was further tested
quantitatively by FACS. The results showed only subtle changes of total p38
expression in the Tollip.a recombinant cells, but this was not enough to confirm a
significant change (Figure 4-10 B). We therefore conclude that neither of the
Tollip isoforms directly regulated the p38 pathway upon LPS stimulation.
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Figure 4- 8 Tollip isoforms differentially regulate MEK and ERK signalling.
Western blots targeting phosphorylated and total MEK1/2 and ERK1/2 show strong and
prolonged ERK activity in response to LPS (100ng/ml). (A) Top panel: Western blots
showing MEK1/2 phosphorylation in recombinant Tollip.a, recombinant Tollip.b and
RAW264.7 cells (control). Bottom panel: Box-whisker plots summarised the median and
range of the density ratio (phosphorylated versus total MEK) across the three cell lines
(n=3). (B) Top panel: Western blots showing ERK1/2 phosphorylation in recombinant
Tollip.a, recombinant Tollip.b and RAW264.7 cells (control). Bottom panel: Box-whisker
plots summarised the median and range of the density ratio (phosphorylated versus
total ERK) for each phospho-protein across the three cell lines (n=3). X-axis = each cell
line is grouped into LPS responses over time. Y-axis = normalised density ratio of
phosphorylated versus total protein. (C) Similar sustained activity of ERK1/2 was
observed in the pool of unselected Tollip.a transfectants. GAPDH was used as loading
control. V5 was probed to confirm transfection and expression of recombinant Tollip
protein. All of the above data are representative of three independent experiments.
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Figure 4- 9 Tollip isoforms differentially regulate JNK signalling.
Western blots targeting phosphorylated and total JNK show strong JNK activity in the
Tollip recombinant cells in response to LPS (100ng/ml). Top panel: Western blots
showing JNK phosphorylation in recombinant Tollip.a, recombinant Tollip.b and
RAW264.7 cells (control). GAPDH was used as loading control. Bottom panel:
Box-whisker plots summarised the median and range of the density ratio
(phosphorylated versus total JNK) for each phospho-protein across the cell line series
(n=3). X-axis = each cell line is grouped into LPS responses over time. Y-axis =
normalised density ratio of phosphorylated versus total protein. Each blot is
representative of three independent experiments.
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Figure 4- 10 Tollip isoforms do not impact on p38 phosphorylation.

(A) Western blots targeting phosphorylated and total p38 in the the three cell lines
when treated with 100ng/ml LPS. GAPDH was used as loading control. Each blot is
representative of three independent experiments. (B) Quantitation of total p38
expression by flow cytometry. Cells were either left untreated or treated with 30
minutes of LPS (100ng/ml). Each cell sample was co-incubated with mouse anti-V5
antibody and rabbit anti-p38, followed with a secondary incubation with fluorophore
antibodies that targeted specific primary antibody. The expression of p38 was
compared between V5-positive and V5-negative cells. In the untreated and
LPS-treated groups, peaks filled with grey represent p38 expression and unfilled
peaks represent isotype control (background). Top panel: RAW264.7 control; middle
panel: recombinant Tollip.a cells; and bottom panel: recombinant Tollip.b cells. The
non-specificity of the V5 antibody was tested in the RAW264.7 cells, which were
co-stained with V5 antibody and a mouse isotyple control. No non-specific reactivity
was detected in this experiment. The above data show a representation of three
independent experiments.
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Tollip isoforms impact on MAPKs and alter cytokine production
If Tollip isoforms are indeed working to block NF-κB but enhance MAPK
activation, we would expect to see synergistic repression of cytokine production
in the presence of MAPK inhibitors. To further validate this hypothesis, we
treated the cells with the ERK inhibitor U0126 or the JNK inhibitor SP600125,
and compared cytokine release after LPS stimulation. Tollip.a, Tollip.b or the
control cells were treated with 100 ng/ml LPS for 0, 2hrs, 6hrs and 24hrs, with or
without pre-incubation of U0126 or SP600125 (Figure 4-11). This provides
confidence on the ability of these inhibitors to block signalling and that they are
effective throughout the 24-hour time course.

Western blotting confirmed inhibition of ERK phosphorylation by inhibitor U0126
at a dose of 10μM in the recombinant Tollip cells and the control (Figure 4-11 A).
Many studies have shown that ERK plays a pivotal role in the regulation of TNF
but not IL-6 in various cell settings (Yi et al. 2001; Shibata et al. 2002; Koide et al.
2005; Schuh and Pahl 2009; Zhu et al. 2009). As expected, Figure 4-12 A – B
and D – E demonstrated that the production of TNF but not IL-6 was reduced by
U0126 in the RAW264.7 macrophage model.

Tollip.a over-expression consistently resulted in 20-30% decreased TNF
expression in response to LPS. The addition of an ERK inhibitor profoundly
inhibited TNF production in all lines tested (Figure 4-12 A – B), and a synergistic
effect between U0126 and Tollip.a was observed, with complete loss of TNF
production at 6 and 24 hours only when Tollip.a was over-expressed. In contrast,
over-expression of Tollip.b resulted in a significant increase of TNF production at
24hrs LPS challenge, and ERK-inhibition attenuated this effect. These data were
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consistent with a model where Tollip.b works cooperatively with ERK signalling
to regulate TNF, but that Tollip.a modulates a pathway parallel to ERK.

Potential interactions between Tollip isoforms and JNK signalling were tested by
treating the cells with JNK inhibitor SP600125. Western blotting confirmed
inhibition of JNK phosphorylation at a dose of 25μM (Figure 4-11 B). JNK
inhibition resulted in at least a 5-fold decrease in IL-6 production in all lines
(Figure 4-12 F). Synergistic repression of TNF and IL-6 was observed between
the JNK inhibitor and both Tollip isoforms (Figure 4-12 C and F). These results
suggested that both of the Tollip isoforms act on pathways parallel to JNK to
regulate IL-6 and TNF production.
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Figure 4- 11 Confirmation of MAPK inhibition after treatment with U0126 or
SP600125.
(A) 10μM of U0126 was incubated with the cells for 1 hour followed with LPS
treatment. Western blots show inhibition of ERK phosphorylation while Tollip-V5
expression in the recombinant cells and phosphorylation of JNK were not affected.
No sign of nonspecificity was detected using the V5 antibody in the control cell
lysate. GAPDH was used as loading control. (B) 25μM of SP600125 was incubated
with the cells for 1 hour followed with LPS treatment. Western blots show inhibition
of JNK phosphorylation while Tollip-V5 expression in the recombinant cells and
phosphorylation of ERK were not affected. No sign of nonspecificity was detected
using the V5 antibody in the control cell lysate. GAPDH was used as loading control.
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Figure 4-12

Tollip isoforms impact on MAPKs and altered cytokine

production.
Cells were left either untreated or treated with MEK/ERK inhibitor U0126 (10μM) or
JNK inhibitor SP600125 (25μM), followed with 100 ng/ml LPS. (A–C): TNF; (D–F):
IL-6; (G–I) MCP-1; and (J–L) GM-CSF production .Tollip.a = light grey bars, Tollip.b
= dark grey bars and control = black bars. X-axis = LPS treatment in hours and
Y-axis = cytokine concentration in pg/ml. Error bars = SD, n=3 (six technical
replicates per sample and each experiment was repeated three times). Statistical
analysis was performed using Student’s t-test, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p<0.001.
Data are representative of three independent experiments.
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Tollip isoforms impact on MAPKs and alter chemokine production
ERK inhibition resulted in a 30% decrease in MCP-1 levels in RAW264.7 cells at
24 hours of LPS treatment, indicating that it does contribute to MCP-1
expression (Figures 4-12 G-H). A comparable drop of approximately 30% was
seen in the Tollip.a over-expressing cells treated with U0126, and these effects
synergised to reduce MCP-1 levels by more than half, consistent with the model
of Tollip.a regulating pathways parallel to ERK. The marked inhibition of MCP-1
in the presence of Tollip.b (which was consistently less than 70% of control cells)
suggested that this isoform is regulating a critical signalling event required for
the induction of this factor. U0126 did not reduce MCP-1 levels significantly in
the Tollip.b cells, which was again consistent with a role for Tollip.b acting
upstream of ERK.

GM-CSF expression was synergistically regulated by JNK or ERK inhibition and
both Tollip isoforms (Figures 4-12 J – L). Tollip.b alone repressed GM-CSF
production by more than 80% and this was completely abolished in the presence
of SP600125 or U0126. This suggested that Tollip.b repressed a major mediator
of chemokine expression that signals in parallel with the JNK or ERK pathways.
Similarly, MCP-1 was more significantly repressed by the JNK inhibitor
SP600125 (Figure 4-12 I) and both Tollip isoforms synergistically enhanced the
effect of the inhibitor, such that Tollip.b cells exposed to SP600125 were unable
to produce MCP-1.
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Discussion

The current study describes a role for both Tollip isoforms as regulators of MAPK
signalling, and in particular highlights an independent function for Tollip.b in the
inducible expression of macrophage growth factors and chemokines. Tollip.a is
ubiquitously expressed and although Tollip.b is expressed at much lower levels
in mouse macrophages, it is the isoform that was up-regulated by a wide range
of inflammatory stimuli (Lo et al. 2009). Tollip.a had been previously described
as an Ub-binding chaperone protein that acts to negatively regulate TLR and
IL-1R signalling. Tollip.b lacks the Ub-binding CUE domain, which is thought to
be the major regulatory domain in this chaperone. Its role in the regulation of
inflammation has not been previously described. Here, we have demonstrated
that Tollip.b utilises a distinctive MAPK pathway to that of Tollip.a, and negatively
regulate TLR-mediated inflammation at different points in the signalling network.

Given the importance of the CUE domain in Tollip chaperone function, we had
hypothesised that Tollip.b over-expression would promote a reciprocal
phenotype to Tollip.a on macrophage activation. Indeed, we did observe a
moderate increase in the expression of TNF and IL-6 in Tollip.b macrophages
after 24hrs LPS treatment, and this was accompanied by a reciprocal
down-regulation of these cytokines when endogenous Tollip.b was targeted with
siRNA constructs. The degree of repression was somewhat constrained by the
relatively low abundance of Tollip.b in RAW264.7 cells, nevertheless the
emerging picture was consistent with some reciprocal activities of Tollip.a and
Tollip.b in classical inflammatory signalling.
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Tollip.b clearly has independent functions on macrophage activation, particularly
the regulation of inflammatory cytokines IL-1 and IL12p40 as well as
chemokines MCP-1 and GM-CSF. This may provide an explanation for the
puzzling observation of attenuated inflammatory responses in the Tollip-/- mouse
(Didierlaurent et al. 2006), and is consistent with a role for Tollip isoforms in
fine-tuning several aspects of inflammatory signalling. These changes in
cytokine production were consistent with altered inflammatory signalling.

Intriguingly, in the studies using Tollip-/- mice, the authors claimed no consistent
differences in LPS-induced activation of MAPK (p38, ERK and JNK) from mouse
embryonic fibroblasts or peritoneal macrophages, compared to the wild type
(Didierlaurent et al. 2006). However, it was clear from their Western blots that
there were subtle differences in the LPS-treated BMM from Tollip-/- mice. The
activity of p38 was strongly induced and more sustained, whereas ERK and JNK
activation were rapidly reduced in Tollip-/- mice. These data suggested that
Tollip’s function in innate immunity is tissue-specific, and that Tollip mediates the
signalling capacities via MAPK pathways. In fact, this is consistent with our
Western blot images that ERK phosphorylation was strong and sustained when
Tollip.a was over-expressed, and JNK phosphorylation was strong and
sustained when Tollip.b was over-expressed.

It is possible that the increases in MAPK phosphorylation observed in our
recombinant cells was an attempt to compensate for poor NF-κB signalling;
however it was not sufficient to completely recover inflammatory cytokine
profiles, and may even be a contributing factor to a reduced inflammatory profile.
While we often consider MAPK signals as pro-inflammatory, exacerbated
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activation of ERK signal transduction cascades has been repeatedly
demonstrated to negatively regulating IL-12p70 production (Puig-Kroger et al.
2001; Tang et al. 2004; Tomczak et al. 2006), which was the most significantly
repressed cytokine in this study.

We further investigated the interaction of Tollip isoforms with ERK and JNK
pathways by combining over-expression studies with MAPK inhibitors. The
observation of a consistent additive effect of Tollip.a and ERK or JNK inhibitors
supports a role for this isoform in regulating NF-κB. This is most likely via
interactions with IRAK or possibly TRAF6, but not directly suppressing MAPK
signalling. While a similar synergistic interaction was observed between Tollip.b
and JNK, no such additive effect was observed between Tollip.b and U0126 ERK
inhibition. In addition, over-expressing Tollip.b led to decreased GM-CSF and
increased TNF production; inhibiting ERK in these cells resulted in almost
complete abolishment of GM-CSF and TNF. Similarly, inhibiting JNK led to
abolishment of TNF, IL-6 and MCP-1. It is arguable that Tollip.b not only acts
upstream of MAPKs, but also works downstream of ERK and JNK as little to no
synergistic inhibition was seen when combined with those inhibitors to regulate
cytokine expression. A recent published date reported an association with Tollip
and Rac1, a RhoGTPase that is upstream of ERK (Visvikis et al. 2011). This
shows that Tollip works in the upstream of MAPK signalling. Tollip may also
travel downstream of MAPK and this might comply with our finding and others’
that Tollip was found in the nucleus. Since ERK also translocates into the
nucleus, it is not surprising to speculate a role for Tollip in cooperation with
transcription factors such as ERK or c-Jun to ‘fine-tune’ inflammation. We
therefore propose a model that Tollip.b is likely to regulate MAPK signalling
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upstream of ERK activation and downstream of both ERK and JNK, and this
appears to be particularly important for GM-CSF or MCP-1 expression (Figure
4-13). Future studies to verify this hypothesis can be done by chromatin
immunoprecipitation of Tollip.a or Tollip.b lysate with its associated chromatin
and sequence the DNA fragments to confirm if Tollip isoforms interact with
transcriptional proteins.

The recombinant Tollip.a cells had aberrantly low levels of TRAF6 protein
expression compared with Tollip.b-over-expressing cells and the control,
although TRAF6 mRNA was not affected. This could mean that high expression
of Tollip.a de-stabilised TRAF6 protein by other regulatory proteins such as IRAK
or DSCR1 (Down syndrome candidate region 1). DSCR1 has been shown to
regulate calcineurin phosphatase activity but detailed mechanism is still
unknown. Interestingly, Lee and colleagues demonstrated a direct association of
Tollip and TRAF6 when co-transfected in HEK293 cells, but this interaction was
interrupted when further co-transfected with DSCR1 (Lee et al. 2009). In our
study, Tollip recombinant cell lysates as well as the RAW264.7 lysates were
used to pull-down Tollip and TRAF6, either in unstimulated state or LPS-treated
state. Yet, after three individual experiments, the association of Tollip and TRAF6
was not detected. Whether the Tollip/TRAF6 association was due to the ectopic
co-expression in the previous study using HEK293 cells, or that Tollip targets
TRAF6 in a tissue-specific or ligand-specific manner is yet to be tested.

In conclusion, the current study supports an alternate view – that alternative
splicing is one of the mechanisms that drives the diversification of inflammatory
signals which leads to an increase in the repertoire of immune responses.
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Consistent with our hypothesis, altering the levels of Tollip.a or Tollip.b isoform
led to altered inflammatory outcomes. This includes changes in the activation
and duration of MAPK signalling, and altered expression of inflammatory
cytokines, chemokines and growth factors. Interestingly, the Tollip.b isoform
exhibits both activating (as seen in the later time points of TNF and IL-6
production) and inhibitory phenotypes (as

seen

in IL-1alpha/beta or

IL-12p40/p70), and utilises a divergent MAPK signalling pathway to that of
Tollip.a. Since Tollip is a chaperone protein, it is highly likely that both Tollip
isoforms work with many other proteins in the cytoplasm and impact on
transcription factors in the nucleus. Further studies need to focus on the impact
of each Tollip isoform at transcriptional level. This will broaden our view of Tollip
isoforms in regulating innate immunity by reciprocal functions and appreciate
how alternative splicing of one gene may result in divergent signalling networks.
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Figure 4- 13 Proposed model of Tollip isoforms utilising diversified MAPK
pathway upon LPS stimulation.
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Introduction

Tollip isoforms form homo-dimers and partner with a second Ub-binding protein,
Tom1 (as discussed in chapter 3). The Tom1/Tollip complex participates in
sorting

IL-1R

at

late

endosomes,

both

studies

implicated

Tollip

in

endocytic/phagocytic pathways (Brissoni et al. 2006). Thus, Tollip exhibits
multiple roles in sequestration, recruitment and sorting of key innate immune
pathway members. Many studies have shown that MHC antigen presentation is
regulated by TLR-triggered phagocytosis (as discussed in chapter 1). While
over-expression of Tollip.a leads to inhibition of TLR signalling, mouse knock-out
studies have shown that loss of Tollip also inhibits inflammatory cytokine
production, however, MHC-II was not affected (Didierlaurent et al. 2006). This
suggested that Tollip may also serve a potential pro-inflammatory role but with
no direct impact on MHC expression.

Consistent with our findings shown in the previous chapters, we hypothesised
that Tollip.b isoform (lacking CUE domain) has an opposing function to that of
Tollip.a (full-length). This chapter outlines the gene expression profile of highly
differentially regulated genes in the recombinant Tollip cell lines, which provides
a view on the signalling networks each Tollip isoform might participate. Three
sets of genes will be identified – targets which are reciprocally regulated by
Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms, targets which are regulated by one isoform but not
the other, and targets that are regulated by both isoforms. Due to the descriptive
nature of microarray analysis, the results and discussion presented in this
chapter have been combined.
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Here we describe the additional roles of Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms as novel
modifiers of antigen uptake and the expression of MHC class I and II molecules,
which contradicts with the previous Tollip knock-out study (Didierlaurent et al.
2006). While Tollip.b-over-expressing cells showed active phagocytosis, the
expression of MHC molecules were dysregulated. This demonstrates new links
between TLR signalling and antigen presentation that can be mediated by Tollip
expression. The Tollip.b isoform may serve a role in uncoupling TLR-triggered
phagocytosis, antigen processing and antigen presentation in macrophages.

5-2

Methodology

Cells, antibodies and reagents
Generation of Tollip.a and Tollip.b stable cell lines was described in chapter 3.
Cells were cultured in RPMI medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% Serum
Supreme (U.S. origin, Lonza BioWhittaker®) and 1% GlutaMax (Invitrogen).
Cells were either left untreated or treated with 100ng/ml LPS from Salmonella
minnesota (Sigma-Aldrich). FLAG-CIITA plasmid was kindly donated by Dr.
Drew Cressman (Sarah Lawrence College, NY, USA). The following primary and
secondary antibodies were used at suppliers’ recommended concentration:
anti-V5, AlexaFluor-488 (anti-mouse), 594 (anti-rat) and 647 (anti-rabbit)
antibodies were purchased from Invitrogen; anti-Tollip and anti-HLA-DR (for
mouse H2-E) antibodies were purchased from Abcam; anti-CIITA and anti-FLAG
antibodies were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Microarray data normalization, filtering and analysis
A time course of LPS treatment (100ng/ml) was conducted in RAW264.7 mock
transfected controls, recombinant Tollip.a and Tollip.b cell lines. Total RNA was
isolated as described above, from 3 independent experiments, at 0, 30 minutes
and 2 hours. Quality of RNA was interrogated with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer
where only RNA with RNA integrity number (RIN) > 9 was accepted for RNA
amplification. 500ng of RNA was biotin labelled using Illumina® TotalPrep™
Amplification Kits (Ambion, Inc.) with a 14 hour in vitro transcription. 750ng of
cRNA was hybridized to Illumina Mouse-Ref8 v1.1 BeadChip (Illumina, Inc.).
Slides were scanned on an Illumina Beadstation and bead summarization was
performed using BeadStudio Version 3.1.7 (Illumina, Inc) (see Appendix). The
raw data exported from BeadStudio was imported into R/BioConductor using the
ReadBead function from the BeadExplorer package. Background adjustment
and quantile normalization was performed (Bolstad et al. 2003). The normalised
data were exported from R/BioConductor for visualisation in Genespring GX
7.3.1 (Agilent Technologies). Genes were initially filtered using an Illumina®
detection p-value of 0.99 and an expression floor of 50FU. All primary data is
available through ArrayExpress: accession number E-TABM-795. Interpretation
and analyses of signalling networks and cellular functions were generated
through the use of Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity® Systems,
www.ingenuity.com).

Immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on glass coverslips overnight then treated with LPS (100ng/ml)
or E.coli for 30 minutes. Cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde, then
blocked, incubated consecutively with primary antibody, and secondary antibody,
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and nuclear dye Hoechst 33342. The images were captured and analyzed using
AxioVision software, version 4.6.3 (Zeiss).

qRT-PCR
DNase-treated RNA was isolated using RNeasy Midi kit (Qiagen) according to
manufacturer’s

protocol.500ng

RNA

was

used

for

cDNA

synthesis

(SuperScript®III reverse transcriptase Invitrogen). qRT-PCR was performed
using SensiMix™ real time PCR reagents (Bioline) in Rotor-Gene 6000 (Corbett).
The relative expression of each target mRNA was analyzed using the Pfaffl
method (Pfaffl 2001). Statistically significant differences were identified using
t-test (p<0.05).

Primers
Gene

Forward primer

Reverse primer

Tollip.a (qRT-PCR)

ATGCCAACTGTGTACCAGCA

TTGGGAAACATGTCCTGGAT

Tollip.b (qRT-PCR)

AGCCTGTGGTCCTGATGC

TCTTGGATGCAGGGTCGT

H2-E alpha (qRT-PCR)

TGACTGTGAGGTGGATCACTG

TTCTGGGAGGAGGGTTTTCT

H2-E beta (qRT-PCR)

GACCTTCCAGACACTGGTGA

GAAGCCCCCAACTCCAC

Tollip knock-down studies
Small interfering RNA specifically targeting Tollip.a or Tollip.b variants were
synthesized by Dharmacon (Thermo Scientific). Cells were transfected with 100
nM siRNA with 1μl/well of Lipofectamine™ LTX reagent (Invitrogen) in 6
well-plate. Dharmacon ON-TARGETplus Non-targeting pool (Thermo Scientific)
was used as a control oligo. 24 hours after transfection, cells were either left
untreated or treated with 100ng/ml of LPS for 6 hours. The cells were used for
RNA isolation for qRT-PCR and Western blot. All siRNA knock-downs and
subsequent analyses were conducted over three independent experiments.
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Results

Tollip impacts on macrophage maturation and adhesion.
Microarray profiling was undertaken in order to understand the phenotypic
differences between the cell lines. Probes that met the quality control filters in all
replicates of any one of the three cell lines (9824 probes of the 24620 probes on
the array) were examined using a 2-way ANOVA (time and cell-line) to identify
probes that were statistically significantly different (p<0.05, Benjamini and
Hochberg False Discovery Rate) across the experimental groups. The majority
of these (4639 genes) were significantly regulated across the LPS time course
regardless of the presence of the recombinant protein. Gene set enrichment
analyses

using

the

NIH

DAVID

annotation

tool

(http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) (Dennis et al. 2003; Huang et al. 2008)
showed that these constituted well-described macrophage responses to
pathogens (CD-ROM: Supplementary file 2). This indicated that both Tollip.a
and Tollip.b recombinant cell lines had functional TLR pathways, and mounted
the expected inflammatory transcriptional program.

The most significant differences between the recombinant cell lines were
consistent with the morphology of the lines, and were related to cell cycle and
cell adhesion (Table 5-1 and 5-2). This was identified by gene-set enrichment of
the 1429 genes that were significantly different between the three cell lines in the
unstimulated state, and 782 genes were differentially regulated by LPS and
Tollip

isoforms.

A

set

of

genes

that

was

down-regulated

in

Tollip.a-over-expressing cells were involved in cell adhesion and phagocytosis.
This includes Colec12, Pcdh7, Flot2 and Trem2, which may explain the rounded,
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loose-adherent morphology as well as the poor phagocytosis of the Tollip.a cells.

Phenotype differences between the recombinant cells were also accompanied
by changes in the expression of S100a8 (or Myeloid-related protein 8), a
pro-inflammatory marker which belongs to the calcium-binding S100 protein
family and has been implicated in various immune diseases and cancer
[reviewed in (Ehrchen et al. 2009)]. We observed a massive decrease of S100a8
expression in Tollip.a cells but a 2-fold increase in Tollip.b cells. S100a8 has
been identified as an endogenous TLR ligand that over-expression of S100a8
induced TNF production in the absence of LPS. Over-expressing S100a8 in
non-functional TLR4 mutant cells showed no TNF production, suggesting a
pro-inflammatory role of S100a8 in TLR signalling (Vogl et al. 2007). Our data
suggests that Tollip.a, the canonical isform with inhibitory role, down-regulates
S100a8, while Tollip.b isoform lacks this inhibitory function, thus resulted in
S100a8 up-regulation and macrophage activation.

The other gene which was differentially regulated between the recombinant cell
lines was Arhgap4, a member of the RhoGTPase family that inhibits axon
outgrowth and cell motility (Vogt et al. 2007). Over-expressing Tollip.a has led to
an 8-fold increase of Arhgap4, while over-expressing Tollip.b has led to a 7-fold
decrease. Previous published data showed that over-expressing Arhgap4 led to
a reduced cell motility rate, and Arhgap4 siRNA knock-down resulted in
enhanced cell motility. In addition, a point mutation in the GAP domain resulted
in significant axon outgrowth while over-expressing the full-length Arhpag4 had
inhibited outgrowth (Vogt et al. 2007). These coincide with the morphological
changes in our recombinant cells that Tollip.a cells were round and loosely
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adherent with aberrant phagocytosis whereas Tollip.b cells were stretched with
active phagocytosis.

Consistent with the differences in protein activation levels observed in the
previous chapter, we also observed differences in cell signalling molecules at
transcriptional level. For example, Mek1 gene expression was strongly
up-regulated only in the Tollip.a-over-expressing cells and this was confirmed
with the enhanced phosphorylation of MEK1/2 at protein level. Similarly, Sapk3
(Mapk12) gene expression was up-regulated in Tollip.b-over-expressing cells.
SAPK3 has been shown to possibly mediate JNK activity and it shares the same
substrate target with JNK (Cuenda et al. 1997; Court et al. 2004).
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Table 5-1

The most differentially regulated set of genes in the recombinant

Tollip.a-over-expressing cells

Gene

Fold change
Tollip.a

Description

B-cell scaffold protein with ankyrin
repeats 1 (BANK1)
Fragile histidine triad gene (Fhit)

32

B-cell marker (Kozyrev et al. 2008)

24

Tachykinin 4 (Tac4)

20

Rho GTPase activating protein 4
(Arhgap4)
Mitogen activated protein kinase 1
(MEK1)
Insulin-like growth factor 1 (Igf1)

8

Tumour suppressor (Nakagawa and
Akao 2006)
B cell and T cell lymphopoiesis (Zhang
et al. 2000; Zhang and Paige 2003)
Inhibits cell spreading and motility
(Vogt et al. 2007)
Inflammatory signalling, activates Erk.

P lysozyme structural (Lzp-s)
Amylase 1 and 2 (Amy1 and Amy2)
Haptoglobin (Hp)

Constitutive loss
Constitutive loss
-90

Phospholipase A1 member A
S100 calcium binding protein A8
(calgranulin A) (S100a8)

-26
-16

Interleukin-1 receptor-associated
kinase 3 (Irak3; Irak-M)
Dectin-2
CD24a antigen (Cd24a)
Colony stimulating factor 2 receptor,
alpha, low-affinity (Csf2ra)
Purinergic receptor P2Y, G-protein
coupled 2 (P2ry2)
Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor
(Igf2r)
MHC-II H2-Bf
CCAAT/enhancer binding protein,
alpha (Cebpa)

-11

Collectin sub-family member 12
(Colec12)

-3.1

Protocadherin 7 (Pcdh7)

-11

Flotillin 2 (Flot2)

-2.8

Triggering receptor expressed on
myeloid cells 2 (Trem2)

-2

3.5
Constitutive loss

-10
-6.3
-4.5
-4.3
-4.2
-4
-3.6

Growth and development; delays
apoptosis (Lefaucheur et al. 1996;
Himpe et al. 2008)
Lysozomal protein
Lysozomal protein
An acute phase protein that interacts
with Hb to protect from oxidative
stress. Is recognised by the CD163
scavenger receptor.
Lysozomal protein
Differentiation/Activation marker;
adhesion and migration (Ryckman et
al. 2003; Rosenberger et al. 2007)
Inhibitor of IRAK signalling
Activation marker
Marker of acute myeloid leukaemia.
Differentiation/activation marker (Lutter
et al. 2008)
Differentiation/activation marker
(Dubyak et al. 1996; Lattin et al. 2008)
Differentiation marker (Lutter et al.
2008)
MHC-II complex
Myeloid differentiation, suppress cell
proliferation, cancer development
(Friedman 2007)
Lectin / Scavenger receptor;
phagocytosis (van de Wetering et al.
2004)
Cell shape and adhesion (Yoshida
2003)
Actin cytoskeleton,
phagocytosis/endocytosis (Langhorst
et al. 2007; Babuke et al. 2009)
Regulates inflammatory responses
and phagocytosis (Hamerman et al.
2006; N'Diaye et al. 2009)

* The negative sign (-) refers to repression.
** Constitutive loss refers to undetected expression.
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Table 5-2

The most differentially regulated set of genes in the recombinant

Tollip.b-over-expressing cells

Gene

Fold change
Tollip.b

Serine proteinase inhibitor, clade F,
member 1 (Serpinf1; PEDF)

13

Adenylate cyclase 2 (Adcy2)
Guanine deaminase (Gda)

10
9

Haptoglobin (Hp)

4.2

Interleukin-1 receptor-associated
kinase 3 (Irak3; Irak-M)

3.6

Neural precursor cell expressed,
developmentally down-regulated
gene 9 (Nedd9)
Mapk12 (Sapk3)

3.2

CCAAT/enhancer binding protein,
alpha (Cebpa)

2.5

S100 calcium binding protein A8
(calgranulin A) (S100a8)

2

Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor
(Igf2r)
MHC-II H2-Ea, H2-Eb1, H2-DMb2,
H2-DMb1
Zinc finger homeodomain 4 (Zfh4)

Constitutive loss

Description
Anti-inflammatory, marker of foamy
macrophages and anti-angiogenic
(Simonovic et al. 2001; Zamiri et al.
2006).
G-coupled signal transduction
Promotes dendrite outgrowth and
microtubule assembly in neurons
(Akum et al. 2004)
Acute phase protein. Linked with
linked to diabetic nephropathy
(Awadallah et al.)
Inhibitor of IRAK signalling

Constitutive loss

Cell adhesion and cancer metasis
(Aquino et al. 2009; Izumchenko et
al. 2009)
MAPK family member, myogenic
differentiation (Gillespie et al. 2009)
Myeloid differentiation, suppress cell
proliferation, cancer development
(Friedman 2007)
Differentiation/Activation marker;
adhesion and migration (Ryckman et
al. 2003; Rosenberger et al. 2007)
Differentiation marker (Lutter et al.
2008)
MHC-II complex

Constitutive loss

Putative transcription factor

Cysteinyl leukotriene receptor 1
(Cysltr1)

Constitutive loss

Amylase 1 and 2
Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1
(Mcp-1)

Constitutive loss
-39

Rho GTPase activating protein 4
(Arhgap4)

-6.7

Inflammatory mediator in asthma
(Duroudier et al. 2007; Sokolowska
et al. 2009)
Lysozomal protein
Inflammatory chemokine;
recruitment of monocytes (Anand et
al. 2009)
Inhibits cell spreading and motility
(Vogt et al. 2007)

2.5

* The negative sign (-) refers to repression.
** Constitutive loss refers to undetected expression.
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The expression of Cebpa transcript was also observed to be differentially
regulated in Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells. In cells over-expressed Tollip.a, Cebpa
was 3.6-fold down-regulated, whereas in cells over-expressed Tollip.b, Cebpa
was 2.5-fold up-regulated. C/EBPα (CCATT/enhancer binding protein alpha) is a
critical transcription factor required for myeloid development/differentiation and
cell proliferation [reviewed in (Friedman 2007)]. In C/EBPα-/- fetal liver cultures,
differentiation of granulocytes and macrophages was suppressed when induced
with GM-CSF and IL-3, both promote granulocyte and macrophage maturation.
Similar results were obtained from in vivo experiments that mice with C/EBPα-/fetal liver cell transplant showed low level of macrophages in peripheral blood
cell populations compared with C/EBPα+/+ transplants. The deficit in
macrophage development was also tested in peritoneal exudates cells that
C/EBPα-/- fetal liver cell transplants had <1% of macrophage population,
whereas C/EBPα+/+ transplants had >20%. In addition, C/EBPα-/- fetal liver
transplants showed a 4-fold increase in the number of progenitor cells compared
with C/EBPα+/+ transplants, indicating that C/EBPα controls cell proliferation
(Heath et al. 2004). These results correspond with what we have observed in the
cell proliferation assays that Tollip.a-over-expressing cells had enhanced
proliferation activity whereas Tollip.b-over-expressing cells had suppressed
proliferation (shown in chapter 3). Collectively, the above-mentioned differentially
regulated set of genes show distinctive transcriptional programs regulated by
Tollip.a and Tollip.b in a reciprocal manner and suggest the balance between
these genes is critical in maintaining the physical properties of macrophages.

Tollip isoforms are involved in different signalling networks
We used the Ingenuity software tool (Ingenuity® Systems) to examine known
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functional interactions between genes in the array lists, and built two networks
which were representative of the genes regulated by Tollip.a or Tollip.b
over-expression. It was clear from the signalling networks that Tollip.a
over-expression impacts on the classical NFĸB pathway ( Figure 5-1). This was
exemplied by the detection of the IKK complex and both upstream modifiers and
downstream targets of NFĸB after LPS stimulation (Figure 5-2). Signalling
molecules in the MAPK pathway (Mek1/2, Erk and p38) and PI3K pathway (Akt)
were also up-regulated by Tollip.a over-expression. This suggests that Tollip.a
over-expression primes MAPK and PI3K signalling in addition to the IKK-NFĸB
pathway.

Interestingly, Tollip.a over-expression has led to an up-regulation of Sigirr (0 LPS)
(Figure 5-1). SIGIRR is also a negative regulator in TLR signalling that it
interacts with TLR4 and TRAF6 (as discussed in chapter 1). It is possible that
Tollip.a is linked with SIGIRR, as both exhibits similar functions and interacts
with the same proteins. Upon activation (2hr LPS), Sigirr expression level was
back to normal, but another negative regulator, Irak3 (also named Irak-M), was
down-regulated

in

Tollip.a-over-expressing

cells

(Figure

5-2).

Tollip.b-over-expressing cells on the other hand, showed a constitutive
up-regulation of Irak3 (Figure 5-3). This suggests that both Tollip isoforms
regulate Irak3 expression, but at opposing manner. This also suggests that Irak3
is a transcriptional target of Tollip signalling, and differential levels of Irak3, which
in turn alters the activation of downstream MAPKs, may explain some of the
cytokine/activation differences between Tollip.a- and Tollip.b-over-expressing
cells. Thus, the ‘fine-tuning’ of inflammatory responses by Tollip function may be
mediated by the reciprocal regulation between Tollip.a and Tollip.b isoforms with
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other critical modifiers of inflammatory signalling, such as Irak3.

In Tollip.a over-expressing cells, LPS stimulation has led to activation of the
ubiquitnation pathway, with a significant up-regulation of an E3 ubiqtuin ligase,
Asb2 (ankyrin repeat-containing SOCS box 2). This coincides with our
observation of the immature morphology and inhibitory phenotypes of Tollip.a
cells. Asb2 has a C-terminal SOCS box, which was predicted to act in a manner
similar to the SOCS family protein that negatively regulates signalling by
targeting proteins for degradation (Kile et al. 2000). In support of this, studies
have shown that ASB2 targets actin-binding proteins filamin A and B for
proteasomal degradation and that ASB2 over-expression led to inhibited cell
growth and spreading (Guibal et al. 2002; Heuzé et al. 2008). This implies that
the canonical Tollip.a has active ubiquitin function which may be one of the
mechanisms in the negative regulation of TLR signalling.
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changes detected. Diagrams are generated by Ingenuity® Systems.

Expression level of transcripts highlighted in red = up-regulation; green = down-regulation; white = no

Figure 5-1 Signalling network of untreated Tollip.a-over-expressing cells.
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changes detected. Diagrams are generated by Ingenuity® Systems.

Expression level of transcripts highlighted in red = up-regulation; green = down-regulation; white = no

Figure 5-2 Signalling network of LPS-treated Tollip.a-over-expressing cells.

The NFAT signalling pathway was also highlighted as a target of Tollip.b. The
transcription factor Nfatc1, which is activated through Ca2+ signalling
(Negishi-Koga and Takayanagi 2009), was down-regulated in Tollip.b cells in
unstimulated state. A previous published study showed that IRAK1 may
contribute to the inactivation of NFATC – over-expression of IRAK-1 led to
suppressed NFAT reporter activity and the level of NFATC1 was elevated in the
IRAK-1-/- cells (Wang et al. 2008). In the meanwhile, NFATC1 was activated in
parasite T. cruzi-infected MyD88−/−TRIF−/− mice, showing that NFATC1 is also
regulated in a MyD88/IRAK-independent manner (Kayama et al. 2009). These
data suggest that Nfatc can be regulated by various signalling pathways, and its
down-regulation in Tollip.b-over-expressing cells implied that the Tollip.b isoform
may signal through IRAK-dependent or independent manner.

Upon LPS activation, one interesting molecule that was up-regulated in the
Tollip.b cells was Nlrc4 (previously named IPAF or CARD12) (Figure 5-4).
NLRC4 is a member of the NLR inflammasome that regulates caspase-1
activation and IL-1β processing [reviewed in (Sutterwala and Flavell 2009)]. We
have not detected differential regulation on caspase-1 but we have observed a
reduced secretion of IL-1β from Tollip.b cells at 2 and 6 hours of LPS treatment
from our cytokine assay (as shown in chapter 4). IL-1β transcript was not
differentially regulated by the Tollip recombinant proteins (Figure 5-5), indicating
that

differences

in

cytokine

production

by

these

cell

lines

was

post-transcriptionally modified, consistent with difference in inflammasome
activation. These observations implicate Tollip.b in the inflammasome signalling
pathway but further validations need to be undertaken.
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®
changes detected. Diagrams are generated by Ingenuity Systems.

Expression level of transcripts highlighted in red = up-regulation; green = down-regulation; white = no

Figure 5-3 Signalling network of untreated Tollip.b-over-expressing cells.
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changes detected. Diagrams are generated by Ingenuity Systems.

®

Expression level of transcripts highlighted in red = up-regulation; green = down-regulation; white = no

Figure 5-4 Signalling network of LPS-treated Tollip.b-over-expressing cells.

Tollip.a networks have strong implications in process such as cancer, cell death
and inflammatory responses (Figure 5-6), whereas Tollip.b is involved in
skeletal/muscle and cardiovascular development, cell-cell interactions, cancer
and inflammatory diseases (Figure 5-7). Taken together, the distinctive
signalling networks utilised by Tollip isoforms and the different implicated
functions revealed that Tollip.b not only has reciprocal roles to Tollip.b but also
has independent function, which highlights the importance of the conserved
CUE domain.

Figure 5-5 Transcript expression level of IL-1beta is not affected in Tollip
recombinant cells.
Normalised intensity value shows IL-1 beta mRNA level was same in both of the Tollip
recombinant cells and the control. Time indicates minutes of LPS stimulation.
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Figure 5-6 Predicted functions of the Tollip.a isoform.
Tollip.a isoform was over-expressed in the RAW264.7 macrophage-like background and
gene expression data were derived from microarray analysis. (A) Untreated
Tollip.a-over-expressing cells; and (B) Tollip.a-over-expressing cells with 2 hours of LPS
treatment. The above data are analysed by Ingenuity® Systems.
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Figure 5-7 Predicted functions of the Tollip.b isoform.
Tollip.b isoform was over-expressed in the RAW264.7 macrophage-like background and
gene expression data were derived from microarray analysis. (A) Untreated
Tollip.b-over-expressing cells; and (B) Tollip.b-over-expressing cells with 2 hours of LPS
treatment. The above data are analysed by Ingenuity® Systems.
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Tollip is involved in the regulation of MHC class I and II expression.
Somewhat unexpectedly, the expression of MHC molecules was the most
significantly dysregulated set of genes on the array (Table 5-3). The MHC class I
molecules H-2D1, H-2Q2, Q5 and T23 were expressed at levels 1.5 to 2 fold
higher in Tollip.b cells compared to the controls. In contrast, a set of MHC class II
molecules were down-regulated in both Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells. In particular,
H-2Ab (mouse homolog of HLA-DQ beta chain) was significantly down-regulated
and both alpha and beta chains of H-2E, (mouse homolog of HLA-DR) were
absent

in

Tollip.b

cells.

The

absence

of

H-2E

was

confirmed

by

immunofluorescence in a number of independently derived recombinant Tollip.b
cells (stable cell line), as well as a pool of unselected recombinant transfectants
(Figures 5-8 and 5-9).

The role of endogenous Tollip isoforms in regulating macrophage function was
investigated with the recombinant Tollip.a and Tollip.b over-expressing cell lines
used as experimental controls, to demonstrate at least 30% knock-down of each
Tollip isoforms at both transcript and protein levels (as shown in chapter 4,
Figure 4-3 and 4-4). Knock-down of the ubiquitously expressed endogenous
Tollip.a isoform in RAW264.7 cells conferred a significant increase of H-2E
expression, and this was even more enhanced when the cells were treated with
LPS (Figure 5-10 A – B). This was also observed in the Tollip.a-knock-down in
the recombinant Tollip.a cells (Figure 5-10 C – D). These findings connect with
the inhibitory role of Tollip that lowering the ratio of Tollip.a might increase the
pro-inflammatory signals within the cell, thus enhanced MHC-II expression.
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We did observe a small recovery of H-2Eb after LPS stimulation in the presence
of the Tollip.b siRNA (Figure 5-10 E – F), which suggests that Tollip.b complexes
also regulate inducible expression of MHC-II but at a much lower impact than the
Tollip.a isoform. The impact of Tollip.b-knock-down was not massive since
Tollip.b was already expressed at low level endogenously. Also, the ability of
Tollip to travel between cytoplasm and nucleus might imply that Tollip.b has a
function in blocking MHC-II expression at transcriptional level, thus siRNA does
not provide sufficient information to unravel the question of how Tollip.b
regulates MHC-II expression.
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Table 5-3 Transcript expression of MHC-I and MHC-II molecules in the control,
Tollip.a- and Tollip.b-over-expressing cells before and after LPS stimulation.

Time
(min)

RAW264.7

Tollip.a

Tollip.b
Genbank

0

30

120

0

30

120

0

30

120

H2-Ea

647

1823

1627

260

340

299

ND

ND

ND

NM010381

H2-Eb1

690

841

655

989

1044

833

ND

ND

ND

NM010382

H2-DMb1

174

187

138

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

NM010387

H2-DMb2

137

166

130

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

NM010388

H2-Ab1

618

647

644

514

525

566

152

155

123

NM207105

H2-Oa

107

104

83

132

118

79

64

83

ND

NM008206

H2-DMa

869

1134

897

773

825

591

804

919

732

NM010386

H2-Q2

6104

6293

5810

7236

7564

8018

10727

12304

11957

NM010392

H2-Q5

1490

1590

1713

1762

1943

2145

2411

3092

3134

NM010393

H2-T23

2103

2740

2582

2451

2714

3114

3536

4266

4424

NM010398

H2-D1

9259

10921

10262

12607

13295

13586

16103

18833

17124

NM010380

H2-Q6

1925

2304

2853

1873

2182

2780

3057

3922

4084

NM207648

H2-Q7

474

576

833

524

628

913

789

1235

1177

XM359282

H2-Q8

325

338

550

426

425

576

588

670

776

NM023124

H2-T17

1130

906

691

1130

978

824

1239

1127

846

NM010396

H2-T9

920

842

601

978

945

762

1130

988

732

NM010399

H2-T22

131

138

117

155

152

163

186

160

139

NM010397

H2-T23

841

870

735

978

937

829

749

915

754

NM010398

H2-M3

10648

8530

3999

14744

12384

4285

4957

4976

2068

NM013819

Gene
MHC-II

MHC-I

* Shaded areas represent dysregulated expression.
ND = not detected.
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Figure 5-8 MHC-II expression is altered by Tollip isoforms.
Macrophages over-expressing Tollip.b isoform do not express H2-E. Top row: Tollip.a
recombinant cells; middle row: Tollip.b recombinant cells; and bottom row: Control
RAW264.7 cells. Column 1: DIC; Column 2: recombinant Tollip isoforms detected by
anti-V5; Column 3: MHC-II expression detected by anti-H2-E; Column 4: overlay
including Hoechst nuclear dye; and Column 5: Endogenous Tollip expression (control
cells only). Scale bar = 10μm.
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Figure 5-9 Expression of H-2E in a pool of unselected Tollip-transfectants.
Recombinant Tollip was targeted by the V5 tag in green and mouse H-2E in purple. Top
panel (a-d) shows a pool of unselected Tollip.a transfectants, and bottom panel (e-h)
shows a pool of unselected Tollip.b transfectants where H-2E was absent in cells
targeted with anti-V5. Scale bar = 10μm.
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Figure 5-10 Tollip knock-down (KD) impacts on mouse H2-E expression.
(A) H2-E alpha expression was increased in response to LPS when Tollip.a levels were
reduced in the RAW264.7 cells. (B) H2-E beta expression was increased when Tollip.a or
Tollip.b levels were reduced in the RAW264.7 cells. (C – D) Expression of H2-E alpha and
beta levels in cells over-expressed Tollip.a, respectively. (E – F) Expression of H2-E alpha
and beta levels in cells over-expressed Tollip.b, respectively. The relative expressions
between LPS-treated cells only and siRNA control are insignificant. X-axis = siRNA
transfection. Y-axis = expression of target genes relative to HPRT. Data are representative
of 3 individual experiments, n=3. Error bars are represented as S.E.M. and significant
values were compared by student’s t-test, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001.
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Tollip does not interact with CIITA
Abnormal or loss of MHC-II expression can lead to mild or severe
immunodeficiency such as the bare lymphocyte syndrome (BLS). Mutations in
CIITA have been associated with this disorder (Reith and Mach 2001;
Dziembowska et al. 2002). Interestingly, a published paper reported CIITA is
activated by ubiquitination, with much more enhanced activation especially when
it is mono-ubiquitinated (Greer et al. 2003). Given the dramatic loss of MHC-II
expression observed in the Tollip.b recombinant cell lines, it is tempting to
speculate that Tollip, as a mono-ubiquitin cargo, may serve a role in modifying
the activity of CIITA. In support of these hypotheses, a recent report
demonstrated that Tollip is also involved in protein sumoylation, and showed that
Tollip is capable of trafficking between the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Ciarrocchi
et al. 2009).

In our study, no changes in the overall expression of CIITA, or any of the known
transcriptional regulators of MHC-II, were detected in the recombinant Tollip cells,
either at RNA or protein level (Figure 5-11 A – B). It is possible that Tollip
interacts directly with CIITA, but this could not be demonstrated using co-IP
approaches in HEK293 cells (Figure 5-11 C). Nevertheless, this could be due to
the imperfect system for testing Tollip-CIITA interaction as it was carried out in
the transiently transfected HEK293 cells with no activation of inflammatory
signals. A mono-ubiquitin binding capacity could also be tested using
immunoprecipitations and compared between the recombinant cell lines.
Furthermore, the regulation of MHC expression is a complicated process,
dependent on the interaction between CIITA and other DNA-binding proteins.
We cannot exclude the possibility that Tollip may also have an indirect impact on
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the CIITA network, such as binding with other transcription factors like NF-YA or
the RFX complex. Regardless of the mechanism, our observations suggest a
novel role for Tollip in regulating class-I versus class-II pathways, where
misexpression of the Tollip.b isoform, or polymorphism in the CUE domain of
Tollip may contribute to MHC-II-related disorders.

Figure 5-11 Tollip isoforms do not alter CIITA expression.
(A) Transcript level of CIITA and associated transcription factors of MHC-II in the
recombinant Tollip cells and the control, derived from microarray analysis. (B)
Immunofluorescence of endogenous CIITA (purple) with endogenous Tollip (green) in the
control, and V5-tagged Tollip.a and Tollip.b in green. (C) IP:V5 to pull down FLAG-tagged
CIITA transiently co-transfected with V5-tagged Tollip.a in HEK293 cells. WB:V5 and FLAG
confirmed co-transfection, but no direct association.
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5-4

Discussion

Monocytes and macrophages have the capacity to process and present foreign
pathogens by TLR-mediated mechanisms (Mosser and Edwards 2008).
Previous published data have demonstrated that phagocytosis of bacteria was
impaired in BMMs lacking the TLR/MyD88 complex (Blander and Medzhitov
2004). Only the antigens derived from phagosomes, which engaged TLR
signalling, were presented by MHC-II molecules on the cell surface (Blander and
Medzhitov 2006). TLRs also discriminate self and non-self antigens which assist
the specificity of MHC presentation. This was demonstrated in DCs treated with
antigen-labelled bacteria and apoptotic cells, only the bacteria-derived antigen
were presented to T cells (Blander and Medzhitov 2006). Collectively, these
reported data showed that TLRs control MHC presentation and that
TLR-triggered phagocytosis is responsible in uncoupling antigen processing and
presentation to discriminate self and non-self antigens. This is particularly
important in innate and adaptive immunity since activation of T cells by apoptotic
antigens can lead to adverse autoimmune disorders.

In the previous chapter, we showed that both of the Tollip isoforms participated in
phagocytosis. Here, we have demonstrated an outline of the expression profile
of highly differentially regulated genes in the recombinant Tollip cell lines. This
has broadened our view on the signalling networks each Tollip isoform has
participated after TLR4 activation. We have categorised three sets of genes from
the microarray analysis. 1 – Genes that were reciprocally regulated by Tollip.a
and Tollip.b isoforms, this was exemplified by a down-regulation of signalling
molecules like Irak3 in Tollip.a cells and up-regulation in Tollip.b cells. 2 – Genes
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that were regulated by one isoform only, such as a down-regulation in
phgocytosis/adhesion markers including Pcdh7 and Trem2 in Tollip.a cells. 3 –
Genes that were regulated by both Tollip isoforms, this was shown by the
down-regulation of MHC-II genes.

We have demonstrated that over-expression of Tollip.b massively impacted on
the expression of MHC-II molecules, but this was not due to CIITA expression or
association with CIITA. While Tollip.b-over-expressing cells had loss or reduction
in MHC-II expression, MHC-I molecules were up-regulated. Many publications
have shown studies of cross-presentation that exogenous antigens from
bacteria can elicit and prime MHC-I-dependent CD8+ T cell response (Basta and
Alatery 2007). This could be the reason to explain the active phagocytosis and
the strong activation of signalling events, like the enhanced phosphorylation of
JNK, in the Tollip.b-over-expressing cells. These observations suggest a novel
role for Tollip in regulating class-I vs. class-II pathways and present the CUE
domain of Tollip as a potential contributor to MHC-II-related disorders.

Overall, our findings provide new linkages between TLR signalling and the
polarization/recruitment of adaptive immune responses, and that Tollip isoforms
have a novel role in uncoupling TLR-triggered phagocytosis and antigen
processing.
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Chapter 6

Final discussion

6-1 Discussion

The mammalian immune system has evolved to protect the host against
sophisticated pathogens. TLR signalling is one of the well-characterised
mechanisms in the initiation of innate immunity and consequently adaptive
immunity [reviewed in(Takeda and Akira 2004; Oberg et al. 2011)]. As discussed
in chapter 1, alternative splicing of signalling molecules in the TLR pathways has
been shown by numerous reports that it drives diversification of immune
responses. This thesis has illustrated the impact of alternative splicing on a
negative regulator, Tollip, via TLR4-triggered signalling and the consequent
diversification of inflammatory outcomes in macrophages.

We have identified several spliced variants of Tollip and demonstrated
conservation of those variants between human and mouse. Tollip variants were
expressed in a tissue-specific manner, some of which were inducible by various
stimuli. The mouse variant Tollip.b that lacked the CUE domain encoded a
functional protein, and that over-expression of Tollip.b led to different
macrophage phenotypes to the canonical Tollip.a. Tollip isoforms primed different
MAPK signalling pathways, leading to a differential regulation of cytokines and
chemokines. Finally, Tollip isoforms showed different gene programming in
macrophage activation, and the Tollip.b isoform regulated MHC-I and MHC-II
expression through an unknown mechanism.
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Toll-interacting protein, Tollip, was first identified by a yeast two-hybrid screen
with IL-1RAcP as bait (Burns et al. 2000). This 274 aa protein has three
functional domains: an N-terminal Tom1-binding domain (TBD), a central C2
domain, and a C-terminal CUE domain. Tollip was found to associate with IRAK1
at unstimulated state but IRAK1 activation/phosphorylation abolished this
association (Burns et al. 2000). Subsequent studies showed that Tollip also
interacts with TLR2 and TLR4 (Zhang and Ghosh 2002), which suggests a role
for Tollip in the internalisation of these receptors. Tollip has been characterised
as a negative regulator in TLR2 and TLR4 signalling – it inhibits both NFκB and
AP-1 activity in a dose-dependent manner (Zhang and Ghosh 2002; Li et al.
2004). This suggested that Tollip is negatively regulating multiple signalling
pathways. In addition to these findings, we have shown that Tollip is alternatively
spliced; some splice variants are conserved while some are human or mouse
specific. We have also provided evidence that the Tollip.b isoform not only works
in concert with the canonical Tollip.a, but also has independent function.

Tollip variants are differentially expressed
Since alternative splicing has been implicated in innate immunity (e.g. a splice
variant of MyD88 is an inhibitor of MyD88 function (Burns et al. 2003)), we
explored the impact of splicing within the TLR4 signalling pathway by studying
Tollip. At least 5 human variants and 3 mouse variants were identified so far. We
first predicted that all three mouse isoforms were conserved in human. Sequence
alignment showed that Tollip.a (full-length) and Tollip.c (lacks TBD domain) were
highly conserved; yet, mouse Tollip.b variant that lacks the CUE domain was not
identified in human. This suggests that the function of the C2 and CUE domains
of Tollip is conserved throughout evolution, but the TBD is divergent by
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speciation. Nevertheless, alternative splicing of Tollip in human diseases has not
been studied. Since the CUE domain is highly conserved between human and
mouse, it is unclear whether Tollip.b is present in inflammatory diseases or even
in genetic disorders. Tollip is highly expressed in intestinal epithelial cells which
are constantly exposed to bacteria and are hypo-responsive to TLR2 ligands.
Although detailed mechanisms are still unknown, it is certain that Tollip is a useful
candidate in the study of immune disorders like inflammation and that the Tollip.b
isoform may play a regulatory role in such disorders.

Mouse Tollip.a variant was ubiquitously expressed and all of the three variants
were specifically expressed in mouse testis. In mouse BMM, Tollip.a was only
slightly induced by various TLR ligands. Endogenous Tollip.b was expressed at
very low level but significantly up-regulated by LPS and CpG DNA, which
induced macrophage activation, although still about 10-fold less than the level of
Tollip.a expression. We therefore studied the function of Tollip isoforms by
over-expressing Tollip.a or Tollip.b in mouse RAW264.7 cells. We chose this cell
model because both variants (but not Tollip.c) were cloned from mouse BMM,
and the RAW264.7 cells provide a clear innate immune/TLR background in vitro.
Unlike cell models such as the HEK293, TLRs are expressed in RAW264.7 cells
and activation of innate immune signalling can be triggered by various TLR
ligands, which allowed us to examine macrophage phenotypes. We confirmed
that both Tollip isoforms in the recombinant cell lines bind to Tom1 and localised
at early endosomes. This coincided with published data, and showed that both
recombinant proteins are functional in these cells. This demonstrates that the
regulation of Tollip.b is an important process in macrophage activation. This is
consistent with the model of Tollip in ‘fine-tuning’ inflammatory responses
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(Didierlaurent et al. 2006) by adjusting a balance of the signalling capacities of
other critical regulators targeted by Tollip.

Tollip isoforms mediate macrophage phenotypes
Tollip function has traditionally been studied on its role as a chaperone protein,
but our experiments highlight a role for Tollip independent of the CUE domain.
The fact that both Tollip isoforms localised with Rab14, which is a marker for
maturing phagosomes (Kyei et al. 2006), strongly implicates Tollip in the
phagocytic pathway, dependent of the C2 domain. Indeed, Tollip has already
been shown to mediate clathrin transport by interacting with Tom1. Clathrin is a
well-known coating vesicle in the initiation of endocytosis, also in mediating actin
organisation during phagocytosis [reviewed in (Pizarro-Cerdá et al. 2010)]. In
addition to Tom1/clathrin binding, the C2 domain of Tollip also binds with specific
phospholipids, including phosphoinositides PI3P, PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 (Li et
al. 2004; Ankem et al. 2011). Phosphoinositides PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 were
found abundantly at the plasma membrane and PI3P is exclusively found in the
early endosomes (Di Paolo and De Camilli 2006), all of which have been studied
in cytoskeletal remodelling with actin [reviewed in (Saarikangas et al. 2010)]. The
fact that both Tollip isoforms were localised at early endosomes and both
isoforms bind to Tom1 suggested a critical role for both Tollip isoforms in the
recognition and transport of proteins in endocytic and phagocytic pathways.

One critical process in mediating innate immune signalling that is dependent of
the Tollip CUE domain is intracellular sorting of receptors (Brissoni et al. 2006).
Ubiquitin has a dual function in inflammatory signalling - activation by targeting
NFkB inhibitory proteins, or inhibition by targeting signalling molecules for
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degradation [reviewed in(Behrends and Harper 2011)]. Tollip, in this context, has
been implicated in the later machinery. The CUE domain of Tollip is an ubiquitin
cargo that it facilitates endocytosis of transmembrane receptors like IL-1RI to
endosomes and lysosomes and consequently Ub-tagged degradation. Cells from
Tollip-/- mice or cells expressed the Tollip CUE domain mutant had no signs of
IL-1RI degradation in response to IL-1β (Brissoni et al. 2006). The CUE domain
of Tollip thus serves an important function in the negative regulation of
inflammatory signalling.

Over-expression of Tollip.a has led to an inhibitory macrophage phenotype,
which fits the role of CUE domain in the negative regulation of signalling. We
have observed from our recombinant Tollip cells that Tollip.a over-expression led
to significantly reduced capacity in pathogen uptake; Tollip.b over-expression
had active phagocytosis. These opposing phenotypes were accompanied with a
varied degree of Tollip-actin interaction, that Tollip.a cells had much lower affinity
in binding with actin, either at constitutive level or LPS-stimulated level. Active
phagocytosis requires coordinate induction of receptor-mediated signalling and
cytoskeletal

remodelling.

For

example,

phagocytosis

of

Streptococcus

pneumoniae by microglia was abolished with cytochalasin D, an actin inhibitor
(Ribes et al. 2010). In addition, LPS-stimulated dextran uptake was abolished by
cytochalasin D in bone marrow-derived DCs (West et al. 2004). Collectively, our
findings have shown Tollip isoforms mediate macrophage function in an
opposing manner. The differences observed from phagocytosis and actin-binding
capacity between Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells further highlighted the importance of
Tollip CUE domain as a mediator in switching in between inhibiting or activating
macrophage function.
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Tollip isoforms impact on different signalling pathways
Resolution of inflammation is not dependent on a single modifier of inflammatory
signalling, but loss of those inflammatory regulators can change the robustness of
the signalling network. Previous published data on the Tollip-/- mouse showed
dysregulation of inflammatory signalling, but not in the manner expected when
Tollip was only considered to be a negative regulator of cytokine production.
These results described a conflicting role for Tollip (inhibitor vs. activator), where
NFκB activity was not affected, but IL-6 and TNF production were significantly
reduced in Tollip-/- cells including macrophages and dendritic cells. MHC-II
expression on splenic B cells and phosphorylation of IRAK1 in MEFs collected
from Tollip-/- were not affected (Didierlaurent et al. 2006). It is arguable that both
spliced isoforms of Tollip were absent due to the knock-out, which in turn lost the
capability of Tollip to ‘fine-tune’ inflammatory outcomes by adjusting Tollip.a vs.
Tollip.b expression level. In addition, phosphorylation of MAPKs, was claimed not
affected in Tollip-/- cells by the authors. However, some differences in p38 and
JNK activation can be observed in Tollip-/- BMMs. It would be clearer if activity of
transcription factors downstream of MAPKs (such as AP-1) was tested.

One could argue that the differences in MAPK activities in the Tollip-/- mouse were
due to tissue-specific function of Tollip, as we have found Tollip.a and Tollip.b
were specifically expressed in mouse testis and BMM. Also, other proteins with
similar functions to Tollip might have compensated for the loss in the Tollip-/mouse, such as IRAK-M, which also negatively regulates IRAK1 function
(Kobayashi et al. 2002), or TAB2/3, which have ubiquitin-binding capacity (Sato et
al. 2009). Certainly the loss of Tollip.b would have impacted on the expression of
IRAK-M, as indicated from our microarray analysis, thus altering the Tollip-IRAK
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regulatory axis.

In our over-expression model, we also observed some conserved roles of Tollip
isoforms – IκB phosphorylation were partially reduced in both Tollip.a and Tollip.b
cells. Although Tollip.b lacked the CUE domain, the Tollip-IRAK interaction should
be functional since previous studies showed that Tollip-IRAK1 binding was
dependent on the area spanning amino acid 179 – 274, the CUE domain
comprising amino acid 259 – 274 (Burns et al. 2000). This suggests that both
Tollip isoforms utilised the classical NFκB pathway by initiating IRAK1 activity.
The level of IκB phosphorylation and the reduced production of TNF and IL-6 did
imply a retained interaction of Tollip with IRAK1 in the absence of the CUE
domain. We have observed differentially regulated patterns of cytokines and
chemokines between Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells, suggesting that Tollip.b has
additional independent regulatory functions. This led to the question of whether
Tollip also impacts on other signalling pathways such as MAPK.

Previous published data showed that over-expression of Tollip led to enhanced
JNK phosphorylation, but JNK also became less active when higher dosage of
Tollip was transfected (Burns et al. 2000). This implicated Tollip does have an
impact on MAPK signalling and that the level of Tollip expression is critical to
maintain a balance in signalling pathways. In fact, we observed a strong and
sustained phosphorylation of ERK in Tollip.a cells and JNK in Tollip.b cells. The
enhanced activity of these MAPKs could be due to compensation of the
suppressed IκB/NFκB activity in these cells. However, the respective cytokine
outcomes indicated this was not enough to explain the enhanced MAPK activities
because even morereduction in other cytokines was observed. For example,
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IL-1alpha/beta production was suppressed in Tollip.b cells only, and G-CSF
production was specifically suppressed in Tollip.a cells. We did observe enhanced
TNF and IL-6 production in Tollip.b cells after 24 hours of LPS, and this was
accompanied by reciprocal down-regulation of these cytokines when endogenous
Tollip.b was knocked-down. These data provided a view that Tollip.a and Tollip.b
isoforms have reciprocal activities in multiple signalling pathways.

Is it possible that Tollip isoforms also act downstream of MEKK and ERK? From
our Western blot data together with the cytokine data from MAPK inhibitor studies,
we proposed a model in which both Tollip isoforms act upstream of MAPK
molecules. In this model, Tollip.a primes the ERK pathway whereas Tollip.b
primes the JNK pathway. Tollip may also work downstream of these MAPKs as
inhibition

of

ERK

or

JNK

led

to

complete

abolishment

of

some

cytokines/chemokines in the recombinant Tollip cells. Since Tollip travels to the
nucleus, it is possible that Tollip regulates cytokine production by interacting with
transcription factors downstream of MAPKs. Undoubtedly, further experiments to
test this hypothesis will be needed. For example, chromatin immunoprecipitations
may provide clues on whether Tollip isoforms interact with transcription factors
such as AP-1 or CREB.

Tollip.b suppresses MHC-II expression
The list of genes that were highly differentially regulated in the Tollip recombinant
cells reflects the importance of Tollip in macrophage maturation and phagocytosis.
The phenotype characteristics of the recombinant Tollip.a cells reflected a
down-regulation of the list of genes involved in cell adhesion, differentiation and
phagocytosis – Tollip.a cells had immature macrophage morphology, reduced
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pathogen uptake and affinity lower degree of actin-binding. Tollip.b cells on the
other hand, showed an up-regulation of these genes, which may explain the
elongated, adherent morphology of the recombinant Tollip.b cells.

One surprising finding from our microarray data was that MHC-I and MHC-II
molecules were dramatically down-regulated or even lost in Tollip.b cells. These
MHC molecules are critical in the processes of antigen presentation and many
studies have shown that abnormal or loss of MHC can lead to mild or severe
immunodeficiency [reviewed in(Reith and Mach 2001)]. We are not certain on the
impact of this loss, and further tests such as priming of Tollip.b cells to T-cell
activation will be a good model to explore the role of Tollip.b on MHC expression.
We have tested whether Tollip interacts with transcription factors that regulate
MHC expression. Immunoprecipitation of Tollip and the MHC master regulator
CIITA showed no direct interaction. However, interaction between Tollip and other
proteins involved in the MHC transcriptional complex has not been tested. It could
be possible that Tollip interacts with other DNA-binding proteins which led to
direct or indirect impact on the transcription of MHC genes. The fact that Tollip.b
over-expression led to an abnormal MHC expression means that Tollip.b is a
good candidate for studying MHC-related disease.

In summary, the findings presented in this thesis have provided important
contributions to innate immunity by showing that alternative splicing of Tollip
impacts on different stages of TLR signalling and results in diversified immune
responses. Recent publications have shown that alternative splicing often occurs
to negatively regulate signalling. This was exemplified by MyD88s, an isoform of
MyD88, and IRAK-M, an isoform of IRAK1. Here we have discussed the impact of
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alternative splicing on Tollip, a negative regulator in TLR signalling. We have
proposed a model that the Tollip.b isoform (lacking the CUE domain) has an
opposing function to Tollip.a which is able to cancel the inhibitory phenotype of
the canonical form, but also contributes independently to a different phenotype.
We have shown the identification of Tollip spliced variants in human and mouse
and the expression was tissue-specific. Over-expression of Tollip isoforms led to
opposing phenotypes in macrophage activation, as represented by phagocytosis
and the changes in cell morphology, which is often a result of actin-mediated
cytoskeletal remodelling. Tollip isoforms also regulated cytokine production
differently and this was supported by the divergent MAPK signalling usage.
Further, we have identified a novel role for Tollip in the regulation of MHC
molecules. In particular, the Tollip.b isoform targeted an inhibition of MHC-II
expression. Our study showed one of the many consequences in the reservoir of
signalling events and that altering the levels of Tollip isoforms is critical in
‘fine-tuning’ inflammatory responses. Alternative splicing is also a contributing
factor in the development of various diseases (Litman et al. 2007; Miura et al.
2011), and Tollip isoforms are undoubtedly good candidates for the study of these
diseases in humans.

6-2

Future directions

1. Our results showed that Tollip regulates MHC expression at transcriptional
level but the mechanism is unknown. Transcription of MHC genes is not only
dependent on the master regulator CIITA but also a complicated network of
DNA-binding proteins. We have shown that Tollip does not form direct association
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with CIITA, but the possibility that Tollip acts on the modification of CIITA activity
has not been tested. To test whether Tollip mediates CIITA activity by
mono-ubiquitination or possibly histone acetylation (as histone H2B was
pulled-down with Tollip.b in our IP study), and to test whether Tollip has interaction
with the DNA-binding proteins, immunoprecipitation can be done by using the
recombinant cells. Reporter assays on the promoters of MHC molecules by using
the Tollip recombinant cells may also provide a clue on how Tollip isoforms
regulate MHC at transcriptional level. In addition, examining the process of
antigen presentation in Tollip.b cells will confirm a role for Tollip in uncoupling
antigen processing and antigen presentation. Antigen presentation assay using
the recombinant Tollip cells can be done by treating the cells with antigens,
followed by incubation with T cells and analysis by flow cytometry. Collectively,
these aims and approaches will unveil the mechanism on how Tollip regulates
MHC expression.

2. We predict that Tollip also works downstream of MAPKs. Identification of the
possible links between Tollip isoforms and transcription factors that regulate
MAPK expression will resolve the puzzle on how Tollip mediates the MAPK
signalling pathway. This can be tested by chromatin immunoprecipitation and
DNA sequencing to find out whether Tollip interacts with transcription factors such
as AP-1, c-Jun and CREB. Further, proteins expressed differentially between
Tollip.a and Tollip.b cells can be examined by 2D gel electrophoresis and mass
spectrometry sequencing. This will provide clues on the targeted proteins
regulated by Tollip isoforms and a clearer picture of the signalling pathways that
Tollip isoforms are involved in. For example, Tollip regulates unknown proteins
which in turn regulate MAPK signalling, or that Tollip regulates MAPKs and affects
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the expression of unknown protein downstream of the signalling cascade. Also,
this will provide more information on the proteins affected as a result of
dysregulated MHC expression.

3. Tollip has not been studied extensively in human diseases. Expression of Tollip
variants can be screened in innate or chronic inflammatory disease backgrounds
by qRT-PCR. Same approach can also be used in other disease models,
including genetic immunodeficiency like the bare lymphocyte syndrome,
autoimmune disorders like diabetes, or cancers like breast cancer and prostate
cancer. One recent study on Tollip reported that SNPs in the TOLLIP gene were
significantly associated with susceptibility to sepsis in the Han population, the
largest ethnic group which contributes to more than 90% of the Chinese
population (Song et al. 2011). Further, Tollip mRNA expression was
down-regulated in a neonatal intestinal inflammatory disease, necrotising
enterocolitis (Nanthakumar et al. 2011), suggesting that altering Tollip expression
level is critical in adjusting inflammatory responses. The finding that Tollip
functions as a tyrosine substrate in breast cancer cells implicated an involvement
of Tollip in cancer. These pilot studies have provided novel relationships between
Tollip and inflammatory diseases, and a possible relationship in cancer
development. Additional research is needed to verify the role of Tollip in these
models and study the mechanisms involved, as well as to ascertain the way in
which Tollip isoforms affect these conditions.

4. To study the impact of Tollip isoforms on clathrin. Clathrin is an important
molecule in endocytosis and phagocytosis that organises the actin network.
Studies have shown that the CUE domain of Tollip is necessary for effective
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degradation of IL-1RI. Further, Tom1 siRNA in both wildtype and Tollip-/- cells
resulted in accumulation of IL-1RI at the lysosomes (Brissoni et al. 2006),
suggesting Tollip and Tom1 work in a cooperative manner in protein degradation.
The TBD of Tollip associates with the GAT domain of Tom1, which also binds with
poly-ubiquitin chains. Tom1 also binds with clathrin, and this binding is dependent
on Tollip-Tom1 interaction. Clathrin in this context may be an important mediator
in delivery of endosomal cargo to lysosomes. If clathrin-Tom1 bind with Tollip.b
but degradation of proteins such as TLR4 is not observed, this means that the C2
domain of Tollip facilitates transportation of intracellular trafficking, whereas the
CUE

domain

degrades

immunofluorescence

to

protein
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by

ubiquitination.
subcellular
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can

localisations

use
and

immunoprecipitations of targeting proteins such as TLR, Tom1, clathrin and
ubiquitin.
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Appendix
Microarray Data analysis
Probes that met the filter QC in any one of the three cell lines (9824 probes of the
24620 probes on the array) were examined for differences due to Tollip
over-expression. A 2-way ANOVA using time and cell-line as parameters was
conducted to identify probes that were statistically significantly different (p<0.05,
Benjamini and Hochberg False Discovery Rate). 1429 probes were significantly
different between the 3 cell lines, 4639 were significantly regulated across the
LPS time course, and 782 probes were differentially regulated by LPS and Tollip
isoform.

Firstparameter(Sample)test

Secondparameter(Time)test.
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3857

1
0

0

1
4537
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InteractionbetweenparametersSampleandTime
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Probes were next ranked by volcano plot to identify genes that had at least 2-fold
differences between cell lines, at a p<0.01 significance.
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